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I
¶«±§Z±« are a powerful means of visually communicating
information. e evolution and usage of graphical illustrations has
a long history and illustrations are nowadays commonplace in a
wide variety of domains. To name but a few, we can nd illustrations in
instruction manuals, in textbooks, and in scientic publications. To be
abletocreatehigh-qualityillustrations,however,onehastobeartistically
talented and undergo a lengthy training in ne arts and illustration to
become a professional illustrator. Hiring such an illustration specialist
is expensive and unfeasible in many cases. is oen results in using
self-made illustrations of insucient quality. e problem is that the
creation of high-quality illustrations is hard to accomplish for laypeople
inillustration.isthesispresentstwomethodsforinteractiveillustrative
rendering that deal with this problem by making illustration expertise
accessible to people without knowledge and skills in illustration. e
proposedmethodsmakethecreationofillustrationsavailableindomains
where it has not been available before. Let us explain the benet of the
availability of illustration expertise to non-experts with an example.
Imagine a researcher in the need of a case-specic illustration which
shall illustrate a novel nding in a scientic publication. e nding is
of such a novelty that there is no existing illustration available to the
researcher that illustrates the nding suciently well. e researcher
cannot aord to hire a professional illustrator to create a suitable illustra-
tion. e researcher in our example must then resort to either using an
illustration that does not exactly match the intended illustration purpose,
to omit the illustration completely, or to create the illustration by him-
or herself. All of these solutions will arguably have a negative impact
on the quality of the scientic publication, unless the researcher is also
a skilled illustrator. is problem can be alleviated by harnessing the
benets of methods for interactive illustrative rendering. ese methods
help to deal with the described problem by making illustration expertise
available to non-experts in illustration. In this thesis, we present two
methods that meet this demand. Besides the purpose of making illustra-
tion expertise available to non-experts, the methods presented in this
thesis can as well be employed by professional illustrators to speed up
the production process, to create accurate illustrations directly from ìo
models or volume data, and to nd new ways of visual expression. Let us
briey summarize the two methods that we present in this thesis.
Õó ±§o¶h±
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Figure Õ.Õ: e interactive volume illustration system presented in Chapter ì. e system
incorporates (le) an interface for brushing the contributions of input properties to rule-
based visualization mappings as well as (center) a graphical rule specication interface
to interactively control (right) the visualization result.
e rst method presented in Chapter ì is a graphical approach for
the interactive creation of illustrative volume renderings (see Fig. Õ.Õ).
ismethodbuildsuponaframeworkthatallowstospecifytheresultsof
volume renderings with visualization rules [Rautek et al., óþþß, óþþa].
We present a graphical user interface that makes the specication of such
visualization rules more direct and intuitive than the original textual rule
specication. Furthermore, we propose a graphical way of specifying the
contributions of various input properties to the visualization mapping
via brushing. Finally, we introduce a concept in Chapter ì that facilitates
to automatically augment arbitrary shader programs with rule-based
rendering functionality. is exible concept makes it possible to use
arbitrary input and output properties in visualization rules and extends
the range of achievable visualization mappings.
esecondmethodpresentedinChapter¢isamethodforinteractively
generating example-based hatching renderings of ìo models. A result
of this pen-and-ink hatching method is shown in Fig. Õ.ó. e approach
improves upon the synthetic and regular appearance of the results of
previousapproachesforcomputer-generatedhatching.eimprovement
of the aesthetic quality and illustration eectiveness is achieved by the
fusion of automatic by-example functionality with interactive editing
functionality. e approach in Chapter ¢ introduces a hierarchical style
transfer model that allows us to learn the hatching style from hand-
drawn pen-and-ink illustrations using image processing and machine
learning. e style transfer model includes data representations that
facilitate the interactive example-based synthesis of illustrations in the
learned hatching style. e method in Chapter ¢ comprises interaction
capabilitiesthatenableuserstodirectlyandintuitivelyadjustthehatching
illustrations according to their aesthetic judgment and requirements.
ese interaction capabilities improve upon the aesthetic quality of the
results that can be achieved with the method and facilitate an application
of the hatching method for illustration and creative purposes.±§o¶h± ì
Figure Õ.ó: An illustration of a vertebra created with the hatching method in Chapter ¢.
is thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter ó we further motivate
our work and draw a connection between the two distinct illustrative
rendering methods that we present in this thesis. We illuminate the rela-
tion of the two approaches by looking at them in the light of the issue
of implementing control over the result in illustrative rendering. We
proceed with detailing our interactive volume illustration method in
Chapter ì. In Chapter ¦, we summarize our ndings on control over the
result that we learned from developing the volume rendering approach
in Chapter ì. Based on these ndings, we motivate the strategies for
implementing control over the result that we devised for developing the
hatching approach presented in Chapter ¢. Next, we present the interac-
tive example-based hatching method in detail in Chapter ¢. Finally, we
present ideas for future work and conclude the thesis in Chapter ä.2 ILLUSTRATIVE RENDERING b CONTROL OVER THE
RESULT
L
Z§u subdomains of computer graphics focus on the realistic de-
pictionofvirtualobjects.Physicalsimulationsoflightandmaterial
coupledwithopticalmodelsincreasinglyapproachaphotorealistic
visualimpressionindepictingvirtualscenes.Overthepastthreedecades,
rapid advances in computer graphics research have led to spectacular
results in realistic rendering, a development that was at least partially
fostered by theentertainmentindustry. Photorealismis,however, not the
only depiction style that evolved in this process. e eld of illustrative
rendering or non-photorealistic rendering (£§) emerged parallel to the
describedadvancesinrealisticrendering.Non-photorealisticandillustra-
tive rendering methods have also been applied to and developed for data
visualization. is process formed the eld of illustrative visualization
[Viola et al., óþþ¢; Bruckner, óþþ; Rautek et al., óþþb].
ó.Õ -£±§uZ«±h §uou§
e eld of £§ is mainly concerned with the depiction of óo images
or ìo surface models in visual abstractions or styles that resemble tradi-
tional rendering media. A broad range of methods was developed that
simulate rendering styles such as watercolor paintings, pencil drawings,
or pen-and-ink illustrations [Gooch and Gooch, óþþÕ; Strothotte and
Schlechtweg, óþþó; Kyprianidis et al., óþÕó; Rosin and Collomosse, óþÕó].
Some £§ methods are image lters, others are shading models, and oth-
ers rely on the explicit calculation of drawing or painting marks, which
oen are strokes [Hertzmann, óþþì]. In the majority of £§ methods
the rendering result is algorithmically pre-determined. is means that
the control over the appearance of the generated images lies solely in
the hands of the programmer. is algorithmic control contrasts the
artistic nature of the imagery generated by non-photorealistic and illus-
trative rendering methods. We will explain why this algorithmic control
restricts the aesthetic quality and illustration eectiveness of illustrative
rendering methods. In this thesis we examine two dierent strategies
for implementing control over the result in illustrative rendering that
improve upon a control that is solely in the hands of the programmer:
user interaction and learning from examples.
¢ä ¶«±§Z±êu §uou§ b h±§ êu§ ±u §u«¶±
Figure ó.Õ: Fully automatic real-time hatching by Praun et al. [óþþÕ].
When we speak of control and controlling in this thesis, we speak of
control in the sense of command, specication, regulation, and guidance.
We do not refer to control and controlling in the sense of checking, testing,
and verifying. Furthermore, we use the term rendering function in this
thesis as a generic term for a function that denes a mapping from a set
of input arguments to a set of rendering outputs. An input argument
of such a generic rendering function can be any input value on which
the visual mapping is based (e.g., a color value of an input raster im-
age, a geometric feature of a ìo surface, or a data feature in a volume
dataset). An input argument can also be a rendering parameter (e.g., a
parameter that controls the brightness of the rendering). e rendering
output can be simply a color and opacity value per pixel, or a value of
a parameterized visual abstraction (e.g., the local density of hatching
strokes). In the parts of this thesis that deal with volume rendering, we
use the term visualization mapping accordingly to the denition of the
term rendering function given here. Having introduced this terminology,
let us proceed with examining the dierent strategies for controlling the
result in illustrative rendering.
Manyoftheestablished£§methodsarefullyautomatic.eyemploy
a xed rendering pipeline and oer users a ‘one-button-solution’ (apart
from the necessity to manually preprocess the model to be rendered).
In such fully automatic methods, the result is controlled solely by the
rendering algorithm, which implements a static rendering function. is
fully automated approach is very convenient and time-eective but lacks
the creative freedom users might be expecting, in particular if users stem
from an artistic background. e need for ‘putting the artist in the loop’
was advocated by Seims [ÕÉÉÉ] and Salesin [óþþó] already in the early
days of £§, but seems to not have attracted the full awareness of the
£§ community. To give an example, the texture-based hatching methodó.Õ -£±§uZ«±h §uou§ ß
Figure ó.ó: Fully interactive freehand sketching system by [Nijboer et al., óþÕþ].
presented by Praun et al. [óþþÕ] allows users to create attractive hatching
renderings of ìo models in real time (see Fig. ó.Õ). e method, however,
does not allow users to change the appearance of the resulting draw-
ings. Users of the hatching renderer by Praun et al. [óþþÕ] cannot, e.g.,
manually darken or brighten a particular region. is lack of possibility
for user interaction limits the creative freedom of the hatching method
and, thus, the possibilities of a deployment of the method in creative
environments such as the entertainment industry. On the one hand, the
fact that the user does not have to perform such interactions to achieve
aesthetically pleasing results surely is a benet of the technique by Praun
et al. [óþþÕ]. On the other hand, we see it as a limitation that the user
cannot freely and directly adjust the rendering to his or her needs.
Let us treat the dierent approaches to controlling the result in illustra-
tive rendering as a continuum from fully automatic to fully interactive.
In this continuum, fully interactive drawing systems form the other ex-
treme as compared to fully automatic £§ systems such as the hatching
renderer by Praun et al. [óþþÕ]. An example for a fully interactive draw-
ing system is the freehand sketching system presented by Nijboer et al.
[óþÕþ]. Fig. ó.ó shows an example screenshot of the freehand sketching
system by Nijboer et al. [óþÕþ]. In this system, users can draw strokes,
interact with already drawn strokes, as well as interact with the canvas
usingcontext-sensitivegestures.Usersofsuchadrawingsystemhavefull
creative freedom and control over the result image but are required to
draw the entire image ‘from scratch,’ i.e., without the assistance of a ìo
model or a rendering algorithm. e described interaction continuum is
illustrated in Fig. ó.ì. We continue with examining some strategies for
implementing control over the result that are situated between the two
extremes of fully automatic and fully interactive. ¶«±§Z±êu §uou§ b h±§ êu§ ±u §u«¶±
automatic semi-automatic interactive
Figure ó.ì: Interaction continuum. e various strategies for implementing control over
the result in £§ span a continuum that ranges from fully automatic to fully interactive.
e image to the le is generated fully automatically while the image to the right is drawn
by hand. e images from le to right are results of Praun et al. [óþþÕ], Gerl [óþþä],
Deussen et al. [óþþþ], Salisbury et al. [ÕÉÉß], and Nijboer et al. [óþÕþ].
Many £§ methods provide the possibility to interact with the result
by the means of interacting with rendering parameters. For stroke-based
methods, these are parameters such as the density or the width of the
strokes. Users of common £§ systems can adjust the result by entering
numeric values or adjusting sliders to control such parameters. e au-
tomatic result is updated aer a rendering parameter has been changed
by the user. e image synthesis is still fully automatic in such a system,
while the possibility to specify rendering parameters gives some control
over the result to the user. In our interaction continuum in Fig. ó.ì, such
an interaction via rendering parameters is the rst step away from a fully
automatic system towards an interactive system. Interaction by param-
eter adjustment is an eective means of interaction in many cases, in
a sense that one can quickly change the visual appearance of the result
without much eort. Parameter tweaking is, however, an indirect means
of adjustment and provides only limited control over the result. It is
indirect because it does not allow users to directly adjust the drawing
elements, but rather interact with the parameters that inuence the draw-
ing elements. e control over the result of £§ systems provided by
parameter adjustment is limited because of two major reasons, which
are the common restriction to global adjustments and the restrictions
imposed by a pre-determined range of achievable visual eects.
First, the control given by parameter adjustment is limited because
onlyglobalparametersareprovidedinmany £§systems.Forexample,a
stipplingrenderermightpermituserstoadjustthesizeofallthestippling
marksintheresult,butnotexclusivelythesizeofstippleswithinaparticu-
larregion.Toillustratethisglobalbehavior,Fig.ó.¦showstheadjustment
of a global brightness parameter in a hatching renderer for volume data
by Gerl [óþþä]. Here, adjusting the brightness parameter brightens or
darkens the entire rendering. e global adjustment, however, does not
allow to selectively darken or brighten particular regions.ó.Õ -£±§uZ«±h §uou§ É
Figure ó.¦: Global brightness parameter adjustment in volume hatching [Gerl, óþþä].
Second, the control given by parameter tweaking is limited because it
restricts the possible interactions to a particular range of eects which is
pre-determined by the set of provided parameters. e range of achiev-
able eects is restricted by the complexity of the parameter space. In our
stippling renderer example, users might be able to adjust the size of the
stippling marks, the stippling density, and a perturbation factor that adds
arandomosettothestipplepositions.erangeofadjustmentsthatare
possible to perform with this example stippling renderer is limited to the
eects that can be achieved by modifying the three described parameters.
A brushing interaction for controlling a stippling renderer such as
presented by Deussen etal.[óþþþ], orforcontrolling ahatching renderer
as introduced by Salisbury et al. [ÕÉÉ¦, ÕÉÉß], in contrast, breaks free
from this restriction to global adjustments and the limited range of
achievable eects. It allows users to directly interact with the result, to
make local adjustments, and to modify the result independently of a pre-
determined range of visual eects that can be achieved with parameter
tuning. is increased range of achievable visual eects combined with
the creative freedom given by the possibility for interaction results in
computer-generated illustrations that look less mechanical and more
hand-drawn than fully automatic methods, as shown in the example
in Fig. ó.¢. Such semi-automatic illustration systems are located in the
center of our described interaction continuum, as illustrated in Fig. ó.ì.
Interactive £§ systems permit human intervention and provide the
user with control over the result. is control opens up the possibility to
enhance the expressiveness, the hand-drawn appearance, or the ‘charac-Õþ ¶«±§Z±êu §uou§ b h±§ êu§ ±u §u«¶±
Figure ó.¢: Locally adjustable stippling by Deussen et al. [óþþþ].
ter’ of the resulting images. Another means of achieving this goal is to
learn the parameters and/or the properties of a drawing style from hand-
drawn examples. is brings our focus back to automatic systems. First
ofall,manytraditional£§systemsimplementanautomaticcontrolover
theresultviarelyingonarathersimplemappingfromasmallsetofimage
or surface features to rendering parameters. e rendering functions used
by early £§ systems are rather simple mappings. Such a simple map-
ping is, e.g., to map the lighting intensity to the stippling density in the
generation of stippling images from ìo models or, respectively, to map
the image intensity to the stippling density in the generation of stippling
drawingsfromóoimages.esemappingsroughlyapproximatethetone
and shading that can be found in many hand-drawn stippling images.
However, the described simple mappings do not suce to faithfully re-
produceallthestylisticvariationsandtonaldetailpresentinhand-drawn
stipplings. Recent eorts in £§ address the described limitation of a
simplistic mapping by learning a model of the drawing style present in
hand-drawn examples and using the learned model to generate example-
based renderings. For example, Kim et al. [óþþÉ] learn a statistical model
of stipple distributions and stipple textures to transfer the stippling char-
acteristics from hand-drawn examples to computer-generated stippling
renderings of óo input images. Related to this approach, Martín et al.
[óþÕÕ] model the stippling process as a haloning procedure and trans-
fer individual stippling marks from an example illustration to a target
illustration based on local image characteristics. is example-based
approach to controlling the rendering result opens up the possibility to
incorporate a model of human virtuosity in the rendering process. is
strategyresultsincomputer-generatedillustrationsthatexhibitmoreofa
‘character’thantheresultsofconventionalmethods,whichrelyonsimple
mappings of image features to rendering parameters. is improvement
mightbecomeapparentintheexamplesshowninFig.ó.ä.ementioned
techniques for example-based stippling have in common that they both
establish models of the characteristics and usage of drawing elements oró.Õ -£±§uZ«±h §uou§ ÕÕ
(a) (b)
Figure ó.ä: Stippling by example by (a) Kim et al. [óþþÉ] and (b) Martín et al. [óþÕÕ].
drawingmarks(stipples).edescribedsystemsforstipplingbyexample
operate directly on the rendering primitives.
Instead of learning the statistical properties of the drawing elements
themselves, another means of example-based illustrative rendering is
to learn the parameters of a particular rendering style as proposed by
Hamel and Strothotte [ÕÉÉÉ]. is learning of rendering parameters is
linked to the previously described interactive navigation of parameter
spacestoadjusttheresultofanon-photorealisticorillustrativerendering
system. In the formerly described interaction case, the parameter space
is navigated (inter)actively by the user. In the learning case of Hamel and
Strothotte [ÕÉÉÉ], the parameter space is navigated automatically by the
machine. e work presented in this thesis explores the interactive, the
semi-automatic, as well as the automatic navigation of parameter spaces
forillustrativerenderingintwospeciccasestudies.egoalofthiseort
is to improve upon the aesthetic and illustrative quality as well as the
interaction possibilities of computer-generated illustration. A particular
contribution of this thesis is the combination of machine learning and
user interaction to implement an eective semi-automatic control over
the result of illustrative rendering methods. is combination forms
an interactive example-based rendering system. In this semi-automatic
approach, the parameter space is navigated partially by the machine
and partially by the user. e described combination is related to the
semi-automatic visual analysis of multi-dimensional data proposed by
Fuchs et al. [óþþÉ], who describe a visual human+machine feedback
learning system for hypotheses generation. In this system, Fuchs et al.
[óþþÉ] combine human and automatic reasoning for the analysis of
multi-dimensionaldata.isapproachrelatestooureortsofcombining
automatic and interactive control over multiple inputs and outputs of
rendering functions. Let us proceed with outlining the issue of control
over the result with respect to illustrative data visualization.Õó ¶«±§Z±êu §uou§ b h±§ êu§ ±u §u«¶±
ó.ó ¶«±§Z±êu ê«¶ZñZ±
e problem of parameter space navigation becomes even more challeng-
ingwhenweleavetheworldofillustrativerenderingof óoimagesandìo
surfacemodelsandentertheworldofillustrativevolumerendering.Ebert
and Rheingans [óþþþ] were among the rst to apply non-photorealistic
rendering methods to direct volume rendering in order to create illustra-
tive visualizations of volume data. eir seminal work also appeared as
Rheingans and Ebert [óþþÕ]. e volume stippling renderer proposed
by Lu et al. [óþþó] is an early work towards the simulation of traditional
rendering media in direct volume rendering. In the following years, a
range of techniques for illustrative visualization evolved. e interested
reader might consult the surveys by Viola et al. [óþþ¢], Bruckner [óþþ],
and Rautek et al. [óþþb]. In the generation of illustrative visualizations,
both the parameters of the £§ methods and the parameters of the visu-
alization methods have to be taken into account. is makes the control
over the result more dicult than for rendering óo images or ìo surface
models. Even without respect to the usually numerous £§ parameters,
theparameterspaceforvisualizingvolumedataisintrinsicallymoredi-
cult and unintuitive to navigate than the parameter space for visualizing
ìo surface models. is is due to the fact that in volume rendering one
has to specify which structures within the volume ought to be visualized.
is specication is usually not necessary in surface rendering, where
most commonly the entire surface is depicted.
e complexity of specifying the visibility of structures within a vol-
ume dataset is directly related to the dimensionality of the data, but
already challenging enough for ìo scalar elds. Transfer functions are
the standard way of performing this specication, and surely are a pow-
erful and eective tool. Despite of their eectivity, transfer functions
are subject to some limitations. First, the usage of transfer functions
requires a basic knowledge of the visualization process and a fair amount
of training to be used eciently. Second, transfer functions are an indi-
rect means of specication in a sense that users do not interact directly
with the result but with an abstract data representation in a separate
region of the screen. ird, transfer functions have a limited range of
possible mappings. Some mappings are impossible to realize using stan-
dard transfer functions, e.g., visualizing the skull-surrounded brain in
anMRIscanofahead.Asthedensityofthebonetissueishigherthanthe
density of the brain matter, the brain would always be occluded by the
skull. is circumstance requires the use of advanced transfer function
approaches. With growing complexity of the approaches and with the
increasing complexity of the involved parameter spaces, however, ad-
vanced transfer function methods run the risk of being counterintuitive
to use and demand more and more user expertise and training.ó.ó ¶«±§Z±êu ê«¶ZñZ± Õì
Apart from the usability aspect, the eects that are achievable with
transferfunctionsarelimitedbythedomainandco-domainonwhichthe
transfer function operates. In the simplest case, a transfer function only
allows users to map the original data values to opacity and color values.
A mapping from, e.g., ‘data gradient’ to a value of a parameterized visual
abstraction (e.g., ‘cartoon shading’) again requires advanced transfer
function methods. is limited range of visual eects that are achievable
with transfer functions is similar to the restrictions inherent to £§
methods that employ simple mappings (e.g., that map image intensity to
stippling density) as described in Section ó.Õ. e problem is similar: the
range of visual eects that can be achieved with the rendering function
thatmodelsavisualabstractioninarenderingalgorithmislimitedbythe
number of inputs and outputs of the rendering function. Consequently,
the accuracy in which a traditional depiction style can be approximated
or simulated by an illustrative rendering algorithm is limited by this
very restriction of achievable visual eects. Increasing the number of
inputsandoutputsoftherenderingfunctionunfortunatelyalsoincreases
the problems of specifying an adequate mapping. One approach to this
problem is to employ machine learning to learn an adequate mapping. A
dierentapproachtothisproblemistoapplysophisticatedmeansofuser
interaction, as discussed in Section ó.Õ. Note that data derivatives such as
the gradient are sensitive to noise and are usually not standardized. Due
to this, transfer functions based on data derivatives up to now have had
only little importance for the clinical practice in medical visualization.
Nonetheless, advanced interaction methods might help to better harness
the potential of advanced transfer functions concepts.
enotionofsemantics-drivenvolumerenderingthatwasintroduced
by Rautek et al. [óþþß, óþþa] deals with the described problems of
control over the result and parameter specication in illustrative visu-
alization. e framework of Rautek et al. [óþþß, óþþa] allows users to
specify a mapping from data properties to visual attributes using natural
language. Instead of editing a transfer function to specify a visualization
mapping, users of a semantics-driven visualization system formulate the
desired mapping as a textual rule, for example ‘if density is high then
color is green.’ is rule-based approach alleviates many of the described
problems of transfer function design and is a powerful tool for creating
illustrative visualizations, as can be seen from the examples of Rautek
et al. [óþþa] that are shown in Fig. ó.ß. Formulating visualization rules
in natural language is, however, subject to new limitations. One part of
this thesis deals with these new limitations inherent to a specication of
the rendering function using natural language.Õ¦ ¶«±§Z±êu §uou§ b h±§ êu§ ±u §u«¶±
if distance to plane is low 
then skin-style is transparent blueish and glossy green is low
if distance to plane is high 
then skin-style is opaque pink and glossy green is transparent
if penetration depth is low and distance to focus is low 
then skin-style is transparent white
if penetration depth is high or distance to focus is high 
then skin-style is pink
Figure ó.ß: Semantics-driven illustrative visualizations by Rautek et al. [óþþa].
ó.ì ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
e rst core part of this thesis in Chapter ì is devoted to improving
upon the limitations of a textual rule formulation for semantics-driven
visualization as well as to the problem of inputs and outputs that can
be used in a visualization mapping. e formulation of visualization
rules in natural language is a powerful and eective way of specifying a
visualization mapping. It abstracts from the concept of transfer functions
and provides users with a natural way of controlling the resulting visual-
ization. A textual rule formulation has the downside, however, that the
user has to mentally envision the eects of possible rules or modication
of rules before the rule is created or modied. is limits the possibilities
and the eciency of exploring dierent mappings. In our framework
for interactive semantics-driven volume rendering (Chapter ì), which
builds upon the foundation of Rautek et al.’s [óþþß; óþþa] work, we
propose ways of dealing with this limitation. In Chapter ì we describe a
graphical user interface for rule specication (see Fig. Õ.Õ). e interface
provides the user with visual feedback in the rule specication process
in the form of previews of possible results. e graphical control and
visual feedback assist users in the rule specication and provide new
exploration capabilities. Fig. ó. shows a result that was generated with
the semantics-driven volume rendering system presented in Chapter ì.ó.ì ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§ Õ¢
(a) (b) (c)
Figure ó.: A result of the interactive volume illustration system presented in Chapter ì.
e system allows users to apply (a), (b) visual abstractions to the result via brushing to
interactively generate (c) rule-based illustrative visualizations.
AsecondlimitationoftheoriginalsemanticlayerstechniquebyRautek
et al. [óþþß, óþþa] is the fact that the data semantics are specied in
a function editor. e term data semantics refers to a function of the
inputvaluesinthevisualizationmappingsuchas,e.g.,thephrase‘density
is high’ in the rule ‘if density is high then color is green.’ is indirect
specication of rendering parameters contrasts the otherwise direct spec-
ication oered by semantics-driven volume rendering. In Chapter ì we
propose a technique to specify data semantics by analogy via brushing
on visualizations of semantic data properties. e user is provided with
a rendering of, e.g., the data property density and species which data
ranges ought to be visualized by brushing on the rendering. is visual
approach again makes use of visual feedback and allows to specify data
semantics more directly and intuitively than using a function editor. e
brushing of data semantics complements the graphical rule specica-
tion. Together, these two graphical approaches give the user direct and
interactive control over the result.
Another aspect of the framework described in Chapter ì deals with
the previously described problem of inputs and outputs that can be
used in visualization mappings. In Chapter ì, we propose a technique
that facilitates the usage of arbitrary inputs and outputs in visualization
mappings.ecoreconceptofthistechniqueistoautomaticallyaddrule-
basedrenderingfunctionalitytoarbitraryshaderprograms.isconcept
of semantic shader augmentation makes it possible to use the visual
abstraction created by shader programs as the output of visualization
rules.ismeansthatusersofthepresentedsystemcanusetheoutputof
a shader program, e.g., ‘cartoon shading’ as the output of a visualization
rule. Furthermore, the concept permits to use arbitrary variables in the
shaderprogramasinputtovisualizationrules.evisualizationmappingÕä ¶«±§Z±êu §uou§ b h±§ êu§ ±u §u«¶±
can thus be based on any variable in the shader program, e.g., density,
gradient, normal, curvature, lighting, etc.. is increases the exibility
of semantics-driven visualization and the range of possible mappings.
e described concept of semantic shader augmentation allows the user
to base the rendering on a multitude of data features. e user of the
described system can control the result by selecting data features of
interest and by graphically specifying rules and data semantics. is
gives the user a very exible control over the visualization result. e
downside of this exibility is that it requires the user to make a selection
of data features and to use the selected features in visualization rules
in a meaningful way. In Chapter ¢, we explore a dierent approach to
implementing control over the result which is less exible, but in turn
provides more assistance to the user.
ó.¦ ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo Z±h
e second core part of this thesis in Chapter ¢ presents a dierent
way of using data features as input rendering parameters. Instead of
actively selecting semantic data properties and interactively specifying
their contributions to the visualization mapping, we here apply machine
learning to automatically learn functions that map data (resp. surface)
properties to output rendering parameters. Interaction is then provided
on a high level, while the learned functions form the low-level basis for
the visual appearance that is achieved with the rendering style.
In Chapter ¢ we discuss a technique for the interactive example-based
generationofpen-and-inkhatchingillustrationsfromìopolygonalmod-
els. e main goal of this technique is to improve upon the aesthetic
quality of the results of existing methods for computer-generated hatch-
ing. We aim at enhancing the overly regular and rather synthetic appear-
ance of the results of existing methods by learning the drawing style
from hand-drawn examples as well as by providing possibilities to in-
teract with the resulting hatching illustration. Results of the interactive
example-based hatching method are shown in Fig. Õ.ó and Fig. ó.É.
One contribution of the hatching method described in Chapter ¢
is that the drawing style is learned from hand-drawn and scanned-in
exampleillustrations.islearningfromreal-worldhatchingillustrations
is facilitated by employing image processing to establish an analytical
description of the hatching strokes in the example image and by using
a ìo scene whose projection closely matches the example illustration.
Based on this setup, we use machine learning to establish a model of
the drawing style in the example illustration. We then apply this learned
modeltotargetìomeshesinordertosynthesizeexample-basedhatching
renderings of the target meshes.ó.¦ ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo Z±h Õß
Figure ó.É: A result of the interactive example-based hatching system presented in
Chapter ¢. e rendering shows a pen-and-ink illustration of a hip bone.
We use a set of surface features such as shading, facing ratio, curvature,
image-space coordinates, etc. and train functions that map these features
to rendering parameters. We employ three dierent types of functions
to learn the characteristics of hatching regions, directions, and distances.
Applying these functions in the synthesis stage yields hatching regions
andstrokesthatincorporatethelearneddrawingcharacteristics.Wethus
automatically learn a mapping of data features to rendering parameters,
asopposedtotheinteractivemappingspecicationchoseninthevolume
rendering approach presented in Chapter ì.
In the synthesis stage, our approach for hatching by example automati-
callyinfersstrokeregions,directions,anddistancesfromsurfacefeatures.
We provide a set of high-level user interactions that complements and
improves upon this automatic generation. ese interactions allow users
to adjust the rendering to their requirements and aesthetic judgment.
Two of these user interactions use a brushing metaphor and improve
upon the disadvantages of a numerical global parameter tuning that we
described in Section ó.Õ. One of the interactions is a brushing tool that
permits users to edit a surface direction eld which serves as a refer-
ence eld for inferring stroke directions. is direction eld brushing
allows users to exibly edit the trajectories of hatching strokes. Another
interaction permits users to brush with patches of hatching strokes. is
interaction gives a direct and intuitive control over the regions in which
hatching strokes are generated.Õ ¶«±§Z±êu §uou§ b h±§ êu§ ±u §u«¶±
e described semi-automatic solution combines the advantages of an
automatedcontrolovertheresultwiththeexibilityandcreativefreedom
gained by giving control over the result to the user. e advantage of the
automated control is the example-based generation of hatching strokes
thatdescribethetargetsurface.eadvantageoftheinteractivecontrolis
the possibility to freely and directly specify where these hatching strokes
are generated, as well as the possibility to interactively and locally change
the properties of the generated strokes. e combination of automatic
learning and interactive adjustment of the hatching illustrations results
in illustrations that arguably exhibit more ‘character’ and a more hand-
drawn appearance than the results of existing methods which are either
notexample-basedornotinteractive.isimprovementofthe‘character’
of the results is due to the fact that the results are inuenced by human
virtuosity through both the example-based automatic and the interactive
components of the hatching system. We distribute the control over the
result in a manner that allows us to improve upon the aesthetic quality
of the hatching illustrations. Let us briey summarize our ndings on
illustrative rendering and control over the result.
ó.¢ «¶Z§í
Implementinganappropriatecontrolovertheresultinnon-photorealistic
and illustrative rendering is a challenging task. Numerous approaches
have been proposed in the literature to deal with this task. ese ap-
proaches range from fully automatic methods, over methods relying on
global rendering parameters, over semi-automatic approaches, to fully
interactive approaches. In illustrative volume visualization, the control
over the result is particularly challenging because it involves the addi-
tional burden of specifying which structures in a volume dataset ought
to be visualized. e parameter space is here intrinsically more com-
plex and unintuitive to navigate. In this thesis, we describe two dierent
methodsforillustrativerenderingthatexploretwodierentstrategiesfor
controllingtheresult.erstmethoddetailedinChapterìisconcerned
with interactive semantics-driven volume rendering. It evolves around a
exibledenitionoftheinputandoutputthatcanbeusedinthevisualiza-
tion mapping as well as around a graphical user interface to directly and
interactively control the desired rule-based mapping assisted by visual
feedback. e second method described in Chapter ¢ is an interactive
approach to the example-based generation of pen-and-ink hatching illus-
trations of ìo meshes. Here, a mapping from input to output parameters
of the rendering function (i.e., surface features to hatching properties)
is learned automatically and can be applied interactively by the user to
create the desired hatching illustrations. is semi-automatic approachó.¢ «¶Z§í ÕÉ
to implementing control over the result allows us to combine the benets
of a fully automatic illustration system with human virtuosity. e list
below summarizes our observations on implementing control over the
result in illustrative rendering.
f«u§êZ±«
• automaticcontrolovertheresultallowsforarapidgenerationofresults
but lacks creative freedom;
• interactive control over the result permits the user to enhance the
aesthetic quality of the results;
• control over the result is particularly challenging in illustrative visual-
ization due to the increased complexity of the parameter space;
• rule-based methods are a way to implement control over the result in
illustrative rendering;
• rule-based approaches can be enhanced by graphical user interfaces;
• example-based methods are a way to implement advanced automated
control over the result in illustrative rendering; and
• interactive example-based approaches allow for a twofold inuence of
human virtuosity on the result (both algorithmic and user inuence)3 INTERACTIVE SEMANTICS-DRIVEN VOLUME
RENDERING
gradient illumination normal
opacity
gradient or illumination normal
Zf«±§Zh±: In this chapter, we discuss an interactive graphical approach for the explicit
specication of semantics for illustrative volume visualization. is explicit and graphical
specication of semantics for volumetric features allows us to visually assign meaning to
both input and output parameters of the visualization mapping. is is in contrast to the
implicit way of specifying semantics using transfer functions. In particular, we demonstrate
how to realize a dynamic specication of semantics which allows to exibly explore a
wide range of mappings. Our approach is based on three concepts. First, we use semantic
shader augmentation to automatically add rule-based rendering functionality to static
visualization mappings in a shader program, while preserving the visual abstraction that
the initial shader encodes. With this technique we extend recent developments that dene
a mapping between data attributes and visual attributes with rules, which are evaluated
using fuzzy logic. Second, we let users dene the semantics by analogy through brushing
on renderings of the data attributes of interest. ird, the rules are specied graphically in
an interface that provides visual clues for potential modications. Together, the presented
methods oer a high degree of freedom in the specication and exploration of rule-based
mappings and avoid the limitations of a linguistic rule formulation.
ì.Õ ±§o¶h±
L
u±± users specify meaningful mappings from multiple volu-
metric data attributes to visual attributes is a challenging problem
in direct volume rendering. A common approach is to design
multi-dimensional transfer functions, which are exible but also com-
plex and demanding to use. e design of multi-dimensional transfer
functions requires expert knowledge and is oen provided in suboptimal
interfaces. To address this issue, alternative ways of dening the visual-
óÕóó ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
ization mapping have been investigated. For instance, Rautek et al. [óþþß,
óþþa] present a semantics-driven visualization framework that enables
userstospecifyamappingfrommultipledatafeaturestovisualattributes
as textually formulated rules. is method allows them to explicitly de-
ne semantics for attributes of interest. eir approach to parameter
specication for volume rendering bears great potential for creating il-
lustrative visualizations. For example, the data attribute high density can
be mapped to the visual attribute cartoonish shading by formulating an
according rule. Formulating the visualization rules textually, however, is
rather rigid and provides few possibilities for exploring dierent map-
pings. Textual rule specication is limited by the ability of the user to
mentally envision and assess the eects of potential rules beforehand,
and with that devise the appropriate rules. us, exploration is rather
limited, tedious, and time-consuming. Furthermore, using a function
editor to dene data semantics (e.g., high density) is a rather indirect way
of parameter specication. is contrasts the direct specication oered
by the semantic-layers concept.
Let us briey explain the usage of the terms ‘semantic’ and ‘semantics’
in this thesis. We use these terms in a restricted meaning that does not
exactly comply with the common usage of the terms in other areas of
computer science. We use ‘semantic’ in the sense of ‘to attribute meaning
to a data property.’ In the example in the previous paragraph, the data
property density is attributed meaning by being used in a visualization
rule.Itisattributedmeaninginthesensethatthedatapropertyisassigned
a role in the visualization process and thus inuences the visualization
result. We use the term ‘semantics’ accordingly.
To address the issues described above, we present a semantics-driven
visualization technique that combines the advantages of a graphical spec-
ication of mappings with the illustration capabilities provided by a
rule-based approach.e presented technique incorporates a new way of
dynamicallyspecifyingtheinputandoutputofthevisualizationmapping,
allows to dene the mapping by analogy, and makes use of a graphical
user interface for specifying visualization rules. is provides a more
direct control of semantics and allows us to overcome the restrictions of
a linguistic rule specication. Our goal is to provide a exible tool for
the specication and dynamic exploration of meaningful visualization
mappings. We employ the following methods to achieve this goal:
SuZ±h «Zou§ Z¶u±Z±: We present a technique for au-
tomatically augmenting an arbitrary shader program with semantics-
driven rendering functionality. is technique replaces the visualization
mappingpresentinaninputshaderprogramwitharule-basedrendering
method, while preserving the visual abstraction that the input shader
originally generates. is semantic shader augmentation enables a exi-ì.Õ ±§o¶h± óì
ble and dynamic denition of the input and output of the visualization
mapping and extends the range of possible mappings. It permits users to
rapidly create semantics-driven visualizations based on arbitrary vari-
ables in an arbitrary input shader program.
SuZ±h« fí ZZí: We let users dene the visualization map-
ping by analogy. Specically, users dene contributions of properties to
the mapping through brushing on visualizations depicting properties
of interest. e nal result images are then visually analogous to the
brushed data ranges. is brushing on visual data representations per-
mits a direct, exible, and interactive denition of a semantic mapping.
Furthermore, it allows users to intuitively dene semantic mappings of
two- and three-dimensional data properties, which was not feasible in
previous approaches. e brushing interaction improves the usability
and directness of specifying semantics-driven mappings.
G§Z£hZ §¶u «£uhhZ±: We present a graphical interface
for specifying visualization rules. With this interface, rules can be speci-
ed and modied by interacting with dedicated widgets. ese widgets
provide visual feedback on the semantic entities they represent, which
allows to visually assess the eect of rules, or modications to rules. e
interface, therefore, makes use of people’s visual information-processing
capabilities in the rule specication process and opens up new possibili-
ties for the exploration of semantics-driven mappings. It, thus, reduces
the restrictions of a textual rule formulation.
Together, the described concepts form a technique for the interactive
exploration of semantics-based visualizations (Fig. ì.ì). Our technique
is particularly well-suited for illustration purposes and can be employed
as a tool for domain experts to quickly create illustrations from volume
data. For instance, in the visualization of medical volume data it allows
users to generate case-specic illustrations with respect to the diagnostic
purpose or the treatment to be illustrated. e exploration capabilities of
our technique may also be well-suited for educational applications. Fur-
thermore, our interactive graphical approach to parameter specication
is a step towards an illustrative volume rendering system which is suited
for being used by scientic or medical illustrators.
We rst outline related work in Section ì.ó. Next, in Section ì.ì we
describe our framework for semantics by analogy. In Section ì.¦ we show
and discuss exemplary results that are generated with our technique.
In Section ì.¢ we report on an evaluation of our technique. We then
discuss its limitations in Section ì.ä. Finally, we conclude the chapter
and describe possibilities for future work in Section ì.ß.ó¦ ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
Figure ì.Õ: A direct volume illustration system by Bruckner and Gröller [óþþ¢].
ì.ó §uZ±uo ë§
e work presented in this chapter relates to research in rule-based visu-
alization, selective application of visualization styles, multi-variate data
visualization,graphicaluserinterfacesforspecifyingvisualizationparam-
eters, as well as to volume rendering using dynamic shader generation.
Early work on automated generation of illustrations based on rules
was done by Seligmann and Feiner [ÕÉÉÕ]. ey present a system for the
generation of intent-based illustrations using design rules. e text-to-
scene method introduced by Coyne and Sproat [óþþÕ] follows a similar
approach.Itenablesthetranslationofsimplesemanticstoimages.Instead
of a textual rule specication, we propose a graphical one in this chapter.
Along these lines, Svakhine et al. [óþþ¢] use illustration motifs to gear
visualizations towards the intended audience. Another semantics-based
graphical interface for the specication of a multi-dimensional mapping
is presented by Rezk-Salama et al. [óþþä]. Our method diers from these
approaches by introducing dynamically generated semantics into the
mapping process and by enabling users to specify a mapping based on
direct data representations.
e methods that we introduce in this chapter build, in particular,
upon techniques presented by Rautek et al. [óþþß, óþþa]. ey intro-
duce semantic layers and interaction-dependent semantics which allow
to interactively create illustrative visualizations based on textual rules.
is is realized with the help of fuzzy logic. Attributes of interest are
interpreted as fuzzy sets, whose membership functions describe the at-
tributes’ contributions to the mapping. Fuzzy-logic arithmetics is applied
to evaluate the illustration rules. In this work, we propose methods that
extend the exibility and exploration capabilities oered by Rautek et
al.’s system using a graphical and analogy-based approach.
e application of dierent visualization techniques for selected sub-
sets of a volume was proposed by Hauser et al. [óþþÕ] with two-level
volume rendering. Other work in this direction [Csébfalvi et al., óþþÕ;
Lum and Ma, óþþ¦; Bruckner and Gröller, óþþ¢; Tietjen et al., óþþ] fur-
ther examines the selective application of styles and rendering attributes
(see Fig. ì.Õ). Instead of an a-priori selection of volume subsets to mapì.ó §uZ±uo ë§ ó¢
Figure ì.ó: Visual exploration of nasal airow by Zachow et al. [óþþÉ].
to dierent visualization techniques, we present a method for interac-
tively exploring the selective application of visual attributes based on
semantics-driven visualization rules.
Providing the user with exploration possibilities was successfully ap-
plied by Gasteiger et al. [óþÕÕ] and by Neugebauer et al. [óþÕÕ] for the ex-
ploration of blood ow in cerebral aneurysms. Both of these approaches
use focus+context visualizations, which can also be achieved with the
approach presented in this chapter. e approaches of Gasteiger et al.
[óþÕÕ] and of Neugebauer et al. [óþÕÕ] provide exploration capabilities in
order to assist users in insight generation and decision making processes.
Our exploration capabilities, in contrast, focus on the exploration of
dierent visual mappings for illustration purposes.
In this work we discuss a technique for specifying a mapping from a
multi-variate data space to visual attributes. is relates to the notion of
multi-dimensional transfer functions introduced by Kniss et al. [óþþó].
We deviate from this concept by basing the mapping on explicitly de-
ned semantics and by providing tools to dene the behavior of these
semantics interactively. Other approaches also rely on explicitly dened
semantics. Both McCormick et al. [óþþ¦] and Stockinger et al. [óþþ¢]
use mathematical expressions to formulate the visualization mapping.
Woodring and Shen [óþþä] use set operators and numerical operators
for the comparative visualization of multi-variate and time-variate data.
Another rule-based system is presented by Sato et al. [óþþþ] who use
rulesto classifytissuestructuresinmulti-modaldatasets.Webelieve that
rule-based visualization bears great potential for illustrative visualization
andtherealizationofsemanticmappings,butidentifyformalandtextual
rule formulations as rather rigid and non-exploratory. For this reason,
we combine rule-based rendering with the benets of graphical user
interfaces for dening multi-dimensional mappings. Tzeng et al. [óþþ¢]
present such an interface that permits the user to specify the input to a
multi-dimensionaldataclassierviabrushing.Fuchsetal.[óþþÉ]alsoex-
ploit the direct editing and visual feedback capabilities of data brushing.óä ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
ey propose a framework for semi-automatically deriving hypotheses
on multi-variate data with the help of visual human and machine learn-
ing. Another interface for exploring mappings of multi-dimensional
data is presented by Zachow et al. [óþþÉ]. ey allow to brush values
of interest in multiple linked abstract data representations to visually
explore nasal airow (see Fig. ì.ó). All these systems have in common
that the mapping is specied in an abstract data space. In contrast to this,
our method allows a mapping specication with brushing on a more
direct data representation, through visualizing attributes of interest and
permitting the user of our system to brush on these visualizations. Apart
from this, we also employ design galleries for parameter specication, as
introduced by Marks et al. [ÕÉÉß].
e technique presented here makes use of automatic shader genera-
tionmethods.Inthiscontext,Rössleretal.[óþþ]proposeatechniquefor
dynamically generating shader code for multi-volume raycasting from a
graphically dened abstract render graph. Similar to this approach, we
exploit the exibility and abstraction from GPU programming oered
by dynamic shader generation. We dier from Rössler et al. [óþþ] in
realizing a rule-based approach and in the user interface for specifying
visualization parameters.
ì.ì Z §Zuë§ § «uZ±h« fí ZZí
e overall concept of our framework for semantics by analogy is de-
picted schematically in Fig. ì.ì. It consists of three components that
inuence the resulting interactive illustration. e input to our system is
an initial shader program selected by the user. e input shader program
is a combination of GLSL and special tags that surround variables of po-
tential interest. e input shader is parsed and automatically augmented
with rule-based rendering functionality by a pre-compiler (Section ì.ì.Õ).
is results in an augmented shader program as output that encodes the
intended semantic mapping. For specifying semantic mappings on an ab-
stractlevel,weprovideagraphicaluserinterface.Inthisinterface,theway
the data values are interpreted (i.e., the fuzzy membership function) is
denedthroughanalogy(Sectionì.ì.ó).emappingtoavisualattribute
is determined by rules which are graphically specied (Section ì.ì.ì).
A key component of our framework is the process of semantic shader
augmentation, which is further illustrated in Fig. ì.¦. e input shader in
thisexampleisaraycastingprogramthatdepictsavolumeinasparseren-
dering style. e code segment at the top stores the volume z-coordinate
in the ‘fCoordZ’ variable. e segment at the bottom writes the level
of sparseness to the ‘fSparseness’ variable. e level of sparseness is
controlled by a single ‘fParam’ parameter. e sparseness parameter in-ì.ì Z §Zuë§ § «uZ±h« fí ZZí óß
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augmented shader program membership functions visualization rules
semantic shader augmentation graphical rule speci￿cation semantics by analogy
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Figure ì.ì: General schematic overview of our framework for semantics by analogy. ree
components inuence the resulting interactive illustration. e boxes in the center row
show the components’ main processes. e thick arrows leaving the processes represent
theentitieswhichinuencetheresult.edashedlinesindicatetheinterrelationsbetween
the three components.
uences the saturation of the color, the usage of a diuse and specular
shading term, and the use of contours. e two variables are marked
as a semantic property and as a visual attribute using dedicated tags.
e semantic shader augmentation replaces the static mapping of sparse-
ness with a rule-based mapping. e application of the sparse rendering
style is then controlled by two visualization rules, which depend on the
volume z-coordinate. To achieve this, the process of semantic shader
augmentation injects new functionality into the input shader program.
is results in an augmented shader program which is capable of ren-
dering visualizations of semantic properties, and of evaluating semantic
visualizations rules. e rules used in the shader augmentation, as well
as the membership functions, can be interactively explored and specied
in a graphical user interface (Fig. ì.¢).
e described semantic shader augmentation allows to quickly derive
a case-specic visualization system from an initial shader program in a
collaborative session of a visualization expert and a domain expert or
an illustrator. e domain expert or illustrator is then provided with a
graphical user interface for exploring and specifying semantic mappings
on an abstract level. Together, these processes add more direct control
and exibility to rule-based rendering and also permit users to explore
the mapping space exibly and dynamically.
ì.ì.Õ Semantic Shader Augmentation
Shaderprogramsusuallyencodeacertainvisualabstraction.Forexample,
ashadercanperformilluminationcomputations,canrendercontours,or
performillustrativevolumerenderingtechniques.Allofthesetechniques
typically specify a static visualization mapping. In volume rendering,
e.g., this mapping is modeled as a transfer function. By automatically
augmenting the input shader, we replace the static visualization mapping
with a dynamic rule-based mapping, while the general visual abstractionó ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
such as ‘illumination,’ ‘contour depiction,’ or any illustrative volume-
rendering technique is maintained.
We can work with arbitrary visual abstractions in our approach, but
we continue to use the example of a GPU raycaster that generates images
of dierent levels of sparseness. is program takes a volume texture
as input, aggregates color samples along a ray, and outputs a resulting
color value that depends on the pre-dened sparseness parameter. e
color samples are computed by reading a scalar value from the volume,
executing a transfer function look-up to map the scalar value to a color,
and performing the sparseness computation. is means that input data-
values (i.e., scalar values) are mapped to output visual-attributes (i.e.,
sparseness)inastaticvisualizationmapping.Forautomaticallyaddingto
thisinitialshaderrule-basedrenderingfunctionalitythatismoreexible,
we use variables in the shader code as input and output parameters of
a dynamic mapping. is results in the possibility to apply the sparse
rendering method in a selective and exible way.
In order to realize this augmentation we perform two automated steps:
(Õ) we render images of the data properties so that users can dene
semantics by analogy and (ó) we add functionality to evaluate fuzzy visu-
alizationrules.esestepsrelatetotwodistincttypesofsemanticentities.
Step Õ refers to semantic data properties which form the input, i.e., the
domain to our visualization mapping. For instance, these are properties
such as the volume z-coordinate or the normal in the raycasting shader.
e other type of semantic entities in Step ó are visual attributes which
represent the output, i.e., the co-domain of our mapping. Examples of
these attributes are color, opacity, or parameters of sparseness or stylized
shading.Asdepictedin Fig.ì.¦,theinputshaderprogramisautomatically
extended, resulting in an augmented shader program which is capable of
performing these two steps.
e declaration of properties that form the input and output of the
rule-based mapping is realized using dedicated tags in the shader code.
An example for such a tagged variable is shown below:
<SemanticProperty name="z_coordinate"
variable="fCoordZ"
type="float">
float fCoordZ = vecRayPosition.z;
</SemanticProperty>
e tag contains information about the semantic entity: a specier,
the name, and the type of the associated variable. Similar tags can be
added for the visual attributes that are encoded in a shader program. By
adding such tags to a number of variables of interest, users can declare
which variables in the input shader are used as either semantic data
properties or as visual attributes. is consequently enables users toì.ì Z §Zuë§ § «uZ±h« fí ZZí óÉ
input shader program
...       
<semantic_property>             
    ￿oat fCoordZ =  vecRayPosition.z;  
</semantic_property>
...
<visual_attribute>            
    ￿oat fSparseness  =  GetSparseness(fParam);
</visual_attribute>
graphical rule speci￿cation
`if z-coordinate is as in mask A then sparseness is high’
`if z-coordinate is as in mask B then sparseness is low’
z_coordinate_A
z_coordinate_A
z_coordinate_B
z_coordinate_B
sparseness
visual attribute
semantic property
rule
augmented shader program
...
<semantic_property>             
    ￿oat fCoordZ =  vecRayPosition.z;  
</semantic_property>
RenderProperty(fCoordZ);
...
<visual_attribute>        
    ￿oat fSparseness  =  EvaluateRules(fCoordZ);         
</visual_attribute>
Figure ì.¦: Overview of the concept of semantic shader augmentation. Arbitrary vari-
ables in an input shader program are dened as input and output to a semantic visu-
alization mapping by adding dedicated tags to the shader code. e program is then
automatically augmented with functionality which allows to specify contributions of
input data-properties by analogy, as well as with functionality to realize a mapping of
output visual-attributes that satises visualization rules.ìþ ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
dynamically explore the usage of dierent input and output parameters
in the visualization rules specied later. In addition, by using a shader
le that has been tagged previously, users can also work with pre-dened
input and output features.
An application scenario of this shader augmentation is the rapid devel-
opment of a case-specic visualization system in a collaborative session
of a visualization expert and a domain expert or an illustrator. One case
in this scenario is that the domain expert or illustrator has an a-priori
understanding which data values or data derivatives are of interest for
the desired visualization. For example, an illustrator might be interested
in assigning a specic rendering style based on the surface orientation.
In this case our method allows the visualization expert to quickly derive
a suitable visualization system from the input shader, simply by adding
tags to the respective variables in the shader code. Another case in this
scenario is that the domain expert or illustrator has no a-priori under-
standing which data entities are of interest for the intended visualization.
For example, a medical researcher might be interested in visualizing
interior structures within a volume, but is not aware which variables
in the shader code can be used for this task. In this case our method
provides the possibility to collaboratively identify semantic variables
that can be used to achieve the desired results.Identifying and tagging
suitable semantic variables can still be a rather time-consuming process,
but it has to be performed only once. As soon as suitable variables are
tagged by the visualization expert, the domain expert is provided with an
abstract control for using these variables in rule-based mappings. is
abstract control of the shader program is given by the graphical user
interface described in Sections ì.ì.ó and ì.ì.ì. Using this interface does
not require any programming skills, while it provides the domain expert
with a exible control over GPU-based semantics-driven visualizations.
To augment the input shader automatically we create a copy of the
shader le in main memory, extend it with the required functionality,
and use the resulting code as a dynamically loaded shader program. is
also means that the input-shader code can be edited during runtime.
e code generation starts with parsing the source le to detect the
tags that dene variables as semantic entities. e required functionality
is then automatically inserted at the locations indicated by these tags.
is dynamic shader augmentation is one of our key novelties to the
original semantic-layers approach [Rautek et al., óþþß, óþþa]. ere,
the rule-based rendering functionality is required to be hard-coded in a
volume rendering program, and is thus present a-priori. is restricts
the possibilities of quickly exploring dierent semantic mappings for
dierent visualization techniques, because each of the techniques has to
be made usable for the rule-based rendering individually.ì.ì Z §Zuë§ § «uZ±h« fí ZZí ìÕ
e novelty of our semantic shader augmentation is not the dynamic
code generation as such. It is the way we employ the well-known tool
of dynamic shader generation to realize a dynamic specication of the
mapping of arbitrary data values to arbitrary visual attributes based on
illustration rules. Furthermore, our method for dynamic shader genera-
tion diers from the concepts of the UberShader [Hargreaves, óþþ¢] and
the SuperShader [McGuire, óþþä]. Both of these concepts use pre-coded
fragments of shader code that are combined to a new shader program
on the y. We, in contrast, do not use pre-coded program fragments in
our dynamic code generation process. e code fragments which we
inject into the shader are entirely generated on the y. is means that
our method can be used to augment any existing shader program with a
minimalimplementationoverhead.eonlycodewhichhastobeadded
to the input shader manually are the described tags, the remainder of the
code is automatically generated. is approach drastically reduces the
necessary implementation time for adding the required functionality to
a given input shader, and also improves the code’s readability.
In order to realize Step Õ of the augmentation, we automatically insert
functionality into the shader that generates visualizations of semantic
data properties and renders the result to a texture (e.g., Fig. ì.ä le).
Here, we use one color channel of the output texture per dimension of
the rendered data property: for one-dimensional variables we use the
blue color channel, for three-dimensional variables we use all three chan-
nels. To generate the image we perform raycasting, composite the values
that are assigned to the semantic variables during the execution of the
input shader, and map the composited value to a visible color range. For
the compositing, users can select one of three methods: averaging, maxi-
mum, or slicing. e semantic-property image in Fig. ì.ä to the le, for
instance, displays the maximum density. To map the composited value
to a visible data range, we multiply it with a user-adjustable factor. Al-
though more advanced mappings could be used, we found the described
simple ones to be sucient for our purpose. Furthermore, it allows us to
operate on only one color channel when one-dimensional properties are
processed,savingcomputationalresources.Adisadvantageofthissimple
mapping scheme, however, is that it ignores negative values. e simple
multiplication with a positive factor does not map negative composited
values to positive color-values. is could be remedied, e.g., by shiing
the range of the composited values. But this would result in mapping a
composited value of zero to a gray color value. As we wanted to depict a
composited value of zero with black color, we decided to not shi the
range of the composited values. Another possibility for visualizing the
composited values would be to use an additional ‘transfer’ function that
maps the composited values to arbitrary color schemes. However, we did
choose to employ the described mapping for simplicity.ìó ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
e average and maximum compositing represent an extension to the
semantic-layers approach. ey map semantic properties from object-
space to image-space. An application of these image-space semantics is
demonstrated in Section ì.¦.
In Step ó of the augmentation, we automatically enhance the shader
with the capability to evaluate a semantic rule base. For this purpose we
implementthefuzzy-logicarithmeticsasdescribedbyRauteketal.[óþþß,
óþþa]. ey use two types of membership functions, related to data
properties and to visual attributes. In the original approach, pre-dened
functions are employed for both types. e membership functions of the
visual attributes dene the mapping from membership-function values
of a data property to values of a parametrized visual attribute. In our
approach, we work with a set of functions that are dened through a
simple function editor for the visual attributes. For the semantic data
properties, on the other hand, we use dynamic membership functions
which are specied by analogy as described next.
ì.ì.ó Semantics by Analogy
Users of our system can dene data semantics by brushing values of
interest in the visualizations of data properties created by the seman-
tic shader augmentation. is specication of data semantics through
brushing is one of the two interactive graphical processes for achieving
the intended visualization, as depicted in Fig. ì.¢. Data semantics in this
context refers to the way data values are mapped to visual attributes by
means of membership functions of fuzzy sets. During brushing, these
membershipfunctionsareadjustedaccordingtotheselectedcolorvalues.
is concept allows the user to see and directly assign a meaning to the
data ranges of interest. e user can, therefore, visually draw conclusions
about which data ranges are meaningful for the visualization he or she in-
tends to achieve. In this way an appropriate mapping of these data ranges
to visual attributes can be dened explicitly. For example, the user might
be interested in areas of low density as in the example in Fig. ì.ä. ese
areas of interest are visible and can be directly selected in the maximum
density image. is is what we denote as the specication of semantics
by analogy: the resulting visualization is visually analogous to the marked
data ranges. e described way of specifying a semantics-driven visual-
mapping happens dynamically because the membership functions are
constantly updated during the brushing process. e specication by
analogy gives a more direct control of the semantics than the use of
membership functions specied with a function editor. It is, thus, the sec-
ond key novelty that we propose as an extension to the semantic-layers
technique by Rautek et al. [óþþß, óþþa].ì.ì Z §Zuë§ § «uZ±h« fí ZZí ìì
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`if z-coordinate is as in mask A then sparseness is high’
`if z-coordinate is as in mask B then sparseness is low’
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Figure ì.¢: Conceptual overview of our technique for a graphical interaction with
semantics-driven visualizations. Graphically specied visualization rules (le) make use
of data semantics which are dened by analogy, i.e., by dening membership functions
for semantic data properties via brushing on renderings of these properties (center).
is technique allows a domain expert to create interactive illustrations (right) on an
abstract level, while the underlying entities are automatically derived from an input
shader program as illustrated in Fig. ì.¦.ì¦ ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
Further, in the original approach by Rautek et al. [óþþß, óþþa] only
Õo properties are used due to the complexity involved in specifying
óo or ìo membership functions with a function editor. In contrast to
this restriction to Õo properties, our approach of dening membership
functions by brushing on a color image natively supports the denition
of óo and ìo membership functions. is facilitates the use of data
derivatives such as the normal or the curvature direction in semantics-
driven visualizations. Fig. ì.Õó shows an example.
e concept of rendering data properties to intermediate buers and
usingthesebuersasthebasisforthegenerationofstylizedrenderingsis
directlyrelatedtotheseminalconceptofG-buersproposedbySaitoand
Takahashi [ÕÉÉþ]. However, we use the intermediate buers in a dierent
manner than Saito and Takahashi [ÕÉÉþ]. While Saito and Takahashi
[ÕÉÉþ] perform óo image processing on the G-buers to generate render-
ings, we use the buers to interactively specify membership functions
which then inuence the resulting rule-based visualizations.
e membership functions are implemented as single-channel texture
images. e dimensionality of the textures is determined by the number
of dimensions of the represented data properties. We here discuss the
Õo case as illustrated in Fig. ì.ä: a one-dimensional data attribute that is
associated to a one-dimensional membership-function texture. e de-
nition of óo and ìo membership functions is implemented analogously
by simply adding additional color channels to the process. e domain
of a membership function represents the scalar values of a semantic
property, which in our case are given by the color values in the semantic-
property image. e co-domain of the mapping are the corresponding
membership-function values in the range of [þ,Õ]. In our realization of
the brushing mechanism we provide visual feedback about the current
membershipfunctionbymeansofagrayvaluemask(Fig.ì.ä,right).is
membership-function image is generated by mapping the color values of
thesemantic-propertyimagetothecorrespondingmembership-function
values (Step ¢ in Fig. ì.ä).
For brushing into the membership function, we treat the function
as a histogram of the color values that are marked by the user. When
the user brushes, we sample the color value at the cursor location in the
source image (Step Õ in Fig. ì.ä), map the sampled color value to the
domain of the membership function (Step ó in Fig. ì.ä), and increment
the membership-function value at this location (Step ì in Fig. ì.ä, modi-
cation through adding). We employ an adaptive brushing behavior that
lets the membership function shi to the recently marked data range
(Step ¦ in Fig. ì.ä). is adaptive selection permits users of our system
to rapidly explore dierent data ranges without having to deselect for-
merly marked ranges to switch the focus to the recently selected data
range. For realizing the adaptive brushing, we apply a normalization ofì.ì Z §Zuë§ § «uZ±h« fí ZZí ì¢
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Figure ì.ä: Brushing on a semantic-property image (le: maximum density image)
to specify a membership function (center), and generating a membership-function
image or mask (right). To brush into a membership function we sample the color at the
cursor location (Õ) and map this color to the domain of the membership function (ó).
e previous membership function is incremented at the corresponding location (ì),
a normalization causes the modied membership function to decrease in other data
ranges (¦). To generate the membership-function image from the semantic-property
image, we sample the membership-function value at the location corresponding to a
pixel’s color and write this value to the mask (¢).
the membership function so that the area below the function equals to
one. is normalization ensures that the current membership function
represents a normalized probability distribution of brushed color values.
is means that the membership function adapts to the frequency of the
brushed color values. As an alternative, we also provide a method to sub-
tract from the membership function, which is implemented analogously
to adding. e subtractive brushing allows users to adjust the current
selection by lowering the membership-function values in particular data
ranges. Finally, we allow users to modify the membership function in a
non-adaptive way. In this case, we skip the normalization step, so that
brushing adds to or subtracts from the membership function at only one
color range without aecting other ranges.
e described brushing mechanism is related to the concept of dual-
domaininteractionintroducedbyKnissetal.[óþþó].isconceptdenes
interactionswhichlinkthespatialdomainoftheresultingvolumerender-
ing with the domain of the transfer function. e brushing interaction
presented here, in contrast, takes place in an intermediate domain. e
brushing in our approach is not performed on the nal visualization
as the probing used by Kniss et al. [óþþó]. Neither does it inuence a
conventional transfer function. However, the brushing in our approach
is performed on visualizations of semantic properties, which do lie in
the same spatial domain as the resulting visualization, but represent
values from an intermediate abstract domain. Further, the control of
the membership functions through brushing is related to the control of
transfer functions. But again, the membership functions do represent an
intermediate abstract domain. ey only have an eect on the resulting
visualization in combination with a set of illustration rules.ìä ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
Inordertoallowuserstobroadenthedatarangeofinput(color)values
that are mapped to non-zero output (membership function) values, we
apply a smoothing operation to the membership function. is smooth-
ing is realized by means of computing a mipmap of the membership-
function texture so that users can freely control which mipmap-level to
use for brushing. We observed, however, that the standard mipmap gen-
eration ‘averages out’ the membership-function values. is means that
membership-function values would decrease with descending mipmap
levels as they get averaged with zero-valued neighbors. To avoid this neg-
ative eect, we create an accumulative mipmap: we compute the value
of a pixel in a smaller mipmap image by summing up the values of the
corresponding pixels in the associated larger mipmap image, instead of
using the average. is procedure allows us to maintain the magnitude
of the membership-function values throughout all mipmap levels.
In addition, the interpolation of texture-border pixels with a border
color when performing a texture lookup requires to employ texture
coordinate clamping. is is always necessary when we access the mem-
bership function texture or one of its mipmap levels, e.g., when we use
thecolorvaluesfrombrushingastexturecoordinatestolookupvaluesin
the membership function. To cope with this eect we discard the border
regions by clamping the texture coordinates to the central range of the
membership function. When performing a lookup in the mipmap, we
determine an upper and lower texture-coordinate limit from the current
mipmaplevelandthesizeofthemembership-functiontextureandclamp
the texture coordinates accordingly.
ì.ì.ì Graphical Rule Specication
e semantic-property images enable users to dynamically specify a
property’s contribution to the visualization mapping by analogy. We also
want to facilitate the direct and exible construction of illustration rules
that make use of these properties. We realize this control with a rule
specication via a graphical user interface (Fig. ì.ß, ì.). As illustrated in
Fig. ì.¢, this rule-specication interface is one component for graphically
interacting with visualization semantics. e other component is the
brushing interface for dening semantics by analogy, as described in
Sectionì.ì.ó.Together,thesetwocomponentscanbeemployedtoprovide
domain experts with a direct control of semantics-driven visualizations,
abstracting from visualization and programming expertise.
e result of the graphical rule specication is a set of textual rules,
such as ‘if diuse illumination is high then opacity is low.’ is semantic
rule base is constantly evaluated by the augmented shader. e rule’s
result can, therefore, be dynamically generated. Changes to the member-ì.ì Z §Zuë§ § «uZ±h« fí ZZí ìß
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Figure ì.ß: e interface for graphical rule specication. e widgets in the top row
represent semantic data properties. ey are used for switching between data properties,
for creating rules, and for extending rules. Rules are depicted as expression trees in the
bottom part. e nodes of the expression trees are interactive elements for combining
and extending rules. e widget to the le represents a visual attribute. It serves for using
this visual attribute in an illustration rule. Fig. ì. shows an interaction sequence.
ship functions resulting from brushing and changes in the rule setup can
immediately be shown in the interface. is opens up new possibilities
for the exploration of semantics-driven renderings.
e interface for rule specication shown in Fig. ì.ß contains three
types of widgets which show preview images of the semantic entities
they represent. ese semantic entities are either a data property (top), a
node of an expression tree (bottom), or a visual attribute (le). Fig. ì.
shows an interaction sequence for creating a rule. e widgets located
in the upper part of the interface represent the input data properties
(Fig. ì.a). Such a semantic-property widget contains both the semantic-
property image as well as the membership-function image. By dragging
a connection between two such widgets the user can graphically specify
a rule based on the two respective properties (Fig. ì.b). To allow users
to select a logical operator that combines the two properties, we use a
designgallery[Marksetal.,ÕÉÉß].Werenderanarrayofresultimagesfor
rules with dierent combinations of the three operators AND, OR, and
NOT. e design gallery in the example in Fig. ì.É shows result images
for six dierent logical combinations of the expression ‘z-coordinate
is peripheral’ with the expression ‘density is low’ (e.g., ‘z-coordinate is
peripheralANDdensityislow,’‘z-coordinateisperipheralORdensityislow,’ì ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
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Figure ì.: An interaction sequence for the graphical specication of an illustration
rule. (a) e widgets located in the upper part of the interface represent the semantic
properties. (b) A rule based on two properties is dened by dragging a connection
between two such semantic-property widgets. (c) e interface switches to a design
gallery. It depicts the results of combining the two chosen properties with dierent
logical operators. A logical operator for the rule is selected by clicking on a preview
image. (d) e newly created rule appears as an expression tree at the bottom part of the
interface. en, a visual attribute is assigned to the rule by dragging a connection from
the visual-attribute widget on the le hand side to the root node of the expression tree.
(e) A design gallery appears which allows the user to select a visual attribute membership
function. (f) Aer the selection has been performed, the interface shows the complete
visual representation of the specied rule.ì.ì Z §Zuë§ § «uZ±h« fí ZZí ìÉ
‘z-coordinateisperipheralORdensityisNOTlow,’ ...).evisualattribute
used in the combined rule is ‘sparseness is high.’ Using the AND operator
in this example results in a sparse rendering of so tissue in peripheral
z-coordinate regions. Using the OR operator depicts all so tissue as well
as all peripheral z-coordinate regions with the sparse rendering method.
By clicking on the desired result image, users can specify which operator
they want to include in the rule (Fig. ì.c). Once a rule is specied in
the described way, a visual representation of the rule is created as an
expression tree, which is located at the bottom part of the rule-denition
interface (Fig. ì.d).
e nodes of this graphical expression tree are the second type of
widgets we employ. Every leaf-node widget of the tree represents one se-
mantic property, and displays the corresponding membership-function
image. Every interior-node widget represents a rule or sub-rule and dis-
plays the result image generated by evaluating this rule. e expression-
tree widgets are interactive elements for extending and combining rules.
Drawingaconnectionfromasemantic-propertywidgettoanexpression-
tree widget allows users to extend the rule represented by the expression
tree. e semantic property is included as an additional operand in the
rule.Bydrawingaconnectionbetweentworootnodesofdierentexpres-
sion trees, the user combines the two aected rules to form a single rule.
e described rule manipulations are implemented as string operations
on the rule, while the graphical interface elements are generated from
the modied textual rules.
e third type of widgets we use in our interface for rule specication
represents the visual attributes that can be included in rules. ese wid-
gets are located at the le part of the interface. ey are used to assign
a visual attribute to a given illustration rule by dragging a connection
to the root node of an expression tree (Fig. ì.d). e assignment of a
visual attribute to a rule results in exchanging the then part of the rule to
include the selected visual attribute.
A visual attribute can be associated with a set of pre-dened visual
attribute membership functions. Each function describes a dierent
mapping from an aggregated membership-function value to a value
of the parametrized visual style. To select one of these visual attribute
membership functions for a rule, we also use a design gallery (Fig. ì.Õþ).
We present the user with a set of result images generated by the current
rule using dierent visual attribute membership functions. e user
chooses the desired function by clicking on the corresponding preview
image (Fig. ì.e). Once a visual attribute is assigned to a rule in this
way, we render an instance of the visual attribute widget and attach it
to the root node of the rule’s expression tree (Fig. ì.f). e graphical
rule specication interface is our third major extension to the original
semantic-layers approach by Rautek et al. [óþþß, óþþa].¦þ ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
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Figure ì.É: Design gallery with images of possible logical operations for adding a second
rule to the rule from the example in Fig. ì.ÕÕf. e rule used for generating Fig. ì.ÕÕf
is ‘if z-coordinate is peripheral then sparseness is high.’ Herein, ‘peripheral’ regions of
the property ‘z-coordinate’ are dened by a corresponding mask. e second rule that
we add in this example uses the density as a semantic property. We create a mask
on this semantic property that covers the regions of low density, similar to the mask
created in the example in ì.ä. is procedure adds a second visualization rule, which
is ‘if density is low then sparseness is high.’ When adding this second rule, the user
is presented with a design gallery that shows the results of dierent combinations
of logical operators for combining the existing rule with the newly added rule. e
combined rules that correspond to the previews above are (in reading order):
‘if z-coordinate is peripheral AND density is low then sparseness is high,’
‘if z-coordinate is peripheral AND density is NOT low then sparseness is high,
‘if z-coordinate is NOT peripheral AND density is low then sparseness is high,’
‘if z-coordinate is peripheral OR density is low then sparseness is high,’
‘if z-coordinate is peripheral OR density is NOT low then sparseness is high,’
‘if z-coordinate is NOT peripheral OR density is low then sparseness is high.’
Figure ì.Õþ: Design gallery with preview images of possible visual attribute membership
functions for the example shown in Fig. ì.ÕÕf.ì.¦ §u«¶±« Zo o«h¶«« ¦Õ
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In this section we show explanatory examples of the variety of visualiza-
tions that can be achieved with our approach. Fig. ì.ÕÕ demonstrates a
simplecaseofsemanticshaderenhancementandtheselectiveapplication
of a rendering technique by analogy. In this example, we intend to high-
lightthecentralregionofthedataset.Asaninputshaderweuseavolume
renderer that produces images of dierent levels of sparseness. Fig. ì.ÕÕa
shows a rendering for a high sparseness parameter, while Fig. ì.ÕÕb de-
picts a visualization for a low sparseness parameter. is shader is used
as input to our system to demonstrate the easy enhancement of existing
shaders. In the shader le we tag the data attribute ‘z-coordinate’ as se-
mantic property. is is the z-component in ìo texture coordinates as
they are typically used in raycasting-based volume renderers. Further-
more, we tag the visual attribute ‘sparseness’ that is specically used in
this shader. Interactively adding the two simple rules ‘if z-coordinate is
as in mask A then sparseness is high’ and ‘if z-coordinate is as in mask B
then sparseness is low’ results in an automatic augmentation of the shader.
Now we dene the regions that we intend to highlight by analogy, i.e.,
by brushing on the z-coordinate image shown in Fig. ì.ÕÕc. For render-
ing peripheral z-coordinate regions with high sparseness, we brush the
semantics according to the rst rule to mask A in Fig. ì.ÕÕd. is results
in the image shown in Fig. ì.ÕÕf. In order to render the central area with
low sparseness, we add the data semantics for mask B in Fig. ì.ÕÕe by
brushingonthecentralareaofthez-coordinate.isresultsintheimage
shown in Fig. ì.ÕÕg. is example demonstrates that the enhancement of
the shader is simple yet exible. For example, the smooth interpolation
between regions of high sparseness and low sparseness in Fig. ì.ÕÕg is
achieved with only two rules. In addition, dening semantics by analogy
allows to directly apply the sparse rendering to intended regions.
In the example of Fig. ì.Õó we show a simple case of deriving a focus-
and-context renderer from an existing raycasting shader. We demon-
strate how our approach supports the goal to selectively depict dierent
structures in a dataset (here: bone and so tissue) with dierent visual
attributes. e selective application of these visual attributes shall be
controllable based on semantic properties derived from the data (here:
directional information). In order to achieve this goal, we take a sim-
ple shader program as input that renders the image with two dierent
transfer functions (one for contextual rendering and one for focus ren-
dering). We then use the two rules ‘if average xz-gradient is as in mask
A then rendering is contextual’ and ‘if average xz-gradient is as in mask
B then rendering is focused’. Note that the keyword ‘average’ is a further
extension to the semantic-layers approach. It refers to a generalization of
semantic properties from object-space to also include image-space prop-¦ó ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e)
(f) (g)
Figure ì.ÕÕ: Augmenting an input shader that produces images of dierent levels of
sparseness. e top row shows renderings (a) for a high and (b) for a low sparseness
parameter.Intheaugmentedshader,wecontrolthesparsenessparameterwithtwomasks
that are dened on the volume z-coordinate. Brushing on the (c) z-coordinate image
yields (d) mask A and (e) mask B. We achieve a smooth interpolation of sparseness with
the rules (f) ‘if z-coordinate is as in mask A then sparseness is high’ and (g) ‘if z-coordinate
is as in mask B then sparseness is low’ as an additional rule.ì.¦ §u«¶±« Zo o«h¶«« ¦ì
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure ì.Õó: Controlling contextual and focus rendering modes via the property ‘average
xz-gradient.’ (a) e result is generated from the two rules ‘if average xz-gradient is as
in mask A then rendering is contextual’ and ‘if average xz-gradient is as in mask B then
rendering is focused.’ e right column depicts (b) the ‘average xz-gradient’ image as well
as (c) mask A and (d) mask B.
erties. In object-space, the fuzzy logic evaluation is done on a per-sample
basis while in image-space it is done on a per-ray basis. To demonstrate
this generalization, we here use the image-space property ‘average xz-
gradient’. Fig. ì.Õób depicts the rendering of this semantic property. e
‘average xz-gradient’ is the average of the gradient taken along the ray
which is transformed to image-space and which is oen used, for exam-
ple, for shading calculations. We use the x- and z-coordinates of this
property to interpolate between the two rendering modes, i.e., context
and focus visualization. is allows us to selectively apply the two dier-
ent rendering modes based on the surface orientation. e two masks
created to control the interpolation between the two modes are shown
in Fig. ì.Õóc (mask A) and Fig. ì.Õód (mask B). We use our method to
apply the focus rendering on surfaces that are oriented towards the right
as seen from the viewer.
e example in Fig. ì.Õó shows a natural extension of the data seman-
tics to a two-dimensional data property (‘xz-gradient’). In the original
semantic-layers technique it is necessary to use one-dimensional data
semantics. is is due to the complexity involved in the specication¦¦ ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure ì.Õì: Using the semantics-by-analogy interface for an opacity modulation based
on illumination intensity. We use the two rules ‘if diuse illumination is low then opacity
is high’ and ‘if diuse illumination is high then opacity is low.’ e le column (a,c,e)
shows dierent results that are generated with the masks in the right column (b,d,f) for
the data semantics ‘diuse illumination is low.’ì.¦ §u«¶±« Zo o«h¶«« ¦¢
of multi-dimensional membership functions. e functions are speci-
ed with a Õo function editor. With our approach, we can easily use the
brushing on images of óo and ìo properties to interactively and directly
specify óo and ìo membership functions, as exemplied in Fig. ì.Õó.
In Fig. ì.Õì we demonstrate the progressive adjustment of a visual-
ization using the semantics-by-analogy user interface. In this example
we use the ‘diuse illumination’ term of a regular raycasting shader as a
semantic property. Our goal in the augmentation is to map the diuse
illumination term to the opacity of each sample. is mapping allows
us to make regions that are highly illuminated more transparent. e
two rules ‘if diuse illumination is low then opacity is high’ and ‘if diuse
illuminationishighthenopacityislow’ areusedtoachievethiseect.is
visualization mapping is similar to the context-preserving volume ren-
dering technique by Bruckner et al. [óþþä]. is demonstrates the ability
of our approach to dynamically specify other (usually hard-coded) visu-
alization techniques by the means of visualization rules. Fig. ì.Õì shows
the results (Fig. ì.Õì(a,c,e)) and the dierent masks that were brushed
to generate these images (Fig. ì.Õì(b,d,f)). e brushing on the data se-
mantics ‘diuse illumination is low’ as done in this example allows users
to interact with the illustrative visualization and to adjust the illustration
according to their needs and preferences.
e example in Fig. ì.Õ¦ further demonstrates the use of a semantics-
driven opacity modulation. e goal of this visualization is to generate
viewsonaskull-surroundedbraininan§datasetofahumanhead.Ray-
casting of such a dataset is subject to occlusion of the brain by surround-
ing tissue. In order to cope with this occlusion, we apply our method
to a standard raycaster to create see-through views on the brain. We
achieve this by using the ‘distance along the ray’ as a semantic property
and the rule ‘if distance along the ray is high then opacity is high.’ is
setup allows a exible application of opacity depending on the penetra-
tion depth. Similar to a clipping plane, it removes both the occluding
skull and the brain tissue up to a specied penetration depth. is does
not preserve the occluding brain tissue as a skull-removal scheme would
do. In contrast to the static geometry of a clipping plane, however, this
setup implements a dynamic semantics-driven clipping volume that can
be interactively dened. is facilitates a exible interactive specication
of the visibility of dierent structures within the volume dataset. e le
column in Fig. ì.Õ¦ depicts the results of applying this rule from dierent
viewpoints (Fig. ì.Õ¦(a,d,g)). e right column shows the corresponding
semantic-property images (Fig. ì.Õ¦(b,e,h)) and masks (Fig. ì.Õ¦(c,f,i))
that are used to generate the visualizations.
Fig. ì.Õ¢ shows more results of applying our technique to the visual-
ization of the § head dataset. We here again use our technique for a
semantics-driven opacity modulation but use dierent input properties.¦ä ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
Figure ì.Õ¦: Generating views on a skull-surrounded brain in an § head dataset. A
semantics-driven opacity modulation generates see-through views on the brain. We use
the rule ‘if distance along the ray is high then opacity is high.’ is allows to apply opacity
depending on the ray penetration depth, resulting in an interactive semantics-driven
clipping volume. Similar to a clipping plane, this clipping volume removes all brain and
skull tissue up to a certain ray position. It does not preserve the occluding brain tissue.
e le column depicts results from dierent viewpoints (a,d,g). e right column
shows the corresponding semantic-property images (b,e,h) and masks (c,f,i).ì.¦ §u«¶±« Zo o«h¶«« ¦ß
In the example in Fig. ì.Õ¢ we use the spatial object-space properties
‘distance from object-space origin’ and ‘object-space position’ to modulate
the opacity in order to generate views on the brain. e initial raycast-
ing shader without semantic shader augmentation (Fig. ì.Õ¢a) is subject
to occlusion of the brain by surrounding tissue. We use the graphical
control over the result of our volume illustration system to visualize the
brain and to selectively visualize parts of the dataset.
(a) Result of the initial shader. Without se-
mantic augmentation, the shader is subject
to occlusion of the brain.
(b) Result of the augmented shader. The view
on the brain is generated by using the two
rules from Fig. ì.Õ¢c and Fig. ì.Õ¢d.
(c) Cut-away view created by using the rule
‘if distance from object-space origin is high
then opacity is high.’ The insets to the right
show the property image and the mask.
(d) Selective view generated by using the
rule ‘if position is as in mask then opacity is
medium.’ This is an example of a ìo semantic
property.
(e) The result of Fig. ì.Õ¢b from a different
viewpoint.
(f) The result of Fig. ì.Õ¢b from a different
viewpoint.
Figure ì.Õ¢: Visualizations of the § head dataset using an opacity modulation based on
spatial object-space properties.¦ ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
All results were generated in interactive sessions. e performance
of our system depends on the set of rules, the used input shader, the
current membership functions, and parameters such as screen resolu-
tion and sampling distance. For all results shown in this chapter we
used a sampling distance of þ.¢ voxels and achieved interactive frame
rates on a dual core ì.ó GHz PC with a GeForce GTX ¦þ and Õó GB
RAM. We used a äþþ×äþþ pixel viewport for the result image and
for the rule-specication interface (which also includes the visualiza-
tions of the semantic properties and previews for sub-rules). e images
shown in Fig. ì.ÕÕ were rendered at approximately óþfps. e dataset
in this example has a resolution of Õóó×äó×Õó voxels. e example in
Fig.ì.ÕówasrenderedatapproximatelyÕ¢fps,withadatasetresolutionof
ó¢ä×ó¢ä×Õää voxels. For the results depicted in Fig. ì.Õì, we achieved a
framerate of approximately Õßfps, rendering a volume of Õó×ó¢ä×ó¢ä
voxels. e framerate for rendering the images in Fig. ì.Õ¦ and Fig. ì.Õ¢
was approximately fps, for a volume of ¢Õó×¢Õó×ìóþ voxels.
ì.¢ uêZ¶Z±
We evaluated the proposed concepts by gathering user feedback. We
conducted two separate user evaluations with two dierent target audi-
ences. e rst evaluation targeted medical domain experts, while the
second evaluation examined the usefulness of our system for medical
illustrators. Both evaluations were qualitative assessments of the benets
and drawbacks of our method. We designed the evaluations as partici-
patory observational studies combined with contextual interviews. We
decided to use a qualitative evaluation methodology because we con-
sider a quantitative evaluation as inappropriate for validating our system.
is decision is based on the discussion about the role of evaluation in
visualization and human-computer-interaction (h) research. In this
discussion, Carpendale [óþþ] advocates a more thoughtful application
of a greater variety of research methodologies for evaluating information
visualizations. She provides a survey of dierent evaluation methodolo-
gies and observes that quantitative methods can be prone to fault and to
questionable validity for scenarios such as ours. Amongst other aspects,
this is due to the fact that a quantitative experiment requires the rigorous
control of many dierent factors, which are in fact dicult to control as
a whole in situations like ours where complex and temporally long inter-
actions are the essential elements of a system. Carpendale argues that a
qualitative inquiry is more appropriate in such cases because it allows
the researchers to consider the interplay among factors that inuence
visualizations, their development, and their use, and also to ground the
studies in a more realistic setting. Along the same lines, Greenberg andì.¢ uêZ¶Z± ¦É
Buxton [óþþ] criticize the dogma of quantitative usability evaluation
in h research. ey stress the importance of choosing the appropriate
evaluation methodology for a given research problem. ey explain how
the insistence on quantitative evaluation as a research methodology has
fostered practices of weak science in h. Furthermore, Greenberg and
Buxton [óþþ] also emphasize that premature usability evaluation can
eliminate promising ideas in an early design stage. ey recommend to
learn from the ways design worthiness is validated in other disciplines,
i.e., from the design critique as used in industrial design. We follow their
recommendation by selecting a qualitative evaluation of our system in-
volvingdesigncritiqueprinciples.Onemayarguethatmulti-dimensional,
in-depth, and long-term case studies [Shneiderman and Plaisant, óþþä]
are best for evaluating creativity support tools such as ours. Although
suchanapproachwouldbeanappropriatemethodtovalidateoursystem
quantitatively, the time required for such an evaluation approach makes
it unfeasible for us to realize at this point.
ì.¢.Õ Feedback from Medical Experts
e participants in the rst evaluation were a neuro-ophthalmologist
in a rst session and a group of eight radiologists in a second session.
e participants were chosen from contacts available to our research
group. All participants volunteered to participate in the evaluation. All
the participants were male and between óì and ¦ years old. Each ses-
sion comprised an initial demonstration and explanation of the system,
a guided experimentation by the participants, and a concluding semi-
structured interview. e feedback of the medical experts was positive
in general. ey quickly understood the interface and were able to use it
aer a short instruction. For the neuro-ophthalmologist we prepared an
example with opacity modulation. is example was very similar to the
one shown in Fig. ì.Õ¦, but we made use of dierent semantic properties.
As semantic properties we used the scalar values, the distances from
the object-space origin, and the volume texture coordinates. e neuro-
ophthalmologist particularly liked the exibility of our system. He used
the opacity modulation to generate cut-away views, and found this pro-
cedure more exible than the usage of cutting planes. He stated that he
could imagine to employ a system like ours for intervention-procedure
planning and for teaching. e radiologists in the second session partic-
ularly liked the abstraction from visualization internals oered by our
system. ey also commented positively on the ease of use of the graph-
ical rule specication. ey suggested various extensions, for example
to include a graphical library of pre-dened semantic properties and
visual attributes from which the user can choose. e discussion with¢þ ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
the domain experts also revealed the benet of the collaborative setting
we described in Section ì.ì. Semantic properties such as the ‘xz-gradient’
or the ‘diuse illumination’ are non-trivial to formulate for most domain
experts. But once such properties were visualized in our system and
explained to the domain experts, they could easily understand and use
them. On the other hand, it might be dicult for a visualization expert
to gure out which data properties are useful for the domain experts. In
our evaluation, it became obvious that a collaborative eort can help to
nd such useful properties.
ì.¢.ó Feedback from Medical Illustrators
eparticipantsinthesecondevaluationwereagraduateartstudentand
two professional medical illustrators. e evaluation was conducted in
three separate sessions. e participants were contacted aer an internet
research for medical illustrators in the Netherlands. All participants vol-
unteeredtoparticipateintheevaluation.Alltheparticipantswerefemale
and between óä and ¦ó years old. e art student is in a Master’s program
for interactive media and environments, and holds a Master’s degree in
graphics design as well as in ne arts. For simplication, we include her
in the group of medical illustrators. e professional medical illustrators
arebothtrainedinneartsaswellasinmedicalillustration.Oneofthem
has several years of professional experience as a medical illustrator. e
other has several years of professional experience as a photo retoucher
and has been transitioning to medical illustration in the past seven years.
None of the participants had noteworthy experience with volume data,
but all had worked with renderings of polygonal ìo models. us, we
startedthesessionsofthisevaluationwithabriefintroductiontovolume
rendering. Apart from that, we applied the same methodology as in the
evaluation with medical domain experts. We found out that some of
the proposed concepts might indeed be of use for the target audience of
medicalillustrators.eparticipantsinthisevaluationcouldunderstand
and use the interface quickly. Again, the feedback was positive in general.
At the same time, the evaluation revealed some limitations of our system,
which provide inspiration for future work. Interestingly, the feedback
was highly congruent between the three participants.
e art student particularly liked the fact that when using our system,
she could transfer knowledge and skills from graphics editing soware.
An example are our membership-function images which resemble the
usage of masks in Adobe Photoshop®. She stated that the visual feedback
provided by the semantic-property images makes it easier to decide on
the application of rendering styles. She also liked the feature of working
in the intermediate domain of the semantic-property images, while theì.¢ uêZ¶Z± ¢Õ
entire result is updated simultaneously. She stated that she clearly favors
our graphical rule denition over a textual one.
e rst medical illustrator gave clear conrmation that for her needs
and preferences, the graphical rule specication is by far superior to a
textual rule formulation. She liked our graphical approach to parameter
specication,andstatedthatitwouldbettermeetthedemandsof‘visually
oriented’personsthanothermoreprogramming-orientedinterfaces.She
statedthatshewoulduseourproposedconceptsinherworkasamedical
illustrator, given that they were integrated in a comprehensive system for
illustrative volume rendering. Apart from that, she was very interested in
directvolumerenderingingeneral.Shewasparticularlyfascinatedbythe
accuracy it provides. She emphasized that accuracy is crucial for medical
illustration.Shecommonlyusesaìoatlasofpolygonalmodelsasamaster
to create illustrations. She stated that these atlases—in contrast to direct
volume visualization—would lack a certain degree of precision because
they involve the human factor of the artist creating the ìo models.
e second medical illustrator also revealed this keen interest in vol-
ume rendering as a reference for manually creating illustrations. Regard-
ing our system, she also shared many of the views of the other medical
illustrator. She conrmed that she clearly favors a graphical rule deni-
tion over a textual rule formulation. e illustration professional liked
our use of masks, which allowed her to transfer skills from Adobe Pho-
toshop®. She also stated that a system like ours could be of use for her
work as a medical illustrator. She also commented very positively on
the notion of using brushing as an interaction metaphor to modify the
rendering, although she was not convinced by the benet of brushing
on the semantic-property images instead of the result image.
All medical illustrators gave rise to the question if it would be prefer-
abletobrushontheresultimageinsteadofthesemantic-propertyimages.
ey stated that they are used to work on either the image itself, or on
a representation which is visually completely unrelated to the image,
such as dialog windows. e art student liked the idea of working in
an intermediate domain, but the two medical illustrators considered
this more critically. ey asked for the motivation of this design choice
and said that they would be more familiar with brushing directly on the
result image. ey were not convinced that the visual feedback provided
by the semantic-property images is crucial for obtaining the desired re-
sults. One of the medical illustrators even felt confused by the additional
viewport needed for displaying and brushing on the semantic-property
image. For her, it led to a confusion about which interaction has to be
performed on which viewport. But both illustrators were convinced that
with some training, they would get familiar with brushing in the inter-
mediate domain. However, it would need a long-term evaluation to gain
more insight about this learning process.¢ó ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
It is interesting that, in contrast to the medical illustrators, the domain
experts did not raise the issue of brushing directly on the result image.
ey perfectly accepted the brushing on visualizations of data properties.
In our opinion, this reects that the group of medical domain experts
is used to approaching the creation of an image in a data-oriented way.
ey are familiar with thinking of an image as the mapping of data. e
illustrators, on the other hand, appeared to approach the creation of an
image in a less data-oriented way—maybe because illustration based on
realdatahasnotbeenpossibletoalargedegreeuntilrecently.Illustrators
seemed to think more in terms of modifying the image directly, instead
of modifying data or a mapping which underly the image. However, we
assume that, with training, the illustrators would be able to transfer their
creative skills to the world of data-oriented image creation.
ì.ä ±Z±«
e one limitation identied in both of the two user evaluations was
that the brushing mechanism can occasionally generate unexpected
results. e brushing is inuenced by a smoothing of the membership
function,whichweapplyforbroadeningtherangeofmarkeddatavalues.
When the corresponding smoothing parameter is set to a high value, one
can easily mark large data ranges. is turned out to have the negative
side-eect of unintentionally selecting a too wide range when users
intended to select a narrow data range. On the other hand, the creation
of smooth volumetric masks is not possible without sucient smoothing
of the membership functions. Without smoothing, only one specic
data value can be selected at a time, which leads to the creation of noisy
or speckled masks. Our brushing mechanism, thus, involves a tradeo
between precision and execution time. With execution time, we refer to
the time needed for the interaction of dening a desired mask, not the
involved computation time. is tradeo implies the drawback that our
brushing interaction is prone to working in an either too precise and
slow or in a too imprecise and fast way.
Another limitation of our method is the robustness of creating the
semantic-property images, which form the basis for brushing. e nal
result is highly dependent on the semantic-property images. ese im-
ages, in turn, are challenging to create for the general case. Especially for
volumetric properties that are not related to iso-surfaces, it is hard to
generate renderings which are well understandable and usable as a basis
for brushing. In our examples we use either óo or ìo properties that are
directly related to iso-surfaces. In addition to this issue, the image-space
selection of óo and ìo data values can be problematic. Here, the maxi-
mum compositing cannot be applied, and component-wise averagingì.ä ±Z±« ¢ì
results in introducing vectors which are not present in the dataset. With
proper smoothing of the membership function, however, averages of óo
and ìo variables can still be used. We exemplied this in Fig. ì.Õó with
using the ‘xz-gradient.’
Workingwithimage-spacepropertiessuchasinFig.ì.Õócanalsoresult
in unexpected behavior. e domain experts here assumed to work with
an object-space property and expected the mask to ‘stick’ to the dataset
instead of following image-space directions. However, this unexpected
behavior is due to the fact that the participants worked with the system
only for a short time. We assume that such problems would be resolved
quickly once that users become more acquainted with the system.
Another drawback of our technique is also related to the image-space
selection of volumetric data values. e projection of scalar values to
image-space requires compositing. When used in combination with
a per-sample evaluation of the visualization rules in object-space, the
composited scalar value can unintentionally dier from the per-sample
scalar value. is then results in a discrepancy between the membership-
function image and the nal visualization. is discrepancy can be seen
intheexamplesinFig.ì.Õ¦,wherethevisualizationsdonotentirelymatch
the membership-function images. e problem can only be avoided with
a proper selection of semantic properties and rules, as well as with appro-
priate parameter tuning. is restricts the generality of our technique.
Furthermore, a general problem of our interactive graphical approach
is the reproducibility of the results. Because interaction is required to
specify the masks, it is hard to exactly reproduce results created earlier.
iscircumstancemightletusersperceiveoursystemasbeingunreliable.
However, the addition of the possibility to save membership functions
and a comprehensive undo functionality may reduce the problem.
Finally, our technique does not address the problem of disjunct ex-
pert domains, although it addresses the challenge of semantics-driven
parameter specication. A limitation of our approach is that the seman-
tics we make use of do not originate from the problem domain (e.g.,
medicine), but rather from the solution domain (computer science). is
implies that a domain expert using our system is likely not familiar with
the semantics with which we provide him or her. e only aid we give
for understanding the semantics are the semantic-property images. For
example, a medical expert might have diculties using the property
‘distance along the ray.’ He or she might benet much more from being
able to use application-specic semantics such as ‘lesion’ or ‘tumor’ to
steer semantics-driven visualizations.¢¦ ±u§Zh±êu «uZ±h«-o§êu ê¶u §uou§
ì.ß hh¶«« Zo ¶±¶§u ë§
In summary, we propose methods that improve the semantic-layers
approach by Rautek et al. [óþþß, óþþa] in several essential ways. First,
weintroduceasemanticshaderaugmentationthatincreasestheexibility
of the semantic-layers approach. It makes it possible to automatically
augment semantic shaders at run-time. is concept can be employed,
e.g., to enable a visualization expert to quickly derive a case-specic
visualization system from an initial shader program according to the
requirements of a domain expert. Second, we introduce the semantics-
by-analogy approach. It allows users to brush properties to ease the
process of dening and exploring data semantics. ird, we describe a
user interface for the quick specication and exploration of fuzzy-logic
rules. ese two interactive graphical tools provide domain experts with
a direct control of semantics-driven visualizations which abstracts from
programming internals. Finally, we extend the semantic-layers method
by introducing image-space semantics. ese are incorporated in the
semantic shader augmentation by using the keywords ‘maximum’ or
‘average’ in the specication of visualization rules.
One direction for future research is to address the above described
problem of disjunct expert domains. It would be interesting to exam-
ine how our approach can be extended in order to permit the use of
application-specic semantics.
Furthermore, the concepts presented here can be modied to allow
users to brush directly on the result image instead of the semantic-
property images. is interaction was also suggested by the medical
illustrators in our second user evaluation. Many of the described lim-
itations are arguments in favor of this idea. Our experiences with the
hatching approach that is presented in Chapter ¢ also suggest that the
described direct brushing behavior is benecial.
Apart from this, our approach makes progress towards a semantic
markupofthewholevolumerenderingpipeline.eexplicitspecication
of semantics in the volume visualization pipeline permits us to expose
the system’s underlying semantics to the user. is allows the user to
directly interact with the semantics of the volume visualization process
and, hence, to obtain a more direct control and a better understanding.
We see a large variety of application possibilities of our approach. Our
approach can be applied to the rapid prototyping of volume visualization
techniques. e proposed concepts can also be applied to the implemen-
tation of visualization frameworks that enable both visualization experts
and domain experts to eciently explore volume data and to generate
powerful illustrative volume visualizations. We believe that the exibility
of our approach and the novel user interface make our approach a basis
for a large number of possibilities in volume visualization.ì. Zhëuou±« ¢¢
Although our approach is very exible, the initial manual tagging of
shader les is still time-consuming. However, this process only has to be
done once and each tagged shader can be re-used for further datasets
or visualization problems without further tagging. Moreover, we plan to
explore more exible approaches in the future that allow the browsing
of a shader le while automatically getting suggestions for data seman-
tics. We believe that the user experience can be greatly improved with
such a browsing extension. Further, we think that our approach can be
extended with a more general shader markup language. Currently, we
only support the markup of semantic properties and visual attributes. A
more general solution would allow us to tag resources (such as volumes
and textures) and parameters that are (or shall be) exposed in the user
interface. With the extension of the shader markup language, a more
general visualization system could be realized. e markup of shader
les would be sucient for the rapid generation and exploration of new
semantics-driven visualization systems.
ì. Zhëuou±«
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OVER THE RESULT
U
« a graphical rule-specication interface to dene mappings
of semantic properties to visual attributes as described in the
previous chapter improves upon the usability and exibility of
semantics-driven volume rendering. e semantics-by-analogy system
provides the user with a exible, direct, and intuitive control over the re-
sult. However, the mapping specication discussed in Chapter ì requires
a selection of the semantic properties on which the mapping is based.
is selection of input and output parameters is also intrinsically nec-
essary for the original semantic-layers technique by Rautek et al. [óþþß,
óþþa] where the input and output of the visualization mapping forms
the basis for the visualization rules. In other words, whenever the user of
a semantics-driven volume rendering system formulates a visualization
rule,forexample‘ifdensityishighthencolorisgreen,’ theuserhastocome
up with the input (‘density’) and the output (‘green’) properties of the
mapping. In Chapter ì we illustrate the usage of a variety of dierent se-
mantic properties such as z-coordinate, object-space position, xz-gradient,
diuse illumination, distance along the ray, etc. in illustrative visualiza-
tion mappings. e concept of semantic shader augmentation is a highly
exible manner of specifying the input and output of the visualization
mapping, as emphasized repeatedly. However, the concept of semantic
shader augmentation comes with the downside that the input and output
to the desired mapping have to be explicitly dened by a visualization
expert to begin with. Once this denition has been performed initially,
the semantics-by-analogy system can be used by a domain expert or
illustrator. e selection and denition of semantic properties, however,
has to be performed in any case. It is an unavoidable prerequisite of the
method presented in Chapter ì. To alleviate this problem, we explore a
dierent way of controlling the input to the rendering function in Chap-
ter ¢. We take the specication of the input to the function out of the
hands of the user again and employ machine learning to automatically
learn an adequate mapping. Furthermore, we also restrict the output of
the rendering function to a particular visual abstraction, which is pen-
and-ink hatching. We then provide direct interaction tools to let the user
control the application of this static input and output. We examine this
way of realizing control over the result in the development of a method
for interactive example-based pen-and-ink hatching.
¢ß¢ § ±u§Zh±êu ± «u-Z¶±Z±h h±§ êu§ ±u §u«¶±
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Figure ¦.Õ: e location of the two core parts of this thesis in the interaction continuum
introduced in Chapter ó. Both semi-automatic methods cover a sub-spectrum of the
interaction continuum. e semantics-driven volume illustration method discussed in
Chapter ì is more toward the interactive side of the continuum, while the example-based
hatching method presented in Chapter ¢ uses more automated control over the result.
Let us position our two dierent methods within the interaction con-
tinuum that we introduced in Chapter ó. e approximate location of
the two methods in our interaction continuum is indicated in Fig. ¦.Õ.
Both semi-automatic methods are located toward the interactive side
of the center of the interaction continuum. Both methods can be em-
ployed with a varying degree of user interaction. erefore, the two
methods each cover a sub-spectrum of the interaction continuum. e
semantics-driven volume illustration method discussed in Chapter ì cov-
ers a sub-spectrum which is located more toward the interactive side of
thecontinuumduetotheexibilityoftheinvolveduserinteractions.is
positioning might appear confusing at rst glance because the rendering
part of the volume illustration method in Chapter ì is fully automatic.
e control over the result, however, is in the hands of the user to a large
degree.isiswhywepositiontheillustrativevisualizationmethodmore
toward the interactive side of the spectrum. e example-based hatching
method presented in Chapter ¢ uses more automatic control over the
result. We could as well position the hatching method in Chapter ¢ more
toward the automatic side of the interaction continuum and illustrate it
to cover the entire sub-continuum from automatic to semi-automatic,
because the hatching method can as well be used fully automatically.
e sub-spectrum that we indicated in Fig. ¦.Õ, however, refers to the
semi-automatic usage of the hatching system.§ ±u§Zh±êu ± «u-Z¶±Z±h h±§ êu§ ±u §u«¶± ¢É
e hatching method for ìo surface meshes described in Chapter ¢
examines the previously outlined semi-automatic way of implementing
control over the result. In this method, we select a xed set of surface
features that forms the input to the visual mapping that is performed by
the hatching renderer. e set of selected surface features is somewhat
similar to the semantic properties that we use in Chapter ì. e surface
featuresweemployinourexample-basedhatchingmethodcomprisespa-
tial, directional, and lighting properties such as image-space coordinates,
depth, facing-ratio gradient, curvature direction, diuse illumination, etc.
In contrast to the manual mapping specication in Chapter ì, however,
we use machine learning in Chapter ¢ to automatically learn a mapping
of this xed set of surface features to hatching properties. e hatching
properties are the hatching regions, the types of hatching strokes, the
hatching directions and distances between the strokes, as well as low-
level properties such as the stroke width and shape. e example-based
mapping from surface features to hatching properties is established once
in a separate learning stage. e learned mapping is then applied in a
semi-automatic synthesis stage. In the synthesis stage, the user of the
hatching system described in the following chapter has no control over
which properties are decisive for the resulting rendering. is is a major
deviation from the dynamic mapping adjustment in Chapter ì, where
the decisive features can be changed at any time. e user of the hatching
systeminChapter¢doesalsohavenochoiceofthevisualabstractionthat
is generated by the renderer. e renderer does always create hatching
illustrations. is is another major dierence between the two core parts
of this thesis. e semantics-driven volume renderer in Chapter ì is a
exible framework capable of realizing a wide variety of visualization
mappings but requires expert knowledge to come up with a suitable
mapping to begin with. e hatching renderer in Chapter ¢, in contrast,
is tailored to the generation of pen-and-ink hatching illustrations. e
hatching method uses a xed set of surface features and employs ma-
chine learning to learn a mapping of these surface features to hatching
properties from hand-drawn examples. e learned mapping can then
be applied semi-automatically by the user. Although the input to the
rendering function (i.e., the set of surface features) as well as the gener-
ated visual abstraction are statically pre-dened in the example-based
hatching system described in Chapter ¢, the user of this system still has
many options for adjusting the rendering result. Interaction with the
result is provided on a higher level, as outlined before in Chapter ó. e
most important of these user interactions is the brushing with patches
of hatching strokes onto a ìo model. is brushing interaction gives the
user full control over where to place which kind of strokes. e strokes
that are automatically generated in the brushed regions incorporate the
learned lower-level drawing characteristics.äþ § ±u§Zh±êu ± «u-Z¶±Z±h h±§ êu§ ±u §u«¶±
Together, the described semi-automatic example-based control over
the result combines the advantages of both interactive and example-
based illustrative rendering approaches. is control gives artists and
illustrators the creative freedom and editability they need while at the
same time it provides the computer assistance that is necessary to rapidly
create hatching illustrations of a reasonable aesthetic quality. Further-
more, the example-based interactive control gives people who are not
procientinneartsandillustrationthepossibilitytointeractivelycreate
pen-and-ink hatching illustrations of ìo models.5 INTERACTIVE EXAMPLE-BASED PEN-AND-INK
HATCHING
Zf«±§Zh±: is chapter presents an approach for interactively generating pen-and-ink
hatching renderings based on hand-drawn examples. We aim to overcome the regular and
synthetic appearance of the results of existing methods by incorporating human virtuosity
and illustration skills in the computer generation of such imagery. To achieve this goal,
we propose to integrate an automatic style transfer with user interactions. is approach
leveragesthepotentialofexample-basedhatchingwhilegivingusersthecontrolandcreative
freedom to enhance the aesthetic appearance of the results. Using a scanned-in hatching
illustration as input, we use image processing and machine learning methods to learn a
model of the drawing style in the example illustration. We then apply this model to semi-
automatically synthesize hatching illustrations of ìo meshes in the learned drawing style. In
the learning stage, we rst establish an analytical description of the hand-drawn example
illustration using image processing. A ìo scene registered with the example drawing allows
us to infer object-space information related to the óo drawing elements. We employ an
hierarchical style transfer model which enables us to capture drawing characteristics on
four levels of abstraction, which are global, patch, stroke, and pixel levels. In the synthesis
stage, an explicit representation of hatching strokes and patches of strokes enables us to
synthesize the learned hierarchical drawing characteristics. Our representation makes it
possible to directly and intuitively interact with the hatching illustration. Amongst other
interactions, users of our system can brush with patches of hatching strokes onto a ìo mesh.
is interaction capability allows artists and illustrators who are working with our system
to make use of their virtuosity and illustration skills while interactively creating hatching
illustrations of ìo meshes. is interaction capability improves upon the aesthetic quality
and illustration eectiveness of the automatic results that are achievable with our approach.
Furthermore, the proposed interactions allow people without a background in hatching to
interactively generate visually appealing hatching illustrations.
äÕäó ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
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ecomputergenerationofpen-and-inkhatchingillustrationshasalong
tradition in non-photorealistic and illustrative rendering. But although
pen-and-ink rendering methods have been introduced quite some time
ago, there seems to be little adoption outside the eld. is contrasts
the long tradition and widespread use of handcraed pen-and-ink il-
lustrations. Over centuries, those depictions have been proven to be an
eective means of visually communicating information. And they are
still widely used nowadays, e.g., in medical training. We believe that
the lack of adoption of computer-generated hatching illustrations can
at least in part be explained by their synthetic and overly regular visual
appearance. A comparative study of Isenberg et al. [óþþä] has, amongst
other ndings, shown that computer-generated illustrations are clearly
distinguishable from hand-drawn illustrations due to a lack of ‘character’.
We aim at incorporating human virtuosity and illustration skills into the
computer generation of pen-and-ink hatching illustrations to improve
upon the aesthetic appeal and illustration eectiveness of such imagery.
Recently, Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó] presented an approach that shares
our goals. In this chapter we present an approach that uses an explicit
representation of drawing elements, in contrast to the pixel-based ap-
proach chosen by Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó]. is representation allows
us to transfer drawing characteristics on higher levels than a pixel grid
and to provide user interactions for adjusting the resulting illustrations.
We present a semi-automatic strategy for implementing control over the
result in illustrative rendering in this chapter. e strategy is to combine
automatic control via machine learning with interactive control via user
adjustments. Our approach provides the following contributions:
IZuZZí««Z±ho§Zë«:Weapplyimageprocessing
methods to the detection of the stroke trajectories in a hand-drawn and
scanned-in pen-and-ink hatching illustration. is image analysis allows
us to learn the drawing style from a given example image as well as to
use the example image for texture mapping.
ìo §Z± § uì«± óo o§Zë«: We employ a ìo scene
registeredwithahand-drawnexampleillustrationtoinferìoinformation
related to the óo elements in the example. is enables us to include ìo
measurements in learning a model of the example drawing style.
AZí±hZ §u£§u«u±Z±  o§Zë uuu±«: We represent
patches of strokes and stroke trajectories analytically in object-space.
is representation allows us to transfer drawing characteristics on a
stroke level (as opposed to the transfer of hatching properties on a pixel
level). e analytical representation of hatching patches and hatching
strokes also facilitates user interactions for controlling the result.¢.ó §uZ±uo ë§ äì
AoZ£±êu «¶§Zhu £Z±hu«: We introduce the use of a real-time
example-based mesh segmentation to create adaptive surface patches as
the basis for creating patches of hatching strokes. ese example-based
surface patches allow us to capture and reproduce global characteristics
of an example illustration. While we use the surface patches for gener-
ating hatching strokes, the notion of patch-wise style transfer can be
generalized to other depiction styles.
S±§u o«±Zhu ¶h±«: We propose to learn the interrelation-
ship of hatching strokes locally as a function of object-space mesh fea-
tures. is allows us to model the stylistic variations of the example
illustration style on a stroke level. is local model of stroke distances
results in hatching patterns that are less uniform and less regular than
the hatching patterns generated by previous approaches.
I±u§Zh± hZ£Zf±u«: We provide users of our system with the
possibility to interact with the resulting illustration. Users of our sys-
tem can alter the appearance and direction of hatching strokes within
individual patches of strokes, can exibly retouch the stroke trajectories,
and brush with patches of hatching strokes. ese direct interactions
with the hatching illustration are an eective means of combining the
benets of automatic style transfer with human creativity and virtuosity,
which enables an application of our method in creative environments.
Furthermore, the interaction capabilities of our approach allow users
without a background in hatching to interactively create visually appeal-
ing hatching illustrations in a short amount of time.
is chapter is structured as follows. We rst review related work in
Section ¢.ó. Next, we give an overview of our approach in Section ¢.ì. We
then detail how we capture a drawing style in Section ¢.¦ and explain
how we reproduce the learned style in Section ¢.¢. We explain our user
interactions in Section ¢.ä. In Section ¢.ß we present some results of
our method and discuss its limitations in Section ¢.. We conclude the
chapter and describe possibilities for future work in Section ¢.É.
¢.ó §uZ±uo ë§
Manydierentwaysfor creatinghatchingrenderingshave beenexplored
inthepast.SaitoandTakahashi[ÕÉÉþ]introducetheusageofisoparamet-
ric lines to create hatching images. is idea was further developed by
other researchers [Elber, ÕÉÉ¢; Winkenbach and Salesin, ÕÉÉä]. Already
in this rst generation of hatching techniques, Winkenbach and Salesin
[ÕÉÉ¦] incorporate concepts derived from hand-drawn hatching illustra-
tions, such as the notion of varying the width along a stroke in order to
simulate marks which are created by applying ink to paper with a nib
pen. Girshick et al. [óþþþ] introduce the creation of strokes based onä¦ ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
Figure ¢.Õ: Smooth direction eld hatching by Hertzmann and Zorin [óþþþ].
principalcurvaturedirections,anotionusedbymanyfollowinghatching
techniques. Hertzmann and Zorin [óþþþ] perform an optimization of
the curvature directions and use the resulting smooth direction eld to
create hatching strokes (see Fig. ¢.Õ). In our work, we use this optimized
direction eld as a basis for learning the directions of example hatching
strokes. Zander et al. [óþþ¦] propose to create object-space hatching
strokes by tracing the curvature directions in object space (see Fig. ¢.ó).
In our approach, we also use an object-space representation of the stroke
trajectories. In contrast to these explicit stroke descriptions, Praun et al.
[óþþÕ] introduce a hatching approach using textures. is allows for
real-time rendering, while still achieving expressive results (see Fig. ó.Õ).
Praun et al.’s [óþþÕ] technique is extended by Kim et al. [óþþ] to work
for dynamic and specular surfaces. Gasteiger et al. [óþþ] build upon
Praun et al.’s [óþþÕ] technique in order to generate hatchings that are
oriented along model-based preferential directions of anatomical sur-
faces. Despite the appealing properties of these texture-based methods,
we decided to use an explicit stroke representation. is representation
gives us the required control over singular strokes which we need for re-
producing learned stroke properties. All the mentioned methods have in
common that the hatching strokes depend on a mapping of a small set of
lighting conditions and mesh features to stroke properties. It is thus very
dicult for these methods to convincingly reproduce the stylistic prop-
erties and variations present in hand-drawn hatchings. For this reason,
Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó] recently proposed to learn hatching styles from
example drawings (see Fig. ¢.ì). While Kalogerakis et al.’s [óþÕó] work
serves as an inspiration of our own, we improve on it by using analytical
representations of hatching patches and hatching strokes, by modeling
stroke distance interrelationships in more detail, as well as by specically
permitting interaction. We explain how we deviate from Kalogerakis et
al.’s [óþÕó] work in more detail below.¢.ó §uZ±uo ë§ ä¢
Figure ¢.ó: Object-space hatching by Zander et al. [óþþ¦].
ere has been some previous eort in style transfer and example-
based illustrative rendering. Hamel and Strothotte [ÕÉÉÉ] capture user-
denedrenderingparametersandre-usethemforrenderingothermeshes.
Mertens et al. [óþþä] transfer texture variations between meshes by cor-
relating texture properties with geometric mesh features, using similar
features as we do in our approach. Hertzmann et al. [óþþÕ] present a
framework capable of learning and reproducing image processing lters
which mimic drawing and painting styles, taking óo images as input.
Although many dierent styles can be successfully transferred, the pixel-
based nature of this technique makes it dicult to faithfully reproduce
drawing styles which depend on long and individual strokes. Zhao and
Zhu [óþÕÕ] generate example-based portrait paintings from photographs
bytransferringbrushstrokesfromacollectionoftemplatepaintings.Also
working on óo images, Kim et al. [óþþÉ] adopt statistical texture transfer
methods to transfer the stippling characteristics from example stippling
illustrations to new images (see Fig. ó.äa). Related to this, Martín et al.
[óþÕÕ] present a method for scale-dependent and example-based stip-
pling based on haloning (see Fig. ó.äb). Stippling by example is mostly
concernedwithcalculatingadequatestipplepositionsandshapes.Herein,
the individual stipple points do not have a function on their own, but
work as a conglomerate. In the drawing style which we aim to reproduce,
in contrast, each drawing mark has an individual function. Furthermore,
the hatching strokes are subject to interrelations along their entire extent,
as opposed to the interrelations of only one óo location per mark in the
case of stippling. For these reasons, hatching by example requires more
complex style transfer models than required by example-based stippling.
Someapproachesestablishstatisticalmodelsofstrokepatterns.Jodoin
et al. [óþþó] as well as Barla et al. [óþþä] synthesize stroke patterns by
example based on statistics which they derive from given input stroke
patterns.Otherrelatedwork[Freemanetal.,ÕÉÉÉ,óþþì;Hertzmannetal.,
óþþó; Kalnins et al., óþþó] focuses on the style transfer between curves.ää ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
Figure ¢.ì: Example-based hatching in image space by Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó].
ese approaches transfer stroke patterns or line rendering styles merely
inóo.Forourneeds,however,itisnecessarytoinvolveìoinformationin
the style transfer process. For this reason, we condition our style transfer
model on a ìo object, and also apply the style transfer model to the
generation of renderings of ìo objects. is is inspired by the work of
Lum and Ma [óþþ¢] as well as that of Cole et al. [óþþ]. Both of these
approaches use machine learning to correlate hand-drawn line drawings
with computer-generated silhouettes and feature lines.
Applying machine learning to learn hatching properties was only re-
centlyintroducedbyKalogerakisetal.[óþÕó](seeFig.¢.ì).eirapproach
operates on pixels. Both the learning and the synthesis of a drawing style
are performed on a pixel basis. Although Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó] syn-
thesize the nal hatching strokes as textured triangle strips, they learn
and infer hatching properties per pixel. e transfer of drawing charac-
teristics based on pixels means that the transfer does not involve any
explicit representation of drawing elements, such as strokes. e results
of Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó] prove that this strategy works very well for
the illustration styles they work with. For learning the illustration styles
that we aim to reproduce, however, we need dierent learning strategies,
in particular a dierent drawing representation. erefore, we operate
on explicit analytical representations of hatching strokes and patches of
strokes. is explicit representation of drawing elements enables us to
capture drawing characteristics and stylistic properties present in four
nested levels of abstraction. ese levels are a global, patch, stroke, and
pixel level. Representing the hatching strokes explicitly during the style
transfer process allows us to transfer local stroke distance characteristics,
which results in less uniform and equidistant strokes than Kalogerakis et
al.’s [óþÕó] global pixel-based approach to transferring stroke distances.
Furthermore, the method proposed by Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó] delivers
a static result which cannot be modied aer its generation. Our explicit
description of drawing elements, in contrast, opens up the possibility to¢.ó §uZ±uo ë§ äß
Figure ¢.¦: Interactively generated pen-and-ink illustration by Salisbury et al. [ÕÉÉß].
interactively modify the resulting illustration. We exploit this control by
providing users of our system with the possibility to brush with patches
of hatching strokes onto a ìo model, amongst other interactions. e
interaction capabilities of the resulting semi-automatic hatching system
allowusersofoursystemtomanuallyenhancetheaestheticqualityofthe
results. is possibility for adjusting the result gives our method the po-
tentialofbeingemployedincreativeenvironmentsaswellasbylaymenin
hatching illustration. Moreover, Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó] use an extensive
setofsurfacefeaturesintheirstyletransfermodel.isvastfeaturespace
makes their model very accurate but also computationally expensive.
is computational load results in rather long processing times in the
order of ìþ to äþ minutes for the image synthesis. To avoid this delay we
use a much smaller set of features. is makes our model less accurate
than that of Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó], but brings us close to the possibility
of responsive interaction with the example-based illustration.
e concept of interactive illustrative rendering has been proven suc-
cessful, not only since Seims [ÕÉÉÉ] advocated to provide more user
control for fully automatic non-photorealistic rendering methods. Salis-
buryetal.[ÕÉÉ¦,ÕÉÉß]letusersbrushwithstrokepatternstointeractively
create pen-and-ink illustrations (see Fig. ¢.¦). Deussen et al. [óþþþ] em-
ploy user-dened segmentation images and brushing interactions for
the semi-automatic generation of stippling drawings (see Fig. ó.¢). An-
other semi-automatic illustration system is presented by Ostromoukhov
[ÕÉÉÉ], who employs user-dened óo patches as the basis for generat-
ing digital facial engravings using óo images as reference images. Rössl
and Kobbelt [óþþþ] also use image-space segmentations in their inter-
active system for creating line-art renderings. Here, the segmentationsä ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
are created automatically, but can be adjusted by the user. We also rely
on a user-adjustable automatic segmentation to identify regions of dif-
ferent drawings characteristics. However, we propose to perform the
segmentation on the mesh and to learn the segmentation using machine
learning methods, similar to the approach of Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕþ]
for learning mesh segmentation and labeling. Furthermore, we provide
users with the possibility to interactively modify the resulting illustration
by allowing them to rene the mesh segmentation. is interaction is
related in its intention to the direct tweaking of lighting and shading as
proposed by Anjyo et al. [óþþä] and extended by Todo et al. [óþþß]. We
do not discuss the eld of mesh segmentation in detail in this thesis. e
interested reader might consult the following references. e survey of
Shamir [óþþ] compares dierent mesh segmentation techniques. Chen
et al. [óþþÉ] propose a benchmark for mesh segmentation and discuss
the performance of dierent methods for mesh segmentation.
Furthermore, Breslav et al. [óþþß] also use patches embedded on
the surface for creating illustrative renderings. ey use pre-dened
ìo patches to transform óo patterns in a way that the transformed óo pat-
terns match the underlying ìo transformation. In contrast to pre-dened
patches, we use adaptive ìo patches that are dynamically predicted based
on a learned function of lighting conditions and mesh features. And
instead of transforming óo patterns, we use the ìo patches to guide the
generation of stroke trajectories in ìo.
¢.ì êu§êuë
Our overall approach consists of two general stages and is illustrated in
Fig. ¢.¢. First, we learn a model of an illustrator’s pen-and-ink hatching
style (Section ¢.¦). en, we apply this model to synthesize hatching illus-
trationsoftargetìomeshes(Section¢.¢).esynthesiscanbeinuenced
by user interactions (Section ¢.ä).
As input to the learning stage (see Fig. ¢.ä) we use a hand-drawn
hatching illustration, a manually created segmentation image of this il-
lustration, and a ìo scene whose projection closely matches the example
image. We refer to this ìo replication of the example drawing as ‘reg-
istered ìo model’. We use it to infer ìo information related to the óo
example image. We obtain it manually by sculpting it from a ìo model
similar to the object depicted in the illustration, or by using illustrations
that were drawn using ìo renderings as master [Isenberg et al., óþþä].
In a preprocessing step to the learning procedures, we employ image
processing methods to detect the trajectories of the hatching strokes in
the example image (Section ¢.¦.Õ). is stroke detection is facilitated by¢.ì êu§êuë äÉ
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Figure ¢.¢: Overview of our approach to hatching by example. In a learning stage, we
learn the characteristics of an illustrator’s hatching style. In a synthesis stage, we apply the
learned style to a target ìo model to gain an example-based illustration. e arrows are
annotated with the section numbers where the corresponding processes are explained.ßþ ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
using the manually created segmentation image to separate groups of
strokes from the remainder of the input image.
e segmentation image also denes patches of strokes in the exam-
ple illustration which function as a group and which share common
properties. We attempt to learn the properties of these groups of strokes
in the following way. Using the registered ìo model and the segmenta-
tion image, we train a classier that classies the vertices of the input
mesh into segment labels based on lighting and geometric mesh features
(Section ¢.¦.ó). When we apply this classier on a target ìo mesh in
the synthesis stage, it yields a dynamic segmentation of the mesh into
surface patches which incorporate the learned global drawing charac-
teristics (Section ¢.¢.Õ). e patch classier operates on the whole mesh,
and represents the rst level of our four-level hierarchy of hatching style
descriptors. To complement the described automatic inference of hatch-
ing regions, the surface patches can also be interactively modied by the
user via brushing (Section ¢.ä).
e second level of our hierarchy is concerned with the directions of
the hatching strokes. We learn the properties of the stroke directions in
the example illustration on a patch level. To be able to do this in ìo , we
use the following approach: we reproject the detected óo stroke trajecto-
ries onto the registered ìo model. In this way, we gain an object-space
description of the trajectories of the hand-drawn strokes. We then use
regression analysis to learn how the ìo stroke trajectories correlate with
lighting and geometric features of the registered ìo model (Section ¢.¦.ì).
Note that the reprojected strokes allow us to learn the directions of the
strokes on the surface, rather than learning the image-space directions of
strokes in dependency of surface features. We train one regression func-
tionforeachpatchofstrokesintheexampleimage.Inthesynthesisstage,
every surface patch is assigned one example stroke patch. We then apply
one direction eld function per surface patch to infer a direction eld
whichincorporatesthestrokedirectionslearnedfromthecorresponding
example stroke patch (Section ¢.¢.ó).
e third level of our model deals with the distance relationship of
individual strokes with their neighboring strokes. Here we use the same
reprojection setup as described above. e reprojection setup allows us
to correlate óo stroke distances with ìo lighting conditions and surface
features (Section ¢.¦.¦). In order to establish this correlation, we train a
regression function for each individual stroke in the example illustration.
In this way, we learn the óo distances of the stroke to its neighboring
stroke along its extent as a function of the surface features measured at
the locations of the reprojected stroke control points. In the synthesis
stage, we use these stroke distance functions during the tracing of stroke
trajectoriestoreproducetherecordedpatternsofstrokeinterrelationship
(Section ¢.¢.ì). is local approach to learning stroke distances and the¢.ì êu§êuë ßÕ
(a) (b)
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Figure ¢.ä: e input to our approach for learning a hatching style. (a) A hand-drawn
hatching illustration (courtesy of Dauber et al. [óþþ¢]), (b) a ìo scene whose projection
closely matches the example image, and (c) a manually created segmentation image of
the example illustration ((d) shows an overlay of the latter two images for reference).ßó ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
explicit representation of strokes during the style transfer process allows
ustotransferstrokedistancecharacteristicsinmoredetailthantheglobal
pixel-based approach of Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó]. Our local approach to
modeling stroke distances results in hatching strokes that are less regular
and less uniform and arguably exhibit more ‘character.’
e nal step in the synthesis is to create óo textured triangle strips
from the ìo stroke trajectories (Section ¢.¢.¦). is stroke rendering
represents the fourth level of our style descriptor hierarchy and involves
two attempts of transferring low-level stroke properties.
eresultinghatchingillustrationcanbemanuallyrenedbymapping
and brushing operations (Section ¢.ä). is semi-automatic system eec-
tivelycombinestheadvantagesofautomaticexample-basedhatchingand
human virtuosity. is interaction capability can increase the aesthetic
qualityandillustrationeectivenessoftheresultsthatareachievablewith
ourmethod.First,theillustrationcanbealteredbyoverridingthelearned
mapping of surface patches to example stroke patches. By reassigning a
dierent example stroke patch to a surface patch, the strokes within this
patchcanbechanged.Second,thehatchingangleofeachindividualpatch
can be controlled. ird, the direction eld that we use as a reference for
inferring the stroke direction eld can be retouched with brushing tools.
Fourth, we allow users of our system to brush with patches of example-
based hatching strokes. All generated hatching strokes depend on the
dynamic mesh segmentation (Section ¢.¢.Õ). Users can easily modify, add,
or remove patches of strokes by rening this segmentation with a set
of brushing interactions. us the interaction also allows us to address
some of the limitations of the fully automatic approach (Section ¢.).
¢.¦ uZ§ Z Z±h «±íu
Inthissectionweexplainthelearningpartofourapproachinmoredetail.
e illustration style that we aim to learn is a specic type of traditional
pen-and-ink hatching. Fig. ¢.äa shows an example from an anatomy
textbook [Dauber et al., óþþ¢]. A property of this hatching style is that
thedrawingis,forthemostpart,composedofseparateindividualstrokes.
Eachstrokeinthedrawinghasaparticularfunction.iscontrastsother,
more areal, hatching styles which use many overlapping strokes (styles
that are visually similar to, e.g., the real-time hatching images of Praun
et al. [óþþÕ]). Based on this property we can automatically detect the
strokes in hand-drawn images that are drawn in our target illustration
style. e detection of strokes would be harder to accomplish on an
image consisting of many overlapping strokes.¢.¦ uZ§ Z Z±h «±íu ßì
(a) (b)
Figure ¢.ß: Stroke detection. We detect trajectories of hatching strokes in a given example
illustration using image processing ((b) shows a detail of (a)).
¢.¦.Õ Image Analysis
By establishing an explicit analytical representation of the strokes in
an example illustration, we create the possibility to learn the properties
of the strokes on higher levels than a mere pixel representation would
allow us to do. As input to our stroke detection, we use a high-resolution
black-and-white scan of an example drawing (Fig. ¢.äa). As second input,
a manually created segmentation image (Fig. ¢.äc) allows us to separate
patches of strokes from the rest of the drawing. It also helps us to ex-
clude individual strokes that we cannot reproduce faithfully, e.g., the
stippling marks in the lower right part of the shoulder blade illustration.
For each patch, we run a series of standard morphological operations
[Soille, óþþì] to detect the trajectories of the hatching strokes. Our im-
age processing pipeline starts with a morphological cleaning operation
(an operation that removes isolated pixels) to remove scanning artifacts.
en we use connected component labeling to identify the strokes. in-
ning the stroke regions yields skeletons of the strokes. A hit-or-miss
transform identies skeleton junctions and endpoints which we use to
prunetheskeletonsandtoseparatethetrajectoriesofoverlappingstrokes
from each other. We then vectorize the strokes by creating equidistant
control points along the stroke skeletons. Fig. ¢.ßa shows the result of
the described stroke detection routines, Fig. ¢.ßb shows a detail section.
We used Matlab® to implement the stroke detection routines. We employß¦ ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
the following Matlab® commands for morphological cleaning, connected
component labeling, thinning, as well as for the detection of skeleton
endpoints and junctions:
Source = bwmorph(Source, ’ clean ’,Inf);
[Boundaries, Labels] = bwboundaries(Source, ’ noholes ’);
Skeletons = bwmorph(Source, ’ thin ’,Inf);
Endpoints = BOHitOrMiss(Skeletons, ’end ’);
Junctions = BOHitOrMiss(Skeletons, ’ t r i p l e ’);
is sequence of commands is executed for each separated patch of
example strokes aer using the segmentation image to separate a patch
of strokes from the remainder of the example image. Aer running
the given routines, we use the number of endpoints and junctions to
dierentiate between dierent stroke types. For stroke types consisting
of overlapping strokes, we discriminate the overlapping strokes from
each other by starting at the longest skeleton segments and searching for
adjacentshorterskeletonsegmentsthatareorientedinthesamedirection
(atananglesmallerthan¦¢)asthelongsegments.Inthiswayweresolve
ambiguities at stroke crossings and gather the skeleton segments that
belong to the same stroke. We omit small strokes whose area is below ¢Û
of the average stroke region within a patch or whose skeleton length is
below ¢þ pixels. During vectorizing the stroke trajectories, we generate
control points in a distance of ó¢ pixels along the stroke skeletons for an
input image of ìäßþßìäþ pixels (Fig. ¢.óìa).
By reprojecting the detected stroke trajectories onto the registered ìo
model, we can relate object-space properties of the hand-drawn strokes
to ìo measurements. is reprojection of drawing elements to object-
space is a novelty compared to previous approaches that also use a ìo
model registered with a óo drawing, but merely read out ìo information
related to óo elements in an input drawing [Kalogerakis et al., óþÕó; Lum
and Ma, óþþ¢; Cole et al., óþþ]. Our approach, in contrast, allows us to
learn object-space properties of otherwise image-space elements, such as
the directions of hatching strokes on the surface. Before we do that on a
patch level and locally, however, we make an attempt to capture global
properties of the drawing style as outlined next.
¢.¦.ó Patch Properties and Surface Features
We identify the grouping of strokes in patches as a central stylistic ele-
ment of our target illustration style. It can be seen in Fig. ¢.äd that the
strokes in each patch share common attributes such as direction, width,
and shape. In order to take this grouping of strokes into account, we
explicitly involve it in our style transfer model. is explicit handling of
stroke groups is an essential distinction between our approach and the
global pixel-based approach of Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó]. e manual seg-¢.¦ uZ§ Z Z±h «±íu ß¢
(a) (b)
Figure ¢.: Learning patch properties. We use (a) the segmentation image and the regis-
tered ìo model to learn the global properties of patches of strokes with respect to (b)
lighting and geometric mesh features as described in the text.
mentation of the example illustration allows us to faithfully distinguish
the dierent patches of similar strokes. is would be dicult to realize
automatically, as it involves complex perceptual and creative decisions.
We use the segmentation image together with the registered ìo model
(Fig. ¢.a), which we denote here as the input mesh, for capturing the
properties of these groups of strokes. We project each vertex of the input
mesh to image-space and read out the patch label found at this location
in the segmentation image. Assigning a patch label to each vertex repre-
sents a segmentation of the input mesh that matches the segmentation
given by the segmentation image. We take this mesh segmentation and
a number of lighting and geometric features (as detailed below) mea-
sured at each vertex and train a classier to learn a mapping from mesh
features to segment labels. Applying this classier in the synthesis stage
assignsasegmentlabeltoeachvertexofatargetmesh(Section¢.¢.Õ).e
resulting dynamic segmentation of the target mesh into surface patches
incorporatesthelearnedglobalcharacteristicsoftheexampleillustration
as dened by the segmentation image.
We use a voting multiclass classier [Hastie and Tibshirani, ÕÉÉ] with
a one-vs.-one strategy for classication. A multiclass classier is a classi-
er that distinguishes between n classes, as opposed to a binary classier
that distinguishes between two classes. A voting multiclass classier is a
combination of multiple binary classiers. We employ relevance vectorßä ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
machines [Tipping and Faul, óþþì] with radial basis function kernels as
binary classiers. We experimented with various classiers and gained
themostpromisingresultswiththenamedone.Weuseastoppingepsilon
of E = þ.þþÕ for the multiclass classier. In all of our learning routines,
we use a gamma of G = þ.þ for the radial basis function kernels.
As mentioned before, we use a relatively small set of surface features
compared to the approach of Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó]. We selected a
set of Õ decisive features. We identied these by correspondence with
professional artists and illustrators, by drawing conclusions from the
literature on computer-generated hatching, and by experiment. From
artists and from the literature [Hodges, óþþì]we learned that lighting
featuresaremostinuentialonthedecisiononwheretoplacestrokes.An
illustrator did let us know that directional features, such as the curvature
direction,areoenusedforconveyingshape,butthatthedirectionofthe
strokes does not necessarily have to follow the curvature direction. We
experimentedwithvariousfeatures,andselectedasetoffeaturesthatlead
to a robust classication of patch properties. We consider a classication
as robust if it results in continuous patches which, assessed by subjective
reasoning, match the areas used by the creator of the example image. We
made a tradeo of classication speed and accuracy for choosing the
number of features. e classier operates on feature vectors of scalar
values. For including óo and ìo measurements in our model, we either
use their components or the dot product with the view vector as a view-
dependent scalar of a ìo variable. Fig. ¢.b depicts renderings of the
employed features in reading order and as listed below.
esixview-independentfeaturesweuseare:therstandsecondprin-
cipal curvature magnitudes j1j and j2j, the ‘parabolicalness’ j1j=j2j,
as well as the x-, y- and z-components of the rst principal curvature
direction aer performing the curvature optimization procedure pro-
posed by Hertzmann and Zorin [óþþþ] 1x, 1y, and 1z, which we
here denote as the rst optimized curvature direction.
e Õó view-dependent features we use are: diuse illumination I
(Lambertian shading), approximated global illumination SSDO (screen-
spacedirectionalocclusionasintroducedbyRitscheletal.[óþþÉ]),facing
ratio n  v (where n is the normal and v is the viewing direction), facing
ratio gradient magnitude jr(n  v)j, view-dependent facing ratio gradi-
ent direction (r(n  v))  v, view-dependent rst optimized curvature
direction 1  v (where 1 is the rst optimized curvature direction),
view-dependentsecondoptimizedcurvaturedirection2v,depthz,the
image-space coordinates xi and yi, as well as the x- and y-components
of the normal projected to image space nix and niy.
We normalize and weight the features to control the inuence of each
of the features individually. e weighting is achieved by multiplying
each feature with a user-controllable weight. Multiplying a feature that is¢.¦ uZ§ Z Z±h «±íu ßß
normalized to the range of [þ,Õ] with a weight greater than Õ causes the
scaled feature to have greater impact during learning and inference.
We put most emphasis on the lighting features as we assume them to
have the greatest impact on where the illustrator has drawn strokes and
on which kind of strokes he or she used in dierent regions. We see this
assumption conrmed by the literature on illustration [Hodges, óþþì].
e assumption is also reected by the ranking of features reported by
Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó]. We weight the image-space features slightly
stronger than the directional features. When we learn a model of the
strokedirectionsanddistances,weadjustthefeatureweightsaccordingly.
e feature weights we use are given in Table Õ, listed in the same order
as the features are named above.
Feature Regions Directions Distances
j1j Õ.þ ó.þ Õ.þ
j2j Õ.þ ó.þ Õ.þ
j1j=j2j Õ.þ ó.þ Õ.þ
1x ó.þ ß.þ ó.¢
1y ó.þ ß.þ ó.¢
1z ó.þ ß.þ ó.¢
I ¢.þ Õ.¢ ¦.þ
SSDO ¦.þ Õ.¢ ¦.þ
n  v ó.¢ ó.þ ì.þ
jr(n  v)j Õ.¢ ó.þ ì.þ
(r(nv))v Õ.¢ ó.þ ó.þ
1  v ó.þ ¢.þ ó.þ
2  v ó.þ ¢.þ ó.þ
z ó.ì Õ.þ ¦.þ
xi ó.ì Õ.þ ¦.þ
yi Õ.¢ Õ.þ ¦.þ
nix ó.þ ¦.þ ó.¢
niy ó.þ ¦.þ ó.¢
TableÕ:Featureweights.1 and2 aretherstandsecondprincipalcurvaturedirections,
1 and 2 are the rst and second optimized principal curvature directions according
to Hertzmann and Zorin [óþþþ] (1x is the x-component of 1), I is the diuse
illumination (Lambertian shading), SSDO is the screen-space directional occlusion
according to Ritschel et al. [óþþÉ], n is the surface normal, v is the viewing direction,
r is the gradient, z is the depth, xi and yi are the image-space coordinates, nix and
niy are the x- and y-components of the image-space normal.ß ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
e described model of patch properties is prone to overtting. More-
over, the sparse set of features makes it less accurate than the model of
Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó]. We discuss the resulting limitations in more de-
tail in Section ¢.. We proceed with describing our approach to learning
the hatching stroke directions on the surface.
¢.¦.ì Stroke Directions
We learn and predict the locations of patches of example strokes on a
global (mesh) level. We now descend one level in our style descriptor
hierarchy and explain how we capture the directions of hatching strokes
on a patch level. We do this by establishing a mapping of surface features
to the directions of the example strokes reprojected onto the surface. In
this way, we learn how the surface directions of the strokes drawn by the
illustrator correspond with surface features. Applying this learned map-
ping in the synthesis stage yields an example-based patch-wise direction
eld (Section ¢.¢.Õ) which incorporates the directional characteristics of
the learned hatching style.
We use the same set of features as described in Section ¢.¦.ó for learn-
ing the stroke directions, while weighting the directional features signi-
cantly stronger (see Table Õ for details). We use the optimized curvature
direction eld proposed by Hertzmann and Zorin [óþþþ] as a reference
direction eld. We gain an object-space representation of the example
strokes by reprojecting the detected example strokes (Fig. ¢.ßa) onto the
the registered ìo model (Fig. ¢.äb). An example for such reprojected
strokes is shown in Fig. ¢.Éa. We then use regression analysis to learn
a mapping from surface features to ìo stroke directions. We measure a
scalar of the local stroke direction as the angle between the local stroke
directionandtherstoptimizedcurvaturedirectioninthetangentplane.
With local direction we mean the direction of a segment of a stroke
represented as ìo polyline. We train one regression function for each
example stroke patch. For each vertex of a patch (see Fig. ¢.a) we gather
and average the local stroke directions at the K nearest control points of
the reprojected example strokes. is yields an example stroke direction
eld as shown in Fig. ¢.Éb. For the examples presented in this chapter,
we used a value of K = ¢. Eventually, the training data for learning the
direction eld function consist of one feature vector and one angle per
vertex of a patch. We employ kernel ridge regression [Hoerl and Ken-
nard, ÕÉßþ] using radial basis function kernels for learning. We selected
this learning method also by experiment, comparing it to radial basis
function networks and relevance vector machines.
We complement the described learning of directional characteristics
with a model of the distances between neighboring strokes.¢.¦ uZ§ Z Z±h «±íu ßÉ
(a)
(b)
Figure ¢.É: Learning stroke directions. For each patch, we use (a) the reprojected stroke
trajectories to create (b) an example stroke direction eld. We then employ regression
analysis to establish a mapping from surface features to example stroke directions.
¢.¦.¦ Stroke Distances
While we perform the capture and reproduction of stroke directions
on a patch level, we model the distances between neighboring strokes
more locally on a stroke level. We here use the same reprojection setup
as described in Section ¢.¦.ì. For each example stroke, we learn the
óo distances from one of its neighboring strokes along its extent as a
function of the surface features. In the synthesis, we use these distance
functionstopushstrokestowardsorawayfromtheirneighboringstrokes
duringthetracingofstroketrajectories(Section¢.¢.ì).Inthiswaywecan
recreate the learned patterns of local stroke interrelationship. is local
modeling of stroke distance relationships results in stroke patterns that
are less equidistant and less regular than the results of previous methods.
According to the feedback of two professional medical illustrators, this
controlled example-based irregularity enhances the aesthetic quality
of the resulting hatching illustrations. is local modeling of strokeþ ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
Figure ¢.Õþ: Learning stroke distances. For each detected stroke, we measure the óo
vertical distances (resp. horizontal distances for vertical strokes) to one of the neighbor
strokes along the extent of the stroke. We then train a regression function to establish a
mapping from surface features to the measured stroke distances.
distances is made possible by the detection of hatching strokes in the
example that we described in Section ¢.¦.Õ.
For learning the stroke distance functions, we again use the same set
of features as explained in Section ¢.¦.ó and put most emphasis on the
image-space coordinates and on the diuse and ambient lighting (see
Table Õ). For a horizontal example stroke, we measure the óo vertical
distance to its lower neighbor stroke at every control point. is distance
measurement is illustrated in Fig. ¢.Õþ. We interpolate the surface feature
vectors measured at the vertices to gain interpolated feature vectors at
the reprojected control points. We use barycentric coordinates for a
component-wise interpolation of the feature vectors. Using this data, we
train a regression function for each stroke. We here also employ kernel
ridge regression with radial basis function kernels.
¢.¦.¢ Summary
Aer running the described learning procedures, we have a description
of the drawing style stored in the following way. e coordinates and
widths of the example strokes are stored in a text le, grouped in patches.
We make use of the dlib library [King, óþþÉ] for performing the de-
scribed machine learning methods. e patch classier, the direction
eld functions, as well as the stroke distance functions are stored as dlib
decision functions. e example stroke data and learned functions can
thus be loaded from disk and used in the synthesis stage of our method.¢.¢ Z±h «í±u«« Õ
(a) (b) (c)
Figure ¢.ÕÕ: Adaptive surface patches. We generate a dynamic example-based mesh
segmentation and grow adaptive surface patches from the resulting labeling. e gure
shows the patches generated for (a) the input mesh and view, (b) a dierent view, and
(c) for a dierent mesh. We use these surface patches to generate hatching strokes. e
surface patches can also be edited directly via brushing interactions (Section ¢.ä).
¢.¢ Z±h «í±u««
In this section we detail how we apply the learned model to a target ìo
mesh in order to synthesize a hatching illustration by example.
¢.¢.Õ Adaptive Patches
e rst step in our synthesis pipeline is to apply the patch classier
described in Section ¢.¦.ó to predict a patch label at each vertex of the
target mesh. At each vertex, we input the surface feature vector into the
patch classier, which outputs a patch label for the current vertex. is
classication procedure yields a real-time dynamic segmentation of the
target mesh into surface patches which incorporate the recorded global
properties of the hatching style that we aim to reproduce. It is dynamic
because the segmentation is regenerated for every frame, and gives a new
result according to the new view direction and lighting conditions.
Based on this vertex labeling, we grow adaptive patches on the sur-
face in order to gain an explicit geometric representation of the surface
patches.WeletsurfacesnakesevolveonthemeshasproposedbyBischo
et al. [óþþ¢] to gain the patches. We employ surface snakes following the
predicted patch labels to collect the connected vertices and faces of every
patch label, and to establish an explicit representation of the boundary of
each patch. Our surface snakes do not evolve iteratively and do not move
according to a velocity, in contrast to the snakes described by Bischoó ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
(a) (b) (c)
Figure ¢.Õó: Example-based direction eld. We apply the learned direction eld functions
to infer an example-based stroke direction eld. Each surface patch is associated with a
dierent direction eld function and the inference is performed patch-wise. (a) shows
the surface patches overlayed over the (b) inferred direction eld, (c) shows a detail of
(b). ese directions are the basis for tracing stroke trajectories on the surface.
et al. [óþþ¢]. Our surface snakes evolve recursively and move the full
length of an edge per recursion. Our snake control points split at each
vertex and stop their evolution at vertices that are assigned a patch label
that is dierent from the patch label gathered by the current snake. We
prevent the generation of too small patches by omitting all patches that
are formed by a surface snake whose number of control points is below
a threshold. Fig. ¢.ÕÕ shows the resulting adaptive surface patches for the
inputmesh,foradierentview,andforadierentmesh.Wedenotethem
as adaptive because they adjust to the current viewing and lighting condi-
tions. When the object or the light sources are transformed, the patches
move along the surface. ese adaptive patches embedded on the surface
are the basis for the following steps in our hatching synthesis pipeline.
e explicit representation of hatching regions as surface patches also
makes it possible to realize brushing interactions that allow users to
directly adjust the resulting hatching illustration (see Section ¢.ä).
¢.¢.ó Example-based Direction Field
For each adaptive patch, we apply a direction eld function as described
in Section ¢.¦.ì to infer an example-based stroke direction eld. Every
adaptive patch is associated with an example stroke patch and uses its di-
rection eld function. us, a dierent direction eld is inferred for each
adaptive patch. e inferred direction eld incorporates the directional
characteristics learned from the example illustration. e inference takes
place at the vertices of the target mesh. One angle is inferred for each¢.¢ Z±h «í±u«« ì
(a) (b)
Figure ¢.Õì: Stroke distance control. e interrelationship of (a) strokes following the
direction eld is (b) enhanced by applying the learned distances functions.
vertex. e angle is obtained by evaluating the direction eld function
using the respective feature vector as argument. We rotate the optimized
curvature direction by the inferred angle on the tangent plane to obtain
the nal stroke direction. We use the resulting example-based direction
eld for tracing the trajectories of hatching strokes on the surface. is
patch-wise direction eld inference is similar to the segment-wise direc-
tion inference in image space that was presented by Kalogerakis et al.
[óþÕó]. Our object-space representation has the advantage, however, that
it enables us to provide object-space brushing interactions for editing the
reference direction eld (see Section ¢.ä). is reference eld retouching
allows users of our system to exibly and directly adjust the trajectories
of hatching strokes on the surface.
¢.¢.ì Stroke Tracing and Distances
We trace stroke trajectories on the surface by integrating the inferred
strokedirections.Atthesametime,weusethelearneddistancefunctions
as explained in Section ¢.¦.ì to control the distances between strokes in
image space. In this way we gain strokes which follow the example-based
direction eld and which recreate the learned patterns of stroke interrela-
tionship. is means that the generated stroke trajectories deviate from
each other and approach each other in similar ways as the strokes in the
example, introducing controlled example-based distance irregularities.
Each stroke is associated with an individual distance function. Our local
approach to transferring stroke distances results in a more detailed trans-
fer of stroke interrelationships as compared to the global pixel-based
approach of Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó]. is results in hatching strokes that¦ ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
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Figure ¢.Õ¦: Stroke distance control in óD. Starting from the current control point p,
the next control point q is determined based on a direction-based proposal a and a
distance-based proposal c. First, the direction-based proposal a is gained by integrating
the surface direction eld by one step and projecting the point to óo. Next, the vertical
intersection b with the neighbor stroke is found by intersecting the neighbor stroke with
a vertical line through a. A distance  is predicted by evaluating the distance function of
the neighbor stroke. is prediction requires the lookup of ìo surface properties, which
is achieved by using the surface location that corresponds to the neighbor stroke control
point closest to b. e distance-based proposal c is then found at the predicted distance
 along a perpendicular on the local direction of the neighbor stroke starting from b.
Finally, the next stroke control point q is calculated by linearly interpolating a and c.
e interpolation can be controlled with one user-tunable parameter. For creating the
result images in this chapter, we used a value of þ.ì, meaning that each new position is
calculated to ìþ percent by distance from the neighbor and to ßþ percent by direction.
are less regular and less equidistant, which enhances the hand-drawn
character of the hatching illustrations generated with our approach.
e stroke control points are embedded on the surface, living within
triangles of the mesh and on mesh edges. During the tracing within a
triangle, we interpolate the stroke directions inferred at the triangle’s
vertices using barycentric coordinates. A trajectory is stopped when it
reaches the boundary of an adaptive patch. During the tracing in ob-
ject space, we control the stroke distances in image space, in contrast
to previous object-space techniques [Zander et al., óþþ¦]. While trac-
ing a stroke, we repeatedly evaluate its associated distance function. We
use the predicted distances from the neighboring stroke as a second
component inuencing the position of each new control point, com-
plementing the directions from the stroke direction eld. e eect of
applying these stroke distance functions is demonstrated in Fig. ¢.Õì. e
distance-controlled tracing algorithm is illustrated in Fig. ¢.Õ¦.
Weplacestrokesincrementally,accordingtoaseedingstrategyadopted
from Jobard and Lefer’s [ÕÉÉß] streamline algorithm. We chose the algo-
rithm of Jobard and Lefer [ÕÉÉß] as a basis for our stroke generation due¢.¢ Z±h «í±u«« ¢
to the following reasons. First, the algorithm facilitates the generation of
equidistant lines within a direction eld. Second, the algorithm permits
to derive new strokes from existing ones. ird, Jobard and Lefer’s [ÕÉÉß]
streamline algorithm implements a distance control mechanism via a
spatial search structure. We use the distances predicted by the learned
stroke distance functions for seeding new strokes from existing ones as
well as for terminating strokes which come too close to each other. e
strokes are rendered as follows.
¢.¢.¦ Stroke Rendering
We create óo textured triangle strips from the ìo stroke trajectories for
renderingthehatchingstrokes.isinvolvestwoattemptsoftransferring
low-level stroke properties. With those attempts we try to reproduce the
width and shape of the pen-and-ink strokes in the example image.
First, we use the stroke widths measured along the detected example
strokes for creating the óo stroke geometry. Our stroke detection allows
us to measure the stroke widths along the extent of each detected stroke
and to parameterize the measured stroke widths depending on the po-
sition on the trajectory. We use these parameterized stroke widths for
creating triangle strips of varying width during stroke rendering. At each
control point of a stroke to be rendered, we calculate the current width
using the measured and parameterized stroke width. Examples for such
textured triangle strips are shown in Fig. ¢.Õ¢b.
Asasecondattemptoftransferringlow-levelproperties,wetexturethe
resulting strokes using the entire example image as texture. is allows
us to render strokes that simulate ‘real’ pen-and-ink drawing marks. We
realize this texture mapping by creating texture coordinates that tightly
enclose individual strokes in the example image. To gain the required
texture coordinates, we rst map the detected stroke trajectories and
measured stroke widths to texture space using a simple linear mapping.
Wethengeneratetexturecoordinatesforeachdetectedexamplestrokeby
tting a spline through the stroke control points and generating pairs of
texture coordinates at perpendicular osets from the spline. e osets
are calculated using the measured stroke widths. In other words, we map
the detected stroke trajectories to texture space and inate them accord-
ing to the measured stroke widths. e resulting texture coordinates
tightly enclose the detected example strokes, as shown in Fig. ¢.Õ¢a. e
image in Fig. ¢.Õ¢c shows a detail section of Fig. ¢.Õ¢a with a color-coded
rendering of the texture coordinates. e u-coordinate is mapped to
greencolorandthev-coordinatetobluecolor.ecolorsarenormalized
to the depicted section of the texture space for readability.ä ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
(a) (b)
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Figure ¢.Õ¢: Example-based stroke widths and stroke texturing. (a) shows a section of the
texture space (the texture image with superimposed texture coordinates) and (b) shows
a set of rendered strokes in image space. We use the entire example image as texture and
create (a) texture coordinates that tightly enclose strokes in the example image. is is
done by mapping the trajectories of the detected strokes to texture space and inating
them according to the measured stroke widths. Each rendered stroke in (b) is assigned
one texture-space stroke from (a). e measured stroke widths are used for creating both
the geometry of the (a) texture-space strokes as well as of the (b) rendered strokes. (c)
shows a detail section of (a) with a color-coded rendering of the texture coordinates. e
u-coordinate is mapped to green color and the v-coordinate to blue color. e colors
are normalized to the depicted section of the texture space for readability.
Weperformantialiasingforon-screendisplayviablurringandmipmap-
ping the example texture and via supersampling. We make use of texture
interpolation for supersampling. e supersampling is achieved via rst
rendering the result image to a texture that is four times the size of the
viewport. e result is subsequently rendered to the viewport as a tex-
tured quad. We threshold and binarize the images for the result images
in this document, which also helps to reduce texturing artifacts.¢.ä ±u§Zh± ë± ±u Z±h ¶«±§Z± ß
Figure ¢.Õä: Mapping interaction. Each patch of hatching strokes in the result illustration
(right) can be assigned a dierent patch of strokes in the example illustration (le).
¢.ä ±u§Zh± ë± ±u Z±h ¶«±§Z±
e processes described in the previous section automatically synthesize
a hatching illustration of a ìo model. To complement this automatic
generation,weallowuserstointeractwiththeillustrationinfourdierent
ways. Users can modify which type of strokes are generated within a
surface patch, adjust the hatching angle, retouch the reference direction
eld with brushing tools, and brush with patches of hatching strokes.
is set of interactions allows users to adjust the illustrations according
to their requirements and aesthetic judgment and, thus, to enhance the
aesthetic appearance of the resulting illustrations.
First among the interactions, users can modify which type of strokes
are created within a particular region. We realize this modication by
assigningadierentexamplestrokepatchtoasurfacepatch.ereassign-
ment leads to the usage of a dierent direction eld function, dierent ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
Figure ¢.Õß: Hatching rotation interaction. Users can control the general hatching direc-
tion of each patch of hatching strokes. e strokes in the highlighted patch are rotated.
stroke distance functions as well as dierent stroke widths and textures.
isinteraction,thus,resultsinadierentappearanceofhatchingstrokes
within an adaptive patch. Fig. ¢.Õä shows the eect of such an interaction.
Second,userscancontrolthehatchingangleofeachindividualpatchof
hatching strokes. We realize this interaction by adding a user-controlled
angle to the stroke direction angle that is inferred during the direction
eldinference.isinteractionallowsuserstoadjustthegeneralhatching
directionofallstrokeswithinonepatch,whilethestrokesstillincorporate
the learned and reproduced directional characteristics (see Fig. ¢.Õß).
ird, users can modify the stroke trajectories by retouching the refer-
ence direction eld (the optimized curvature direction eld) with brush-
ing interactions. Fig. ¢.Õ shows an interaction sequence for this object-
space direction eld retouching. Modifying the reference direction eld
resultsinamodiedinferreddirectioneldand,thus,inmodiedstroke
trajectories.Weprovidethreedierentdirectioneldeditingtools.ese
three radial brushing tools operate with a user-controllable brush size,
strength, and hardness (a Gaussian attenuation of modication intensity
dependent on the distance from the brush center). e rst of the three
tools is a clone stamp tool that transfers the reference directions from
a source area to the brushing area (Fig. ¢.Õa–Fig. ¢.Õc). Equally to the
clone stamp in Adobe Photoshop®, the source area is selected initially
and moves relatively to the cursor location. is clone stamp tool allows
users to conveniently retouch singularities and discontinuities of the
reference direction eld and to transfer reference directions from one
surface location to another. As a second operator, a blur tool averages
the reference directions in the brushing area and allows users to smooth
stroke trajectories (Fig. ¢.Õd–Fig. ¢.Õf). Finally, a rotate tool rotates
the reference directions by a user-dened angle on the tangent plane
(Fig. ¢.Õg–Fig. ¢.Õi). is tool allows users to freely adjust the direction
of stroke trajectories. Together, the described brushing interactions on¢.ä ±u§Zh± ë± ±u Z±h ¶«±§Z± É
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure ¢.Õ: Direction eld retouching. e sequence starts with (a)–(c) the clone stamp
tool. e user retouches the reference direction eld to adjust the stroke trajectories in
the central green area. e clone stamp transfers the directions from the source location
(indicated by the crosshairs) to the brushing location. Next, the user employs (d)–(f) the
blur tool to smooth the discontinuities that were introduced with the clone stamp (the
discontinuities are visible as the remainder of the green spot in the center that causes the
bumps in the stroke trajectories). Finally, the user employs (g)–(i) the rotate tool to bend
the tips of the stroke trajectories. e colors show the reference directions mapped to
§f. e needles indicate the reference direction at each vertex. e stroke trajectories
shown in black are updated on the y.
the reference direction eld permit users to freely adjust the stroke trajec-
tories to their needs. e tools can be used for coarse adjustments, such
as modifying the general hatching direction of an entire patch, or ne-
grained modications, such as bending the tip of an individual stroke.
is exible control over object-space stroke trajectories is a novelty of
ourapproachthatimprovesuponthestaticnatureandthelackofcontrol
over the result of existing hatching methods.Éþ ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
Figure ¢.ÕÉ: Brushing interaction. e user brushes a patch of hatching strokes onto
the surface. e strokes for the brushed patch are generated aer the interaction. is
interaction also allows users to reshape or remove hatching patches.
Fourth, users can brush with patches of hatching strokes onto the sur-
face. Fig. ¢.ÕÉ shows an image sequence for this interaction. e brushing
interaction is realized by interactively altering the automatic mesh seg-
mentation(seeSection¢.¢.Õ)viabrushing.isbrushinginteractionisim-
plemented as the assignment of a particular patch label to mesh vertices
within the brushing area. Changing the mesh segmentation in this way
eectively results in adding, modifying, or removing adaptive patches.
ehatchingstrokeswithinthemodiedpatchesarere-generatedonthe
y. is gives users the possibility to interactively modify the hatching
illustration to achieve the desired result. In some cases, the automatically
generated hatching patches are suboptimal because they cover unwanted
areas and are not existent in other areas where strokes are desired. Users
can then adjust the illustration with the described brushing interaction
to achieve aesthetically more pleasing and more eective results. Users
can as well disable the automatic prediction of hatching regions and start¢.ä ±u§Zh± ë± ±u Z±h ¶«±§Z± ÉÕ
from scratch to freely brush hatching patches onto the surface according
to their requirements. e stroke directions and distances, however, are
always inferred automatically.
Apart from the mapping and brushing interactions described above,
there are numerous parameters in our system to tune the result. ese in-
volve simple parameters which could be exposed to novice users, such as
strokewidthandstrokedistances.Otherparametersallowexpertusersof
our system to adjust the result in more detail, such as the feature weights
that are used within the three dierent machine learning components.
e described interactions override the automatic prediction of hatch-
ing properties. On the one hand, these interactions serve for dealing
with limitations of our automatic style transfer mechanisms (see Sec-
tion ¢.). On the other hand, the interactions eectively combine the
advantages of automatic hatching and human creativity. Our interac-
tions, therefore, represent novel tools for the semi-automatic generation
of hatching illustrations in the spirit of existing semi-automatic methods
for non-photorealistic rendering [Winkenbach and Salesin, ÕÉÉ¦; Salis-
bury et al., ÕÉÉ¦; Deussen et al., óþþþ]. e interactions provide users
with a means to directly and intuitively specify or modify the regions
where strokes are placed, which type of strokes are generated in which
region and at which direction on the surface. ese interaction capabili-
ties make an employment of our method in a creative environment more
likelythantheusageofafullyautomaticandstaticmethod.Furthermore,
the proposed integration of example-based hatching with interaction
capabilities permits users without a background in hatching to create
illustrations they would otherwise not be able to create.
As discussed in Chapter ó and in Chapter ¦, the strategy of combining
machine learning and interactivity for implementing control over the
resultdoesallowustolettheresultofourhatchingmethodbeinuenced
by human virtuosity in a twofold way: by the machine as well as by the
user. is strategy improves upon the aesthetic quality of the images that
are achievable with our approach.Éó ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
(a) (b)
Figure ¢.óþ: Illustrations using the hatching style learned from the shoulder blade illustra-
tion in Fig. ¢.äa. e depicted objects are (a) the shoulder blade mesh we use for learning
and (b) the venus mesh. Both illustrations are created semi-automatically by applying the
interaction methods described in Section ¢.ä. Contours are curvature-controlled image-
space contours as proposed by Bruckner and Gröller [óþþß], but any other silhouette
technique [Isenberg et al., óþþì; Bénard et al., óþÕó] could be chosen.
¢.ß §u«¶±« Zo o«h¶««
In this section we show and discuss some results generated with our
method. We rst present some results of applying the drawing style
learned from the shoulder blade illustration shown in Fig. ¢.äa. We
then show the input and results of transferring the hatching style of
a second example illustration. All the result images are created semi-
automaticallymakinguseoftheuserinteractionsdescribedinSection¢.ä.
Forexample,manualadjustmentsincludethemappingofexamplestroke
patches, the modication of the general hatching directions of individual
patches, the retouching of the reference direction eld to rene stroke
trajectories, and the adjustment of the hatching areas via brushing. ese
manual adjustments permit us to enhance the visual appearance of the
resultsbyconsideringillustrationandaestheticalissuesduringtheimage
synthesis. ese are issues such as lighting, shape perception and shape
communication, and the interplay of dierent stroke groups.¢.ß §u«¶±« Zo o«h¶«« Éì
Figure ¢.óÕ: Illustration of the third lumbar vertebra using the hatching style learned
from the shoulder blade illustration in Fig. ¢.äa.
Fig. ¢.óþ–Fig. ¢.óó show results of transferring the hatching style
learned from the shoulder blade illustration in Fig. ¢.äa. While creating
Fig. ¢.óþa, we aimed to match the example illustration (Fig. ¢.äa). We
also transfer the learned hatching style to new objects. e venus statue
illustration in Fig. ¢.óþb, the vertebra illustration Fig. ¢.óÕ, and the hip
boneillustrationinFig.¢.óódemonstratethatwecantransferthelearned
hatching style to dierent target meshes.
For comparison, we also apply our method to the pen-and-ink hatch-
ing style of a dierent illustrator. Fig. ¢.óìa shows this second example
illustration. It is a hand-drawn pen-and-ink illustration of the trap of a
carnivorous tropical pitcher plant which was created for a previous study
of Isenberg et al. [óþþä]. Together with the segmentation image shown
in Fig. ¢.óìc and the registered ìo model in Fig. ¢.óìb, we use the pitcher
plant illustration as input for learning a second hatching style. e prepa-
rationofthelearninginputherehappenedslightlydierently.Incontrast
totheshoulderbladeillustration(Fig.¢.äd)whichwescannedinfroman
anatomy textbook [Dauber et al., óþþ¢], the pitcher plant illustration was
drawn with the illustrator using a rendering of a ìo pitcher plant modelÉ¦ ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
Figure ¢.óó: Illustration of a hip bone using the hatching style learned from the shoulder
blade illustration in Fig. ¢.äa.
as a master. In the study of Isenberg et al. [óþþä], illustrators were shown
renderings of ìo models and created illustrations using these renderings
asmasters.Inthiscasetheìomodelwas,thus,alreadyclosetothedrawn
image and had to be only slightly adjusted. e shoulder blade ìo model,
in contrast, had to be sculpted from a random shoulder blade model that
did not match the example illustration as closely. Fig. ¢.ó¦–Fig. ¢.óß show
results of transferring the hatching style learned from the pitcher plant
illustration in Fig. ¢.óìa to various objects.
e results show that many characteristics of the example illustration
styles are reproduced. For example, patterns of hatching strokes within
the patches of strokes are reproduced. ese patterns emerge from both
the directions and the distances of strokes. Regarding the directions, pat-
terns emerge from the quasi-parallel trajectories of the strokes and the
way individual strokes deviate from these common directions. Patterns
with respect to the distances emerge from the sequences of distances
between the strokes. is applies to both the sequences of distances be-
tween strokes within a patch and the sequences of distances along the
extents of neighboring strokes. e latter transfer patterns of the rela-¢.ß §u«¶±« Zo o«h¶«« É¢
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Figure ¢.óì: (a) A second example illustration from a study of Isenberg et al. [óþþä]. It
shows the trap of a tropical pitcher plant. (b) shows the registered ìo model, (c) the
segmentation image and (d) an overlay of the example with the segmentation image.Éä ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
(a) (b)
Figure ¢.ó¦: Illustrations using the hatching style learned from the pitcher plant illustra-
tion shown in Fig. ¢.óìa. e depicted objects are (a) a pitcher plant (intended to match
Fig. ¢.óìa) and (b) a shoulder blade.
tionship between neighboring strokes, meaning the way in which neigh-
boring strokes approach and deviate from each other. is controlled
example-based stroke irregularity recreates some of the visual appear-
ance of the example illustrations and has a considerable positive eect
on the ‘character’ of our results. Furthermore, the directions of the result-
ing hatching strokes on the surface appear to be similar to the strokes’
surface directions in the example image. e example-based direction
eld inference does reproduce the way in which strokes are following
the surface. Using this direction eld to trace strokes on the surface thus
results in hatching strokes that visually model the depicted surface in
similar ways as the strokes in the example illustration. Furthermore, the
interplay of groups of dierent stroke types helps reproducing the visual
appearance of the example illustrations. is eect is supported by our
stroke rendering approach, which simulates real pen-and-ink marks to a
certain extent. However, not all of the characteristics can be faithfully
reproduced. e overall appearance of our results still shows dierences
between the originals and the synthesized illustrations. We elaborate on
these shortcomings in Section ¢..¢.ß §u«¶±« Zo o«h¶«« Éß
(a)
Figure ¢.ó¢: An illustration of the rocker arm mesh using the style learned from the
pitcher plant illustration in Fig. ¢.óìa.
When comparing our results to the results presented by Kalogerakis
et al. [óþÕó] (see Fig. ¢.ì), we make the following observation. ree of
their example styles use quite uniform and regular styles (Fig. ß–É in
[Kalogerakis et al., óþÕó]), while two example styles use more irregular
styles (Fig. ä and Õþ in [Kalogerakis et al., óþÕó]). We observe that the
irregular hatching styles are not transferred as faithfully as the uniform
styles. In particular local characteristics of the irregular styles, such as
irregularities of the stroke trajectories or the relationship of neighbor-
ing strokes, cannot be reproduced that well and are lost in the transfer
process. e uniform hatching styles, however, are reproduced very ac-
curately. e overall appearance of the synthesized hatchings visually
match the example illustrations impressively well. We do not achieve the
same transfer accuracy with our automatic method. e described obser-
vation suggests that, in general, uniform and regular drawing styles can
more easily be reproduced than irregular and complex styles. We now
observe that the drawing styles that Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó] employ are,
in comparison, much more uniform and regular than the drawing styles
we try to reproduce. e strokes in their example drawings have a strong
correlation with the surface curvature, and are mostly equidistant and
parallel. e strokes in our example illustrations are much more complex
and irregular, which makes it all the more dicult to faithfully transfer
the drawing styles. Although we might not reach the same transfer ac-
curacy as Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó], we can transfer some characteristics
of the complex illustration style. In particular, local characteristics canÉ ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
(a) (b)
Figure ¢.óä: More illustrations using the hatching style learned from the pitcher plant
illustration in Fig. ¢.óìa. e depicted objects are (a) a hand and (b) a venus statue.
be transferred more faithfully with our style transfer model, because
our model explicitly takes them into account. As a result, our approach
facilitatesthetransferofmorestylisticdetail,suchasthedistancerelation-
ship between neighboring strokes. Furthermore, the explicit handling of
groups of strokes allows us to transfer drawing characteristics that are
embodied in patches of strokes and in the relationships of these patches.
Apart from that, Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó] use a vast set of geometric
features, which is another reason that their style transfer model can
more accurately reproduce the overall appearance of the example styles.
Using such many features, however, severely aects the performance of
their algorithm. Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó] name ¢ to Õþ hours learning
time and ìþ to äþ minutes synthesis time on an Intel Core iß processor.
Our method takes Õ to ó minutes for learning and þ.¦ to ìþ seconds for
synthesis on an Intel Core ó Duo processor. As a pixel-based approach,
the performance of their method depends on the resolution of the result
image, while the performance of our method is virtually independent of
the output resolution. With ìþ seconds per frame in the worst case, our
method still does not reach real-time frame rates, but we managed to
keep it real-time applicable for hardware generations of the near future.¢.ß §u«¶±« Zo o«h¶«« ÉÉ
(a) (b)
Figure ¢.óß: More illustrations using the hatching style learned from the pitcher plant
illustration in Fig. ¢.óìa. e objects are (a) a Klein bottle and (b) a two box cloth.
Another advantage of our approach over that by Kalogerakis et al.
[óþÕó] is the possibility for interaction. Our interactions permit users
to adjust the illustration in order to achieve more aesthetically pleasing
results. Such adjustments are used, e.g., to reshape large continuous
hatching regions, to add strokes to blank regions, or to make use of the
aesthetics of combining dierent patches of strokes. e fully automatic
approach of Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó] does not facilitate such adjustments.
Our method, in contrast, can serve as the basis for a tool for artists and
illustrators due to its interaction capabilities.
Together, the dierences between our approach and that of Kaloger-
akis et al. [óþÕó] can be summarized as the following: Kalogerakis et al.
[óþÕó] present a fully automatic approach with a high style transfer
accuracy for uniform hatching styles. We, in contrast, present a semi-
automatic approach with a lower transfer accuracy for complex hatching
styleswhichhasthecapabilitytoenhancetheresultsviauserinteractions.
We make a step towards the computer generation of pen-and-ink
hatching illustrations that incorporate human virtuosity and illustration
skills. Even if our approach cannot capture and reproduce all the stylistic
properties of the example illustrations, it does reproduce many of their
characteristics. e interaction capabilities of our approach facilitate a
furtherenhancementofthehand-drawnappearanceandallowtheresults
tobeinuencedbyhumancreativityandvirtuosity.Forthesereasons,we
gain result images that look less synthetic and less uniform, and arguably
exhibit more ‘character’ than the results of previous methods, which are
either not example-based or not interactive.Õþþ ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
Our patch-based approach to hatching can also easily be extended to
achievecrosshatching.Werealizethisbyaddinganotherlayerofhatching
patches which use stroke directions at a user-controllable angle to the
inferred stroke directions. Although our target illustration style does not
usecrosshatching,theillustrationsresultingfromthisextensionstillhave
a certain aesthetic appeal. Fig. ¢.ó shows an example of a crosshatching
illustration achieved in this way.
We showed our results to two professional medical illustrators to
gain informal user feedback. Both illustrators were impressed by the
aesthetic quality of our illustrations. One of the illustrators described our
results to have a ‘lively appearance and not sti like a digital feeling.’ e
otherillustratorcommentedpositivelythatour‘methodcanproducegood
’pen&ink’ illustrations in far less time than a hand drawn illustration.’ One
of the illustrators informed us that she would be interested in working
with a system such as ours: ‘I denitely could imagine to work with a
method like yours! I would really appreciate a tool like that.’ isillustrator
also stated that she lacked functionality comparable to our method in
the soware she is using. Furthermore, both illustrators stated that the
manual creation of pen-and-ink hatchings similar to ours is so tedious
andtime-consumingthattherequiredtimeprohibitsthemtocreatesuch
illustrations for customers. e illustrators appreciated the possibility to
rapidly create hatching illustrations with the computer while still having
interactive control over the result: ‘I totally agree that the interactive
control over the result is benecial for illustration purposes.’
¢. ±Z±«
e results presented in the previous section show that we can capture
and reproduce characteristics learned from a hand-drawn illustration. In
particular, we can faithfully reproduce local characteristics such as the
distance relationship between neighboring strokes along their extent. In
combination with the interaction methods, this style transfer oers new
possibilities for creating pen-and-ink hatching renderings. e results
also show, however, that our style transfer model suers from certain
accuracy issues. We believe that the automatic reproduction of human
virtuosity is always limited. e project described in this chapter is an
example for the insight that the general limitation of reproducing human
virtuosity can be circumvented by combining automatic style transfer
methods with user interactions. One reason that our learning methods
do not fully capture the example style is that we use a limited number
of surface features, as discussed in the previous section. is could be
improved upon by including more features, although this would come
with the price of reduced performance. It is evident from the work of¢. ±Z±« ÕþÕ
Figure ¢.ó: Crosshatching illustration of the third lumbar vertebra using the hatching
style learned from the shoulder blade illustration in Fig. ¢.äa.
Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó] that an extensive set of surface features yields
more robust style transfer results but is slower. e performance gained
by using a small set of features, however, allows us to realize a semi-
automatic illustration system with responsive interactions.
Anotherproblemisthatourlearningapproachsuersfromovertting
toonespecicsetup.Weusejustasingleexampleillustrationforlearning
a hatching style. All our drawing style descriptors are thus conditioned
to one specic setup of viewing, lighting, and geometry which holds for
this single illustration. is overtting results in the problem that the
hatching properties we infer for viewing and lighting situations other
than the training setup as well as for other shapes do not match the
hatching properties found in the example drawing. e described over-
tting problem has most negative impact on the globally learned patch
properties, which is apparent in Fig. ¢.ÕÕ. e surface patches inferred for
the training setup match the regions of the segmentation image very well.
For other viewing and lighting situations, however, the patches do not
always match the regions which we assume the creator of the example
illustration would have used. is is one of the major reasons that ourÕþó ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
approach is not as highly accurate as the approach of Kalogerakis et al.
[óþÕó] with respect to a fully automatic style transfer. We handle this lim-
itation regarding the patches with the brushing interaction presented in
Section ¢.ä. e described overtting problem could be tackled by using
more extensive training data, i.e., to learn an illustrator’s hatching style
from a multitude of illustrations of dierent objects. e preparation of
the segmentation image and the registered ìo model, however, is quite
labor-intensive. is requirement for a manual creation of prerequisites
of the learning procedures is another drawback of our method.
Furthermore, our stroke rendering method exhibits certain problems.
First, our textured strokes appear to be cut o at the tips because of the
following problem. We use the trajectories of the strokes detected in the
example image as a basis for both the widths and the texture coordinates
of the rendered strokes. ese trajectories are based on the skeleton of
the regions formed by the strokes. e skeleton does not traverse the
entireextentofastrokeregionbutstartsandendswithanosetfromthe
actual tip and end of a stroke. Using these locations to sample the stroke
widths and stroke shape results in rendering strokes which are cut o at
the tips. is leads to visual discontinuities at the borders of hatching
patches. Multiple parallel strokes cut o at similar locations can form
unwanted hard edges at the patch borders. We reduce this negative eect
by adding an additional control point at the tip and end of an example
stroke. Second, for some strokes it is inevitable to erroneously sample
black color from a neighboring stroke or from the contour, resulting
in unwanted artifacts. To avoid this, we simply omit these strokes for
rendering. is omitting unfortunately implies that we need to leave
away some example stroke patches which lead to severe artifacts. ird,
distortioneectscanappearwhenanexamplestrokeisusedfortexturing
a stroke whose trajectory strongly deviates from the trajectory of the
example stroke. Our stroke rendering, therefore, does not always yield
satisfactory quality. Better results could be achieved with extracting a
set of representative stroke textures from the example illustration, where
each texture contains one separate stroke.
A limitation of our image processing procedure is that it is restricted
to example images with separated individual strokes. It fails in detecting
the strokes in hatchings with many overlapping strokes. More elaborate
image analysis would be necessary to detect the strokes in such imagery.
Another limitation of our approach is that both the speed of the au-
tomatic style transfer as well as the interaction granularity depend on
the mesh resolution. e performance of inferring hatching patches
and directions at the vertices is linearly proportional to the number of
vertices of the target mesh. We thus have to work with low-resolution
meshes to facilitate a reasonably fast inference of these two properties
when using our system for real-time animation purposes. Using a mesh¢. ±Z±« Õþì
of óþk triangles, we can infer patch labels and stroke directions at ì fps
on an Intel Core ó Duo machine with ìGB RAM. is low polygon count
naturally aects the quality of the result with respect to depicting surface
detail. A benet of hatching low-polygon models, however, is that the
various interpolations during the generation of hatching strokes result
in smooth strokes that create an impression of smooth shapes for rather
blocky meshes. While the speed of the fully automatic synthesis bene-
ts from a low mesh resolution, the brushing interactions benet from
a high mesh resolution. A higher resolution enables the user to brush
hatching patches in more detail and to adjust hatching directions with a
ner granularity. is ne-grained control improves the users’ creative
freedom and editing possibilities. In an interactive setting, a higher mesh
resolution is thus desirable, and we here worked with mesh resolutions
ranging from ì¢k to Éþk triangles. is higher mesh resolution does not
hinder a responsive editing of hatching patches and hatching directions
because the global automatic inference of hatching patches is turned
o in this interactive setting and because the stroke directions are only
inferred at the currently edited vertices.
In the process of developing our approach, we learned that we can
automatically transfer local characteristics, such as varying distances
along a stroke or the local stroke directions, more reliably than global
characteristics, such as regions where to place strokes. While experiment-
ing with dierent ways of capturing the local characteristics, we found
out that simple measuring and re-applying the measured values was not
sucient and that we need machine learning techniques to capture these
properties. We also learned about the granularity at which specic char-
acteristics can be transferred and which data is required. For example,
we rst measured the stroke directions only locally at each reprojected
stroke control point and tried to capture it only as the measured angle
in which it deviates from the curvature direction. We learned that this
strategy was not robust enough. First, it was not robust enough because
the granularity was too ne: we could not robustly map the direction
measuredatonlyonelocationonthesurfacetoanotherlocation.Second,
it was not robust enough because the data involved was too little: we
could not robustly map the deviation from the curvature at one location
to the deviation at another location using only the curvature direction.
For these reasons, we now transfer the stroke directions on a coarser
granularity (as a patch-wise direction eld) and involve more data (all
surface features that we also use for the stroke regions). We had similar
insights regarding the stroke distances, resulting in us now transferring
the stroke distances on a stroke level.Õþ¦ ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
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In summary, we propose a novel approach for the interactive example-
based generation of pen-and-ink hatching illustrations from ìo meshes.
We present a new learning setup that makes it possible to learn the depic-
tion style of a hand-drawn example image, including a way to infer ìo
information related to the óo example image. We propose an analytical
representation of hatching patches and hatching strokes. is representa-
tion of drawing elements is coupled with an hierarchical style transfer
model that captures rendering properties on four levels of abstraction.
We introduce adaptive surface patches that incorporate global drawing
characteristicsandwhichcanbeusedforthecreationofhatchingstrokes
in object space. We present ways to capture and reproduce the direc-
tional characteristics on a patch level and the distance characteristics
of hatching strokes locally on a stroke level. Finally, we provide novel
interaction methods that allow users to directly and intuitively modify
the resulting illustration. is interaction capability improves upon the
static nature of previous methods.
We can reproduce some of the characteristics of the example illustra-
tions. Our method can transfer directional characteristics with the help
of an example-based patch-wise stroke direction eld. Our method can
also reproduce patterns of patch-wise and local stroke distance relation-
ships, which results in hatching strokes that are less uniform and regular
than the hatching strokes generated by existing methods. e transfer
of global characteristics incorporated in the surface patches has some
limitations. erefore, our method does not produce as highly accurate
results as the method of Kalogerakis et al. [óþÕó] with respect to a fully
automatic style transfer. We propose possible ways of improving upon
this limitation. We also provide a brushing interaction that copes with
this problem and that gives direct and intuitive control over hatching
regions to the users of our system. Together, the proposed methods allow
us to generate computer hatchings that arguably exhibit more ‘character’
than the results of previous techniques.
So far, we judge upon the quality of the results only by subjective rea-
soning. It would require more extensive evaluation to be able to judge
upon the results less subjectively. One could envision a statistical as-
sessment of the hatching properties as done for stippling by example
[Kim et al., óþþÉ]. But it would be even more interesting to conduct a
eld experiment designed as sort of a visual Turing test as proposed
by Salesin [óþþó], reviewed by Gooch et al. [óþÕþ], and performed to
a certain extent by Isenberg et al. [óþþä]. Showing the participants a
set of hand-drawn and computer-generated illustrations, one would ask
the participants whether the images were drawn by hand or generated
by an algorithm. In this way one could examine how successfully the¢.É hh¶«« Zo ¶±¶§u ë§ Õþ¢
hand-drawing characteristics can be reproduced, i.e., how well the hu-
man rendering process can be simulated, although the validity of such a
visual Turing test is debatable [Isenberg, óþÕó; Hall and Lehmann, óþÕó].
Its validity is particularly debatable in our case because of the human
intervention that happens in the image synthesis. Our results are not a
sole product of computer generation due to this human intervention,
which spoils the validity of a visual Turing test even more.
It would be interesting for future work to improve upon the described
shortcomingsofourstyletransfermodel.Withanenhancedstyletransfer,
thevisualappearanceoftheexamplescanbesimulatedevenmoreclosely.
An improved automatic style transfer can further enhance the aesthetic
qualityoftheresults.Animprovedmodelwouldalsoallowforcapturinga
wider variety of hatching styles. We outline possibilities for improvement
of our style transfer model in Section ¢..
e possibility to brush with patches of hatching strokes onto a ìo
model is a novel way of interacting with hatching renderings. It allows
users to directly specify the desired hatching regions. e brushing in-
teraction is very eective and pleasant to work with. e possibility for
adjusting the illustration contrasts the static results of many compara-
ble techniques. is creative freedom oered by our semi-automatic
example-based approach makes it more likely that it is employed in a
creative environment than it is likely for a fully automatic and static
approach. We believe the proposed brushing interaction has the poten-
tial to serve as the basis for a tool for artists and illustrators. For future
work,itwouldbeinterestingtofurtherexploretheinteractivecreationof
hatching illustrations. e brushing of hatching patches can be extended
with brushing metaphors to modify stroke properties such as distance,
randomness, width, shape, etc. High-level brushes can be used for ac-
centuation and abstraction as well as for modifying material properties.
Integrating a layer support for multiple layers of hatching strokes can
allow users to achieve various hatching eects. A design gallery showing
previewsfortheresultofusingdierentexamplestrokepatchescanassist
users to conveniently select the type of hatching patch to brush with.
Furthermore, we believe that the notion of explicitly represented dy-
namic patches embedded on the surface can be generalized to other
illustrative rendering styles. Many methods for stylized rendering create
such patches implicitly in image space, e.g., regions of homogeneous
shading in cartoon rendering. An explicit patch representation, how-
ever, provides control over the type and location of patches. is control
can be used by automatic methods, such as our automatic prediction of
patches. And the control can also be employed for realizing user interac-
tions with the illustration, such as our brushing tools. We are convinced
that the notion of adaptive surface patches has great potential for future
developments within illustrative rendering.Õþä ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo £u-Zo- Z±h
Wediscussmoreideasforfutureworkaswellaspresentsomethoughts
on potential applications of our interactive example-based hatching
method in more detail in Chapter ä.
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I
 this thesis we discuss two distinct methods for illustrative ren-
dering. e two methods work with dierent input data, generate
dierent rendering styles, and use dierent means of interaction.
e two distinct methods are linked by being situated in the eld of
illustrative rendering and by being dedicated to large parts to the prob-
lem of implementing a useful and eective control over the result. We
explore two dierent strategies for realizing control over the result in
this thesis. In this chapter, we summarize the contributions of this thesis,
draw conclusions from our most important ndings, and present ideas
for future work. Let us begin with concluding on Chapter ì.
ä.Õ «uZ±h« fí ZZí
e interactive semantics-driven volume visualization framework de-
scribed in Chapter ì improves upon the exibility and usability of the
semantic-layers approach by Rautek et al. [óþþß, óþþa]. It facilitates the
injection of rule-based rendering functionality into arbitrary shader pro-
grams.isopensupthepossibilitytorealizesemantics-drivenmappings
based on arbitrary inputs and outputs with minimal implementation
overhead. Furthermore, the graphical rule specication interface im-
proves upon the shortcomings of a rule specication in natural language
and permits users to intuitively and quickly explore dierent rule-based
mappings assisted by visual feedback. An evaluation with two dierent
potential target user groups indicated that the proposed concepts of pa-
rameterspecicationmightbeusefulandwellapplicableintheexamined
target areas of radiology, neuroscience, and medical illustration.
In conclusion, the graphical approach for dening semantic mappings
seems promising to us. We think that our graphical approach makes the
power of semantics-driven volume rendering more readily accessible to
theuserthanatextualruleformulation.Ourgraphicaluserinterfacealso
extendstheoriginalsemantic-layersmethodwiththecapabilitytoexplore
dierent semantic mappings. e evaluation with domain experts and
medical illustrators conrmed that the graphical and brushing-centered
interface is indeed promising for future development. We learned that
usingvisualfeedbackintheformofpreviewsanddesigngalleriestoassist
the user in the parameter specication is benecial for the usability and
eciency of a visualization system. Furthermore, the creative freedom
ÕþßÕþ hh¶« b ¶±¶§u ë§
and possibility for local adjustments given by the brushing metaphor
that we use for interaction is particularly interesting for artists and il-
lustrators. e concepts that we propose in Chapter ì can be improved
and extended to create a direct volume illustration system suitable for
artists and illustrators. e proposed concepts could, thus, help bridg-
ing the gap between illustrative rendering and ne arts, resp. between
computer-generated and computer-assisted illustration.
Furthermore, it was interesting and informative to develop the con-
cept of semantic shader augmentation. First, an automatic shader code
generation during run-time was fascinating for us, as we are used to
oine development with long compile times. us, we found it intrigu-
ing to modify a shader program and to directly see the impact of the
modication without having to recompile and restart the framework
soware (VolumeShop [Bruckner and Gröller, óþþ¢]). Note that the
modication of the input shader results in updating both the graphical
user interface as well as the result. Second, the possibility to realize a
visualization mapping on arbitrary inputs and outputs was both fascinat-
ing and challenging for us. In the process of experimenting with various
input properties for visualization rules (e.g., normal, diuse illumination,
etc.),welearnedmuchaboutthebehaviorandusefulnessofdierentdata
properties and data derivatives for rendering purposes. is learning
process also informed the selection of surface features that we use as
input to the rendering function in our hatching method (Chapter ¢).
An interesting direction for future research in interactive semantics-
driven volume rendering is to apply machine learning to automatically
learn meaningful visualization mappings. Given a target output illus-
tration style and a large set of input properties, one can apply machine
learning to learn which input properties, parameters, and weights are
decisiveforachievingthetargetillustrationstyle.ecorrespondingvisu-
alization rules can then be inferred automatically. is learned mapping
can be provided to the user to be applied interactively without requiring
theusertospecifytheinputparametersandvisualizationrulesthatresult
in the desired illustration style. is user assistance by machine learning
is similar to the style transfer via machine learning that we presented
in Chapter ¢. We think that such an automatic user-assistance would
improve upon our semantics-by-analogy approach due to the follow-
ing experiences with the interactive and exible system. e concept
of arbitrary inputs and outputs is so exible that it was dicult for us
to devise suitable mappings. We learned that the exibility oered by
the semantics-by-analogy approach oers a wide range of illustration
possibilities, but is quite challenging to make use of in a meaningful
way. Even for visualization experts it is not straightforward to come up
with input parameters that are both intuitive to use and eective for
illustration purposes. Drawing from our experiences gained in develop-ä.Õ «uZ±h« fí ZZí ÕþÉ
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Figure ä.Õ: Conclusions on Chapter ì. An unextensive list of the benets, disadvantages,
and the most important ideas for improvement of the method in Chapter ì.
ing the example-based hatching approach described in Chapter ¢, we
are convinced that an integration of machine learning and interactive
illustrative visualization would help alleviating the described drawback
brought by the exibility of the semantics-by-analogy approach. At the
same time, the exibility of the approach would still be made use of, only
in a more automated manner.
e automatic inference of semantic mappings as outlined above can
be complemented by replacing the brushing on intermediate data rep-
resentations (i.e., the visualizations of semantic data properties) with
brushing directly on the result image. In conclusion, we learned that
brushing directly on the result is preferable to brushing in an interme-
diate domain. Our user evaluation also informed us that such a direct
brushing would be useful and benecial. Furthermore, the brushing of
hatching patches developed in Chapter ¢ conrmed our assumption that
the direct application of a visual abstraction on the result is superior
to the brushing on an intermediate domain. In the current form pre-
sented in Chapter ì, the intermediate domain is necessary because the
data ranges intended to be included in the mapping have to be specied
by the user. With the automatic learning of parameter congurations
outlined here, however, this specication would no longer be necessary.
e user could simply select a target rendering style and brush with this
rendering style directly on the result.
To summarize our ndings (see Fig. ä.Õ), we think that the approach
presented in Chapter ì is promising but would need to be further ex-
tended to be really applicable by the targeted user groups. Our main
nding is that it would be benecial to complement the interactive user
control over the result by adding more automated control to the system.
An integration with machine learning to automatically infer meaningful
rules would improve upon the usability of the approach without limit-ÕÕþ hh¶« b ¶±¶§u ë§
ing its exibility. Finally, brushing directly on the result would improve
upon the directness of the approach and make it even more intuitive to
use. is direct brushing behavior is similar to the brushing of hatching
patches that we discussed in Chapter ¢. Let us proceed with concluding
on our hatching method.
ä.ó ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo Z±h
e fully interactive approach to controlling the result that we chose for
the work presented in Chapter ì is exible but demands user interaction
and an initial preparation of rendering parameters by a visualization
expert. e example-based hatching method presented in Chapter ¢,
in contrast, was initially intended as a fully automatic method. In the
processofdevelopingthehatchingmethodwelearned,however,thatour
fully automatic approach in its presented form does not achieve the aes-
theticqualityatwhichweaimed.isqualityissueisduetolimitationsof
our style transfer model. e described limitation was the reason that we
extended the fully automatic method with user interactions that allow to
directly and locally adjust the generated hatching illustration. e result-
ing semi-automatic system enables user interaction but is still based on
theautomaticlearningofahatchingstyle.isinteractiveexample-based
systemdidturnouttobequiteeectiveincreatingillustrativerenderings
that resemble hand-drawn examples. Let us recapitulate our explorations
in implementing control over the result in illustrative rendering as the
following. Weexploredafullyinteractive illustrationsystem inChapter ì
and started out with a fully automatic system in Chapter ¢. As a result of
these explorations, we learned that the best solution for our goals was the
‘golden mean’ between these two strategies in the form of an interactive
example-based illustration system.
Let us briey summarize the contributions of the hatching technique
presented in Chapter ¢. Our approach to hatching by example comprises
the novelty of learning hatching styles from ‘real-world’ hand-drawn
example illustrations. is is made possible by employing image pro-
cessing to detect the strokes in the example and by using a ìo object
registered with the example illustration. is setup allows us to include
object-space measurements in learning the example drawing style. We
further present a hierarchical style transfer model that learns and repro-
duces drawing characteristics in four dierent levels of abstraction (i.e.,
global, patch, stroke, and pixel level). We introduce the usage of adaptive
surface patches as the basis for generating hatching strokes. ese sur-
face patches allow us to transfer global drawing properties and provide a
robust control over hatching areas and the hatching properties applied
in each individual area. Furthermore, we present an analytic representa-ä.ó ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo Z±h ÕÕÕ
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Figure ä.ó: Conclusions on Chapter ¢. An unextensive list of the benets, disadvantages,
and the most important ideas for improvement of the hatching method in Chapter ¢.
tion of hatching strokes which, in combination with locally modeling
the distances between hatching strokes along their extent, allows us to
improve upon the regular hatching patterns generated by previous meth-
ods. e results presented in Chapter ¢ demonstrate that our method
can successfully transfer many characteristics of the example styles to
a variety of target meshes. Furthermore, we complement the fully auto-
matic style transfer of our approach with interaction capabilities. e
key interaction of our approach is the brushing with hatching patches,
which provides users with novel and eective possibilities to adjust the
illustration according to their requirements and aesthetic judgment. Ad-
ditional interactions allow users of our system to adjust the type, the
general hatching direction, and the trajectories of the hatching strokes.
In conclusion (see Fig. ä.ó), we learned that user interaction was the
key to substantially increase the aesthetic and illustrative quality of the
computer-generated hatching illustrations. e interaction possibilities
presented in Chapter ¢ are crucial for creating result images of the pre-
sented quality. At the same time, the automatic methods for realizing the
hatching by example are just as important to achieve this visual quality.
We learned that the combination of an automatic control over the result
with an interactive control by the user does best meet our demands. e
resulting system is a classical example for a semi-automatic system with
high-level user control and low-level automated control. e user of our
system can dene the hatching regions (high level), while the computer
automatically takes care of the details and generates the hatching strokes
in the user-dened regions (low level). is semi-automatic approach
distributes the control over the result in a way that allows for creating
visually pleasing and eective illustrations. e high-level decisions that
are most dicult to automate or are undesired to be automated, for ex-
ample the decisions involved in determining the hatching regions, are
put into the hands of the human. e low-level decisions and motorÕÕó hh¶« b ¶±¶§u ë§
controls that are most dicult to execute for the untrained human, for
example the drawing of stroke trajectories that well describe the target
surface, are put into the ‘hands’ of the machine. e lowest-level control
in our hatching system currently is the ne-grained adjustment of stroke
trajectories via retouching the reference stroke direction eld. It would
be desirable to extend the system with more low-level user interactions
such as interactions for removing individual strokes or locally modifying
the distances between neighboring strokes.
Furthermore, we learned that it is important to allow the user to work
in various levels of detail. A exible adjustment of the interaction granu-
larity enhances the interaction eciency and is necessary to adjust the
user control to the current task. In our hatching system, this adjustment
is particularly important for retouching the reference direction eld to
modify stroke trajectories. We allow the user to work in arbitrary levels
ofdetailforthisinteraction.elevelofdetailcanbeadjustedbyvarying
the brush size and by zooming. By making use of these adjustments the
user can, e.g., rotate the reference eld on the entire visible part of the
surface with a single click, but can also zoom in and locally rene the
trajectory of a singular hatching stroke. Up to now, we provide only a
basic set of user interactions. It would be interesting to further exploit
the potential of our hatching method in future developments.
e goal of the research presented in Chapter ¢ was to improve upon
the aesthetic quality of the results of existing hatching methods, which
suer from an overly regular and synthetic appearance. By our subjective
judgment, we achieved this goal at least to a certain extent. We unfor-
tunately had to discontinue the research on this project on hatching
by example due to time and resource constraints. Up to this point, we
have only partially tapped the potential of the described methods. Minor
extensions to our technique in its current form can further improve
the synthesis performance, the style transfer accuracy, the inter-frame
coherence, the usability and editing possibilities, as well as the range of
achievable rendering styles of our technique.
Synthesisperformance:Inthecurrentformofouralgorithms,theexecu-
tion time spent on rendering the hatching strokes is negligible compared
to the time needed for calculating the strokes. We give an example to
illustrate the computational load of our method. A current bottleneck is
the inference of the local stroke distance at each new stroke control point
during the tracing of the stroke trajectories (see Fig. ¢.Õ¦). is operation
requires a projection to óo, an intersection with the neighbor stroke, an
evaluation of the stroke distance function (which implies an interpola-
tion of the surface features), a spatial neighbor search to check if the new
control point is too close to another stroke, as well as a reprojection toä.ó ±u§Zh±êu uìZ£u-fZ«uo Z±h ÕÕì
ìo. Note that these computations have to be performed for each new
control point of every stroke. e proposed synthesis procedures can,
however, be parallelized to some extent in order to increase the synthesis
performance. A partial £¶ implementation of our synthesis algorithms
would most probably result in real-time frame rates.
Style transfer accuracy: e machine learning methods that we make
use of can be replaced by other, more sophisticated learning methods.
e parameters of the machine learning methods can be further opti-
mized for our learning problem. Using a larger set of surface features
would make the style transfer more robust, while the rendering perfor-
mance issue would be alleviated by the £¶ implementation described
before. e overtting problem can be tackled by using more extensive
training data, i.e., by learning an illustration style from a multitude of
illustrations instead of from only a single one. Together, these eorts
would result in achieving a higher style transfer accuracy.
Temporal coherence: We did not work on achieving temporal coher-
ence with our hatching method. e method in its current form cannot
generate animations with temporal coherence. e proposed concepts of
usingadaptivesurfacepatchesasabasisforhatchingstrokesandofusing
the mesh geometry to trace stroke trajectories on the surface, however,
areasolidbasisforaninter-framecoherenthatchingof ìomodels.ese
analytic descriptions of drawing elements give a tangible control over
the drawing elements, which is benecial for achieving coherent anima-
tions. Further, the similarity of the hatching regions and hatching strokes
between neighboring viewpoints can be exploited to achieve hatching
animationswithtemporalcoherence.Onecanreusethehatchingpatches
and strokes from the previous frame and adjust them to the view in the
new frame, instead of re-generating the entire set of strokes for each
frame. is would also further improve the rendering performance of
our hatching technique.
Usability and editing possibilities: Our proposed user interactions can
form the basis of an illustration system to be used by artists and illustra-
tors. Our hatching method could as well formthe basis for an illustration
tool to be used by people without an artistic background. To realize these
applications, however, the usability and the editing possibilities of our
system would have to be extended. Our prototype system would have
to be extended with functionality that is standard to graphics editing
packages. is standard functionality includes, e.g., undo and editing
history support, layer management, a graphical interface for selecting
hatching style templates, etc. Furthermore, our basic set of user inter-
actions can be extended with additional interactions. Brushing tools toÕÕ¦ hh¶« b ¶±¶§u ë§
locally adjust stroke properties such as stroke width and distances would
give additional low-level control. In addition to this, high-level brushing
tools for accentuation and abstraction, for darkening and brightening,
for adjusting material properties, etc. can be introduced.
Range of rendering styles: e concept of adaptive patches embedded
on the surface can be extended and/or generalized to realize illustrative
rendering styles other than hatching. For example, the surface patches
can be combined with a texture-based £§ method for pencil or wa-
tercolor rendering. Regions or patches of similar visual attributes are
inherently generated by many illustrative rendering methods (e.g., car-
toon rendering creates images that consist of areas of one solid color).
Representing the patches explicitly as we do in our hatching technique,
however, has the great advantage that it provides full computational con-
trol over the location and shape of the patches, as well as control over the
type and parameters of the visual abstraction that is generated within
the patches. is control together with the possibility to transfer global
style characteristics and the inter-frame stability of the adaptive surface
patches in our opinion bears great potential for further developments
within illustrative rendering.
Feedback learning: Finally, one can integrate a feedback loop in the
learningprocedure.Alearnedhatchingstylecanbeincrementallyrened
by re-running the learning algorithms on an illustration that has been
adjusted with the proposed interaction tools. is feedback loop would
make it possible to combine machine learning with human creativity in
an even more powerful way than we do up to now.
ä.ì ¶«±§Z±êu §uou§ b h±§ êu§ ±u §u«¶±
Let us summarize our ndings on automation and interaction in illustra-
tiverendering.Ingeneral,wefoundthatnon-photorealisticorillustrative
rendering methods can be enhanced by sophisticated means of imple-
menting control over the result.
Providing the user with control over the result is particularly chal-
lenging in illustrative visualization because of the need of specifying the
visibility of structures in addition to controlling the usually numerous
£§ parameters. A commonly chosen approach in illustrative rendering
of giving control over the result to the user is to provide users with a set
of global rendering parameters. e adjustment of computer-generated
illustrations by means of global parameters is, however, limited to a mod-
ication of the entire result and restricted in the range of visual eects
that can be achieved. is restricts the creative freedom of the user andä.ì ¶«±§Z±êu §uou§ b h±§ êu§ ±u §u«¶± ÕÕ¢
prohibits an application of such £§ methods in creative environments.
e described limitation can be dealt with by providing user interac-
tions that allow users to directly, locally, and exibly adjust the computer
illustrations according to their requirements and aesthetic judgment.
Reservingthecontrolovertheresultsolelytothecomputer isthemore
traditional approach to implementing control over the result in illustra-
tive rendering as compared to user interaction. Recent developments
in these automatic methods focus on example-based approaches [Kim
et al., óþþÉ; Martín et al., óþÕÕ; Kalogerakis et al., óþÕó]. Such approaches
perform an automatic learning of visual mappings from hand-craed
examples. ese example-based approaches make it easier to use a multi-
tude of inputs and outputs in visual mappings. As described in Chapter ó,
the usage of multiple inputs and outputs allows to realize more sophis-
ticated visual mappings, what improves upon the accuracy in which
drawing, painting, or illustration styles can be simulated. In automatic
approaches that do not perform any kind of parameter space analysis as
well as in fully interactive approaches, the control of a multitude of input
and output properties gets increasingly complex with an increasing num-
ber of inputs and outputs. e increasing complexity of the parameter
space makes the parameter space more and more unintuitive to navigate
for the programmer or the user. In example-based approaches, in con-
trast, the mapping of input properties to a rendering output is learned
automatically. is automatic learning takes the burden of specifying
adequate mappings away from the programmer or the user. e complex
parameter space is then navigated automatically by the computer. is
computer assistance enables the programmer or user to realize advanced
illustrative visual mappings, which enhances the aesthetic and illustra-
tive quality of the results. Apart from the pre-processing of the input
image that is performed by Martín et al. [óþÕÕ], previous example-based
approaches for illustrative rendering are fully automatic. Fully automatic
example-based approaches, however, lack the creative freedom and pos-
sibility for adjustments that is inherent to interactive approaches for
illustrative rendering.
In the course of working on this thesis, we learned that the combina-
tion of the two dierent described approaches of implementing control
overtheresulttoaninteractiveexample-basedsolutionismostpromising
according to our experiences. is combination leverages the advantages
of both an automated and an interactive control over the result. An inter-
active example-based approach allows for a twofold inuence of human
virtuosity on the rendering result. On the one hand, an example-based
approach does capture and reproduce human virtuosity algorithmically.
On the other hand, an interactive approach allows the human user to
apply his or her virtuosity during the creation of the result.ÕÕä hh¶« b ¶±¶§u ë§
user assistance
production speed
interaction simplicity
creative freedom
automatic semi-automatic interactive
tradeoff
Figure ä.ì: Tradeo of advantages achieved by semi-automatic methods for illustrative
rendering. e major advantage of interactive methods is the creative freedom they pro-
vide to the user (bottom row). is creative freedom is achieved, however, by sacricing
the advantages of automatic methods (top three rows). Semi-automatic methods partially
leverage the advantages of both types of methods.
e proposed fusion of the two kinds of approaches for implementing
control over the result to an interactive example-based system combines
both of these inuences. Such an interactive example-based system does
improve upon the aesthetic and illustrative quality that is achievable
with computer-generated illustrations. Furthermore, we believe that the
described combination can help bridging the gap between illustrative
rendering and ne arts, respectively between computer-generated and
computer-assisted illustration. is bridging can help in nally putting
the artist in the loop as proposed by Seims [ÕÉÉÉ], which would support
the spreading of illustrative rendering methods in creative environments.
Furthermore, the proposed notion of interactive example-based illustra-
tion systems can also inform the development of tools that allow people
without an artistic background to interactively create visually appealing
and eective renderings.
Furthermore,semi-automaticsystemsforillustrativerenderingachieve
a tradeo of the advantages and disadvantages of automatic and interac-
tivemethods(seeFig.ä.ì).emajorbenetoffullyinteractivemethods
is the creative freedom that such methods provide to the user. is cre-
ative freedom is, however, achieved at the expense of sacricing the
benets of fully automatic methods. ese sacriced benets are proper-
ties such as user assistance, production speed, and interaction simplicity.
Semi-automaticmethodssuchasourhatchingmethodincludeatradeo
of the described properties and partially leverage the advantages of both
automatic and interactive methods.ä.ì ¶«±§Z±êu §uou§ b h±§ êu§ ±u §u«¶± ÕÕß
e combination of automatic and interactive control over the re-
sult allows non-experts in illustration to benet from expert illustration
knowledge and skills. e methods presented in this thesis allow people
without an illustration background to create illustrations that they would
otherwise not be able to create. By providing people without an illus-
tration background hands-on access to illustration expertise we make
illustrative rendering available in domains where it was not available be-
fore.Apartfromthisapplicationbynon-expertsinillustration,ourmeth-
ods can also be applied by professional illustrators. We envision several
potential application domains for the interactive illustrative rendering
tools presented in this thesis. Fig. ä.¦ shows an overview of potential
application domains and some exemplary use cases of our methods. Let
us conclude with outlining some of the potential applications.
Illustrators:Oneapplicationdomainforourmethodsistheapplication
by professional illustrators, in particular by scientic and biomedical
illustrators. Our methods can speed up the production process and there-
fore lower the expenses for producing scientic and medical illustrations.
Furthermore, the employment of illustrative rendering methods by pro-
fessionalillustratorsdoesharnessthepotentialofthemethodstoahigher
degreethantheemploymentofsuchmethodsbycomputerscientistswho
develop the methods, as illustrators are skilled and trained in ne arts.
We see two implications of this circumstance. First, the aesthetic quality
and illustration eectiveness that is achieved with the illustrative render-
ingmethodsincreases.Second,theexchangebetweenthetwodisciplines
of illustration and computer science fosters a mutual development that
can result in even more sophisticated tools for computer-generated illus-
tration. e interaction capabilities of the illustrative rendering methods
that we present in this thesis make an employment of our methods by
illustrators possible and feasible, as described in both Chapter ì and
Chapter ¢. An employment of fully automatic methods by illustration
experts would, in contrast, be highly unlikely due to the lack of possi-
bilities for adjustment. We got this initial assumption conrmed from
correspondence with professional illustrators.
Artists: Apart from the application for illustration purposes, the pre-
sented tools can also be applied for art creation. e result images de-
picted in this thesis are demonstrations of the technical capabilities of
our methods and do have only little artistic value. Giving our tools in
the hands of artists would result in tapping the creative potential of the
tools and can lead to the creation of pieces of a novel art form.ÕÕ hh¶« b ¶±¶§u ë§
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of our interactive illustrative rendering methods
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Figure ä.¦: Application domains of our interactive illustrative rendering methods.
Domain experts: e previously described merit that our methods
make illustration expertise accessible to non-illustrators facilitates an
application of our methods by domain experts. Experts in various profes-
sions and disciplines can generate illustrations with the tools presented
in this thesis instead of hiring professional illustrators. ese can be
illustrations for either publication or teaching purposes. e application
of our methods by domain experts can increase the quality of the gen-
erated illustrations and allow domain experts to save the expenses for
ordering professional illustrations. Let us back this claim up with the
following comment of a professional medical illustrator on our work:
‘I see a lot of bad and ugly illustration work, oen made in powerpoint and
then published in scientic publications. ere will always be scientists that
produce their own artwork instead of hiring an illustrator to do that for
them. With an automatically generated image of this quality the visuals
would be much better and thus improve the scientic publication.’ä.ì ¶«±§Z±êu §uou§ b h±§ êu§ ±u §u«¶± ÕÕÉ
Laypeople: Finally, the methods presented in this thesis can be applied
by people without an artistic background, and other than domain ex-
perts, to interactively create illustrative renderings. One may argue that
the prototype implementations of our methods are not yet applicable
by laymen due to a lack of editing functionality. e proposed concepts
can, however, inform the implementation of soware products that are
well applicable by laymen. is application by laypeople can serve two
dierent purposes. e rst purpose is to create illustrations to visually
record and communicate ideas. e second purpose is to be creative and
to generate art for the mere sake of pleasure and artistic expression. e
interactivity and directness of our tools combined with the algorithmic
image synthesis capabilities allow laypeople to create images and interac-
tive renderings that they are otherwise not able to create. is computer
assistance can stimulate the creativity of laypeople and increase their
enjoyment of creating illustrations and art.A APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENTAL IMAGES
N
ëthatwehavediscussedourmethodswewanttopresentsome
larger depictions of already shown results. We rst show some
enlarged versions of results of Chapter ì and then of Chapter ¢.
Figure A.¢: Enlarged depiction of the hand visualization in Fig. ì.ÕÕg.
ÕóÕÕóó Z££uoì: «¶££uu±Z Zu«
Figure A.ä: Enlarged depiction of the brain visualization in Fig. ì.Õ¦dZ££uoì: «¶££uu±Z Zu« Õóì
Figure A.ß: Enlarged depiction of the venus illustration in Fig. ¢.óþ.Õó¦ Z££uoì: «¶££uu±Z Zu«
Figure A.: Enlarged depiction of the pitcher plant illustration in Fig. ¢.ó¦a.Z££uoì: «¶££uu±Z Zu« Õó¢
Figure A.É: Enlarged depiction of the scapula illustration in Fig. ¢.ó¦b.Õóä Z££uoì: «¶££uu±Z Zu«
Figure A.Õþ: Enlarged depiction of the two box cloth illustration in Fig. ¢.óßb.B APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENTAL VIDEOS
A
hh£Zíthepresentedstillimageswealsogeneratedvideos
that demonstrate our approaches and that contain animations.
Below we provide links to these videos as ¤§-codes and as ¶§s.
Figure B.ÕÕ: ¤§-code that links to a video demonstrating
the volume illustration method presented in Chapter ì.
¶§: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mq_qDqPjgQI
Figure B.Õó: ¤§-code that links to a video demonstrating
the interactive hatching method presented in Chapter ¢.
¶§: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IuvUCìHFP¦¦
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T
uuë§o veranderen illustratietechnieken steeds sneller.
Dit proefschri neemt deel aan dit proces van verandering en
bestudeert de interactieve computergesteunde creatievan illustra-
ties. Illustraties zijn eectieve middelen om informatie op een visuele
manier vast te leggen en over te dragen. Het gebruik van illustraties
reikt terug tot in de prehistorie, toen de prehistorische mens begon zijn
omgeving af te beelden in vorm van grotschilderingen. Sinds toen hee
de kunst van de illustratie een lange evolutie doorlopen. Maar illustra-
ties zijn nog steeds een belangrijke vorm van visuele communicatie. De
ontwikkeling van illustratietechnieken is nauw verbonden met de ont-
wikkeling van nieuwe technologieën voor de beeldende vormgeving.
Tegenwoordig zijn illustratietechnieken in een staat van verandering.
Mensen gebruiken heden ten dage meer en meer digitale technieken
voor het creëren van illustraties.
De digitale technieken die hierbij worden gebruikt zijn óf technieken
voor de automatische beeldvorming óf technieken voor het interactieve
digitale tekenen of schilderen. Beide deze soorten digitale illustratieve
technieken zijn alleen toepasbaar voor specialisten in illustratie. Professi-
onele illustrators zijn meestal mensen met een hoog artistiek talent, een
opleiding tot beeldend kunstenaar, en vaak een speciale opleiding tot
illustrator. Niet iedereen die een illustratie nodig hee beschikt over de
middelen om deze door een professionele illustrator te laten maken. Om
deze reden zijn mensen die op zoek zijn naar een illustratie genoodzaakt
om af te zien van de illustratie, om een bestaande illustratie te gebruiken
die niet goed geschikt is, of om de illustratie zelf te creëren. Al deze
oplossingen hebben een negatief eect op de kwaliteit van de illustratie
en op het bereiken van het doel van de illustratie.
Dit proefschri bestudeert technieken die expertise in illustratie be-
schikbaarentoepasbaarmakenvoormensenzondereencreatieveachter-
grond. Bovendien zijn de technieken die in dit proefschri voorgesteld
worden ook toepasbaar voor professionele illustrators. We behandelen
in dit proefschri technieken voor de interactieve illustratieve beeldvor-
ming.Illustratieveofniet-fotorealistischebeeldvormingiseendeelgebied
van de computergraek dat zich voornamelijk bezighoudt met het ge-
nereren van plaatjes in de stijl van met de hand gemaakte beelden. Een
centraal oogmerk van de methoden in dit proefschri is het verkrijgen
van controle over de resultaten van illustratieve beeldvorming. Wij spre-
ken hier van controle in de zin van invloed en besturing en niet in de zin
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van test en toetsing. Methoden voor de illustratieve beeldvorming zijn
meestal volledig automatisch, of stellen alleen beperkte mogelijkheden
terbeschikkingomderesultatentecontroleren.Ditsoortautomatisering
staat in contrast met de artistieke natuur van de plaatjes die gegenereerd
worden. Bovendien belet het ontbreken van mogelijkheden voor ingrij-
pen, dat methoden voor illustratieve beeldvorming toegepast worden in
creatieve omgevingen. De technieken die wij in dit proefschri bestude-
ren kunnen helpen om deze toestand te verbeteren.
Inhoofdstukóonderzoekenwehetonderwerpvancontroleoverhetre-
sultaat in de illustratieve beeldvorming. Verder leggen we de samenhang
uit van de twee verschillende methoden van illustratieve beeldvorming
die in dit proefschri worden voorgesteld.
In hoofdstuk ì presenteren wij een methode voor de interactieve il-
lustratieve visualisatie van volumetrische gegevens. Deze methode is
gebaseerd op een techniek die het mogelijk maakt om visualisaties met
behulp van regels te beïnvloeden. In dit proefschri introduceren we
een grasche methode om dit soort visualisatieregels te formuleren en te
exploreren. Verder stellen we een mogelijkheid voor om de visualisatiere-
gelslokaalaantepassenopeenintuïtieveengraschemanier.Bovendien
stellen wij een concept voor dat het mogelijk maakt om regel-gebaseerde
visualisatiefunctionaliteit automatisch toe te voegen aan willekeurige
shader-programmas. Dit is een erg exibel concept dat het mogelijk
maakt om willekeurige variabelen in shader-programmas als input en
output voor visualisatieregels te gebruiken. De methode in hoofdstuk
ì maakt regel-gebaseerde visualisaties beter toegankelijk en toepasbaar
voor de gebruiker en verbetert de mogelijkheden om dit soort visualisa-
ties interactief te exploreren.
In hoofdstuk ¦ gaan we dieper in op de inzichten met betrekking tot
controle over het resultaat die we in hoofdstuk ì hebben verworven.
Gebaseerd op deze inzichten motiveren wij vervolgens de strategie voor
controle over het resultaat voor hoofdstuk ¢.
In hoofdstuk ¢ introduceren wij een methode voor het interactieve
genereren van plaatjes die op arceringen met pen en inkt lijken. Deze
methode maakt het mogelijk om ìo modellen te renderen in de stijl van
klassieke medische illustraties met pen en inkt. De techniek die wij in
hoofdstuk ¢ presenteren verbetert de esthetische kwaliteit van met de
computer gegenereerde arceringen. Wij bereiken deze verbetering door
de combinatie van twee strategieën voor controle over het resultaat: het
automatische leren van voorbeelden en het interactieve ingrijpen door
de gebruiker. Ten eerste stellen wij een voorbeeldgebaseerde methode
van arcering voor. We maken gebruik van beeldverwerking en machine
learning om de arceringsstijl van met de hand getekende illustraties te
leren. Wij bespreken een model dat het mogelijk maakt om de geleerde
arceringsstijl over te dragen op nieuwe ìo objecten. Dit model bevat«ZuêZ±± Õ¦ß
meerdere technische noviteiten op het gebied van voorbeeldgebaseerde
illustratieve beeldvorming. Ten tweede presenteren wij interactietech-
nieken die de gebruiker van het arceringssysteem de mogelijkheid bie-
den om het resultaat te veranderen. De combinatie van automatische
voorbeeldgebaseerde controle en interactieve controle over het resultaat
maakt het mogelijk om de esthetische kwaliteit en de doeltreendheid
van met de computer gegenereerde arceringen te verbeteren. Bovendien
maakt de techniek expertise in arcering toepasbaar voor mensen zonder
kennissen in arcering. Daardoor woord het voor leken mogelijk gemaakt
omillustratiestecreërendiezeandersnietinstaatzoudenzijntecreëren.
Verder maakt de interactiviteit van onze techniek het mogelijk dat hij
gebruikt kan worden door kunstenaars en illustrators.
Tenslotte vatten we in hoofdstuk ä de belangrijkste inzichten en tech-
nische bijdragen van dit proefschri samen en trekken conclusies uit
ons onderzoek. Bovendien presenteren wij ideeën en richtingen voor
toekomstig werk. We sluiten dit proefschri af met het omlijnen van
mogelijke toepassingen van onze methoden.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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